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Jim Mars Dept: Low End VAX Sys
Bob Pedersen Ext.: 247-2181

CC: Distribution

Subject: AL THOSE VOLTAGE CHANELS

A point of information. In order to support Unibus options, AZTEC,
TUS8, and BI modules, we will require up to 12 voltage sources.

+5V Main Logic Channel
+5B Battery Supported Channel for Memory+LLV Low Logic Voltage Channel for Gate Arrays
+12V TU58 Motor, NI, EIA Serial Lines

- -ECL-Devices-on-Higher-Performance Modules
FAN Source for Fan Drive, Probably Battery Supported

~12V EIA Line Drivers (if on-board regs don't go)
Unibus Com

-15V Unibus Comm
+15V

AC

TOY CLK Battery Supported Channel for TOY Clock

This does not account for any special isolation needs that may arise due
to pulse loading of individual channels. There may be more channels
required to provide such isolation.

Pub & Ry Bonk

The system fans will be powered from available channels such as +/-24V,
but battery support will probably be necessary causing complications.
It is possible to eliminate +/-15V by substituting +/-12V on the Unibus
backplane. That leaves 10 different channels.

There will be some Unibus options that won't work on 12V, but that is not
expected to be much of a problem. Most are EIA Comm no memory.

The BI backplane is intended to have only three channels to attempt to
build some discipline into system design for the future. I worry that
any possible discipline will disappear with the first Scorpio product
featuring "all those voltage channels" necessary to support Unibus also.

The above speaks for system design as a desparate need if BI is to become
an economically viable structure.
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Date: 5 March 198
From: Qnur Tasa
Dept: Low End VAX Systems Dev
Ext.: 247-3027
Loc/Mail Stop: TW/B02

Subject: MINUTES OF BI BUS SPECIFICATION REVIEW

A meeting was held on 8 February 1982 to review the BI bus
specification as it is defined today, identify its pros and cons, and
make a recommendation to keep BI as is or not. Those in attendance
were:

Dileep Bhandarkar
Frank Bomba
Ted Gent
Brian Hannon
Dick Hustvedt
Stan Lackey
Wayne Parker
Dave Rodgers

Steve Rothman
Barry Rubinson
Ted Semple
Bob StewartBill Strecker
Qnur Tasar
Mike Titelbaum
Dale Troppito

In summary, the task force considered two alternatives: 1) BI as is,
and 2) BI prime as a packet bus. With two exceptions, the task force
recommended to go with the first alternative. It was felt that BI was
a technically adequate solution and that its shortcomings could be
overcome. Going with Alternative 2 was thought of as a better
technical solution but a longer term, higher risk project. Baring in
mind time to market and 2.5 years of investment into BI, the
recommendation was to stay with it.
The Scorpio Program Office has since decided to proceed with the BI as
is (see memo from D. Lignos, "BI Task Force Recommendations and
Implementation Direction", dated 10 February 1982) and our plans have
been revised to reflect that decision.

The purpose of the attached document is for your records only. It is
almost a transcript of what transpired at the task force review. The
conversations were recorded and the transcript has been edited only
because at times the distant voices were not audible enough for the
recording machine. A summary of the discussion was also done where
feasible.
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The meeting started with a presentation by Frank describing where we
are with the BI spec and BIIC development. Questions were asked on
BIIC schedule, die size, testability features and cost. Wayne
reported that first pass BIIC will come out in Ql FY'83 and second
pass in Q3 Fy'83. The die size is 310 x 310 mil. The BIIC has
extensive RAMP features as well as data integrity provisions. Waynesaid that the cost is estimated to be about $72/chip but that the costis a function of volume.

Issue: Cost of BIIC and Interfacing to BIIC

Barry was concerned that the cost of BIIC is unknown for FY'85 because
we don't know who will use it and, therefore, what the volumes would
be. He also added that we would need other chip(s) to interface to
BIIC which would add to the cost. Today Unibus interface costs $25,
the BI would be much higher than that. And high cost would demotivate
its use. Ted argued that if we make BI public and let the DEC
customers use it, the volume will go up and cost will go down.

Next the complexity of interfacing to BIIC was discussed. The BI
required memory address translation to be done at the controller end.
Bob thought that memory sitting directly on BI makes memorytranslation more difficult, if the bus architecture was CI like then
the disk would not have to do physical address translation right on
the I/O bus and, therefore, would be easier to attach to. Barry said
that if we use BI as is then we should design a memory management chip
to be used at the controller end. Bill thought that was an
implementation issue not a BI issue.

Issue: What Do We Want the BI For?

Since most of the users of BI went away except Scorpio, the group
wanted to address the application space for BI before we looked at the
BI related problem. Dave said we need BI for terminal size computers
and the traditional mid-range systems that can do multiprocessing.
The competition is the Japanese and IBM building personal computers
and small systems in a networking environment. Dave thought BI was
not. good for the high end. DEC's strength is its familiness of
products and ease of migration across time and size. Migration is
achieved through the use of common application software. An argument
was made, however, that high volume products such as table top
computers will have their own bounded design and to be cost effective
will use nothing standard. Therefore, they will have their own
optimized bus. Migration is important for mid-range systems. For
Micro's, migration is also very important because their customers
design special controllers. Then an argument was made that if the
table top market was not going to use BI, then for other systems we
would have to worry about more than one BI because its performance
will not be enough.

Issue: Bandwidth Not Enough-Especially With One "Stall Cycle" Added

Bob said that if Nautilus only had one BI, it would not work, BI has
at least one stall cycle, sometimes you may get two. Steve asked how
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long it would take to do 1 megabyte transfer. There was no answer to
that because we haven't done system performance simulations with BI.
However, for typical timesharing applications there is enough
bandwidth. If we want to compete with SEL, there probably won't be
enough. Bob didn't know what percent of the users wanted more than
"X" bandwidth. Steve said 99 percent of the applications won't need
more than 8-10 megabytes per channel. But there are applications
requiring multi-channels. Ted worried about the bandwidth
requirements of image processing. Barry said he had data on what the
disk requirements will be in the future. He estimated:

6 megabytes in '88
8 megabytes in '91
11 megabytes in '95

and that all these were very conservative numbers. Also, he thought
the CPU performance will go up and, therefore, demand for I/O
bandwidth will go up. Therefore, we must have a strategy for multipleBI. Barry argued that every processor will have its own private
memory interconnect and SI (storage interconnect) will sit on it.
Steve said that a goal of BI should be a common attachment to storage.
Dave added that BI also should serve as a way for customers to
interconnect to a common bus. But if BI was only for storage, then we
reinvented the Massbus.

We couldn't answer whether BI had enough bandwidth because we didn't
know how it was used in a system environment. Bob said, if we go with
BI and assume it is a common storage interconnect then we are stuck
with it for high end as well. In a multi-BI system we need a cable
between the PMI and each BI. Dual processor Nautilus or Venus II will
not fit into one cabinet. Therefore, 5 foot length may not be enough.

Issue: Length of BI--5 Foot or 20 Foot or 1 Foot

Steve said if the bus was longer than 5 foot, we may require two stall
cycles which might reduce the bandwidth to 6 megabytes. For large
systems the requirements of longer BI and higher bandwidth are
contradictory. Bob asked what would be wrong with dividing the
bandwidth into byte size cost effective chunks that the customer can
get to? Steve said that most people don't want DR32. All customers
now want Unibus and Q-bus like interfaces. BI logically performs as
if memory is on the bus. We anticipate that the use of BI on the high
end will be like the Unibus.

Then it has to come out of the cabinet. How fast should the extension
be? There is a hypothesis that some customers may want it very long
and slow but the throughput is there. Ted thought the customer may be
left with the responsibility of designing the 20 foot extension. Then
the question is whether to extend from BI or PMI. If we extend from
PMI, BI could be "backplane length" long. Bill summarized that we can
see a need for a very short BI and one that is 20 foot long, but 5
foot isn't an interesting number because it does not allow mid and
high end to get around all of their modules and it is longer than you
need if you are building a "shoe box". Perhaps the question is not
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how long it is but how many drops it can have. But then we have the
same problem because it is related to capacitance. If the wire is 20
foot long, it would be better to run one or two wires instead of 60;
which will look like a CI.
Issue: Can We Solve Everybody's Problem With One Bus?

Bob asked whether we can Solve everyone's problem at the same time.
Dave said we could define it as follows: 1 msec random access, 5-10
megabytes bandwidth, 5-10 drops and meets the "get out of the cabinet"
requirement. The backplane is not very long, but somewhere at the end
of the system an isolated extension comes out. Bill hoped that we
don't want something we cannot physically build, i.e., we want to makeit longer and it needs to be electrically isolated, then maybe it
needs to run serial, and then it needs high bandwidth We are
generating a wish list and going down the rats nest.

Issue: Competition Test

Who does it faster? Nautilus must compete with SEL. SEL's bus is
equivalent to Nautilus' PMI, but they decided to make it public. What
made Unibus desirable is that we made it public and it stayed the same
from one system to another. Any customer who interfaces to PMI takes
the risk of generating a point product because the next PMI may be
different. It is also important for DEC to have a common bus to
attach disks and comm devices.

Ted explained what the customer wants at the low end. The engineslike V-11, Microvax, Nanovax, two or three of them would sit on BI
with shared I/O and shared memory. Some customers will want RAM on
the BI. An argument was made that BI allows all V-11 memory to be
fully addressable so there is no need for RAM to be on BI. However,
Bill thought in the long run memory will hang off in the local
subsystems and it wasn't clear whether the BI needed to be a memory
bus at all. It was clear that having BI be a memory and I/O bus was
better than just having it be an I/O bus.

Issue: Should BI be a Memory and I/O Bus (i.e., Allow DMA) or Only an
I/O Bus?

Dave said that we want to be able to do what Intel does which is to
have shared memory, multiprocessing and I/O buses. Bill responded
that each generation of CPU that we put out has multiprocessing
capability on its PMI so you can always plug some number of CPU's on
the PMI. But that is all you can do with it. If we let the customer
attach to the PMI, we have no commitment to keep it the same from one
generation to another. Dave said maybe what we need is a public
memory bus and a public I/O bus. Bill's reaction was that we don't
need more buses. If we try, we will end up with a compromise which is
the BI. One can compromise one of several directions of which the
current spec is a very good example.

A question was asked whether the customer wanted multiprocessing or a

memory bus. Ted said "yes" to both. Cutler, representing Seaboard
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software, thinks multiprocessing is essential and wants to keep BI asis. Stan believed that multiprocessing can be done over the PMI with
higher performance. The current spec he generated for a new PMI canhandle four Scorpio CPUs. Ted brought back the migration issue.
Steve asked what the cost difference would be between a memory plusI/O bus and I/O bus only. Barry said that if it was I/O only, we
probably gravitate to a packet design. If we say we need shared
memory on the I/O bus, then we would gravitate towards addressing data
per cycle type design and leave out mid and high end. Dave thought we
had requirements for both. 'Two public buses had less compromise. If
we have two, then we could play with cost. Bill said two buses were
unacceptable. He didn't believe we could afford both. We barely can
afford to do one. We have identified two functions, that is a memorybus and and 1/0 bus. We are trying to produce a compromise. If youaim toward being a memory bus, you compromise I/O performance. If you
do an I/O bus, you compromise the memory performance. Bill didn't
think we can do two buses. The main thing that will get plugged into
the bus is the I/O adapters and they can be plugged regardless of the
model we have. Stan said the BI didn't meet the 10 megabyte
requirement per octal word. Bob worried that if we stick the BI on a
mid or high end system, we'd end up with a 6 mbyte bus which the
customer can only put 3 mbytes on before he runs into problems.
Issue: Is it Better to Take a Schedule Hit and Do it Right?
Qmur questioned the timeframe needed for a possible new BI. BarrySaid that BI will take 10 years from start to production. It should
be well thought out and if it is almost ideal then we should go withit. But he thought the purpose of the meeting was to determine how
far BI was from the ideal. If the deltas were large, let's take two
more years and do it right. Barry said with BSA there was always a
funding issue. Dave said that the current state of affairs would be
not to do BSA because the only processor that will use BI is Scorpio,
and it will be well served by an integrated I/O. Barry's reason to
talk about funding was that some number of years from now there will
be a bunch of peripherals and BI, but if there is no BSA nobody would
use the BI. Bob said that it was clear that if the corporation does
the BI, they would want to put something on it and the disks would be
the obvious place to start. Onur asked if Nautilus will reconsider to
put BI back in. Bob said that everytime the corporation reconsiders
they get to reconsider their decision. But he was personnally
concerned about having to make a quick time to market project
dependent on something that has already taken three years and hasn't
shown any sign of real progress and doesn't seem to be perfectly
suitable for his purposes. Dave argued that the whole reason the BI
came back to life was because Unibus only strategies were not
unacceptable.

The morning session was closed with a list of conclusions about BI
that went as follows:
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- BI is reasonably well suited for low end.
- BI does not have the desirable attributes for mid-range and

high end.

- It may be unrealistic to expect the BI to meet the diverse
needs of all products.

- BIIC as defined meets the requirements of the spec and isdoable.
- BI needs to be a public bus.

BI's performance in a system especially in a multiprocessingenvironment has to be understood. There may be enough speedbut not enough bandwidth for multiprocessing of Scorpio size
machines.

- BI is compromised towards a memory bus. Let's understand what
we need to do to optimize an I/O bus.

- Scorpio system needs stability around the BI.

The afternoon session was dedicated to understanding what the I/0 onlybus would look like so that we could determine the worth of waitingfor it without the presence of BI.

Barry presented the storage perspective. Looking over the next 20
years of the usage of this new bus, Barry said they'd like to see 4-5
Mbytes bandwidth per each adapter. For storage devices, they can see
a need for two adapters summing up to a 10 megabyte bandwidth
requirement. For ease of interfacing, a packet-oriented bus would be
the best. This is the kind of a bus that gets out of the cabinet andis isolated, etc. So there is a bandwidth issue with BI.
The second issue is addressing. With the current BI, the BSA needs a
certain amount of RAM to cache some of the pointers and timing is
critical in bringing things in and out of the bus. Design of
microcode was the major complexity in terms of mapping scheme.

Responding to a question, Barry said they don't need any interrupts on
the bus and a two level prioritization is sufficient. The number of
nodes on the bus could be between 10-16. They don't like the high
speed buffering requirement of CI either. One might design a 20 Mbyte
bus but the purpose would be to run 4 or 5 MB devices on it. Each
device would get the bus once every four slots. In this scheme you
would not have to use a superfast memory for buffering.
Bill said the question is whether one uses the main memory or packet
buffers in order to store the information coming in under the wire.
Barry said that large packets made things easier for them. But there
were comments about technological problems to implement large packets
inexpensively.
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Bill commented that the problem is whether the bus is run at a fixedbeat which places a requirement to take the data at the right rate or
you have stalls which complicates the protocol. Barry argued that onewould bargain for a new stall architecture. However, in anyarchitecture one needs to guarantee data delivery to memory cycleafter cycle and that is probably hard to do without packet buffers.Barry's position is that if we use commodity RAM Chips, we would nothave a real cost problem.

Barry said that one idea that came up was Time Division Multiplex
(TDM) type design, where buffering and mapping is done in each nodeinstead of for each node. One of the problems with BI right now isthat if you stall you basically cause congestion on the entire bus for
everybody who wants to use it.
Barry explained why the BI-AZTEC interface looked like it was going tobe very expensive. The current AZTEC design uses the low end storageinterconnect called LESI. Because of the similarities, LESI isdefined to recognize the Unibus and Q-bus ports and the systemSoftware sees the same port. The microcode in the AZTEC controller
implements the interface to LESI. For the optimal design, BI-AZTECinterface implements a VAX port architecture which necessitated
changing the microcode in the AZTEC controller. There is a limited
RAM and ROM there so you can't have both microcodes. What you have isan AZTEC prime that interfaces to BI. Ted asked if it is possible to
go from BI to a BUA to Unibus then go to Unibus/AZTEC interface. The
answer was to interface BI-AZTEC to LESI. 'he only disadvantage withthat is that VMS would see a Unibus port instead of an elegant VAX
port e

The discussion steered towards exploring what adapter architecture was
to be used independent of what the new bus looked like. Two possiblearchitectures were: VAX Port Adapter and an adapter with mapregisters. The advantage of VAX ports is better performance but at
the low performance peripherals one wouldn't see a difference. Dick
explained that one is limited by the number of map registers than
anything else. The UBA and MBA on current VAXs have 496 map
registers. Sometimes you run out of map registers. Barry mentioned
that it is also a matter of mix of products. If the configuration has
things like TU81, floppy disks and MAYA, then we probably are doingthe wrong thing with the BI-AZTEC interface. We could easily go use a
LESI interface to BI by just redesigning that piece.
Next, Bill presented his vision about BI and BI prime. He said that
the company really cannot afford to have two buses in this space. I/0
and memory needs may be different, but the purpose of this bus is to
attach peripherals to VAX systems. Bill didn't think we could have
two buses that attach peripherals to VAXs. What one needs to do is to
pick a compromise, and like all compromises it won't leave everyone
happy. But the compromise can be made to augment what we will have:
CI and NI and what we have: Unibus, Q-bus, etc.
Bill continued, "If one wants a compromise towards a memory bus, the
current BI definition is just fine. Quite a good job has been done to
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get a very nice bus within a whole bunch of constraints in terms ofthe number of things and how many chips you can have. We won't gain
anything by changing that definition. BI is 99% where it ought to be.
The other emphasis which has been talked about from time to time is
making it look more like an I/O bus. This was basically not
considered strongly at the interconnect task force because of the
assumption that the BI was going to be used for a lot of things itturned out not to be used for. Frank gave that list and you saw a
host of projects who might have used it. Particularly Mercury, HSC,J-1, Venus and whatever the Fll. So there were about five projects
around, all of which were predicated upon memory box-like structures,
and they were all going to use it so it seemed very clear at the timethis was the proper orientation to go with and not an I/O orientation.
Given that there's a substantial decommitment from using it in that
fashion, I think it's appropriate as an exercise, hopefully, containedto just today and not further than today, to look at what it needs to
do as an I/O bus."

Bill continued his presentation. "Barry gave a basic overview. I
wouldn't want a higher bandwidth. If you look at the current BI
design and assume that you had very long transfers, the bandwidth
would be closer to 20 megabytes than 13. And further, if you assume
that each of the nodes that are interfacing to this thing had packetbuffers and which I think is the only reasonable assumption to do,then in fact you wouldn't have stall cycles so there would be 20
megabytes available on the bus. Right now we have with the current BI
a definition of 13 megabytes maximum; but in actual operations it will
be much less than 10. With the definition of the packetbus and packet
buffers, there would be presumably available 20 megabytes so there's
potentially a significant difference. Maybe as much as 3 to 1
advantage in operations. What else would we do differently?"
"The other thing is basically a more simple protocol. 'The memory
mapping is presumably centralized. There will be some kind of port
between the processor and this bus and all the memory mapping would
take place there."

Barry asked if Bill was assuming there would be more than one
processor allowed on that bus? Bill explained that what goes on this
bus is basically computer memory, processors, etc. I think to the
first approximation the definition of an I/O bus would be a CI-like
structure implemented in some sort of parallel form and restricted tolie within the cabinet or cabinets that are bolted together. Barry
said that this would change the chip fairly radically. Bill responded
that it changed interrupts and interlocks. Dave said the BI by itself
was not enough, you also have to invent the MSCP and the CI port
architecture, etc. Bill answered that was already defined. Barry
added that a real VAX support had to be implemented that does the DMA
functions as well as the non-DMA functions and plays with the maps and
all the rest of periphery.

Bill summarized that we would end up with a bus that is simplier in
its design, that is, higher bandwidth with the same technology you put
into it and for peripheral devices it solves the memory mapping
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problem. What this does is if we went with this as opposed to this BIdefinition, we are sort of selling a slightly different class of
systems-there's a slightly different emphasis. This is oriented
towards multi-computer systems that are typically designed in a set of
subsystems which are sort of self contained and they are linked
together by this BI prime. The peripherals are message interprocesscommunication-oriented as opposed to memory reference oriented. Bill
thought that over the long term that is clearly the way to go.
If we are selling systems in 1990, most people are not going to wantto talk about buses that are memory reference oriented. Barry said
that the other side of the argument is that Cutler wants a memory bus.Steve argued that if you want a Unibus then you put it on the PMI.
You would either have to make the PMI available or you make somethingto hook through PMI.

Stan asked whether the packet lengths for the BI prime would be the
same length as the BI. Bill said probably so. The CI allows up to
4000 byte packet sizes. Given that you are using messages as a
syncronizing mechanism you've got to make sure it is at least big
enough to hold one of the synchronizing messages.

Going back to the common PMI issue, Bob said it was hard to believe
that the Scorpio and the high-end VAX really have any use for the same
PMI. Steve responded that we don't have to pick the extremes. The
question was, should a PMI be consistant across several members of the
family? Bob asked how many members of the family can be out there at
once? Dave said from a market point of view there are somewhere
between 5 and 10. Bob added that there are some old ones and some new
ones. The issue was that the group thought we would need a common and
public PMI if we went with BI prime. Bill did not believe that the
things we want to do, have to be implemented on the PMI. He said thatif we look at the set of peripherals that we are proposing, we think
we need SI-like adapters, comm adapters, NI adapters, things like
that, that all of them will perfectly will go on a packet bus. We
don't need this memory style to implement our own peripherals. Bob
disagreed with the last statement.

Mike asked what George Champine will need for his Workstation when he
replaces the Unibus inside the box and goes directly to some VAX.Bill answered that the graphics adapter has its own memory. George
needs a high speed port to memory but it is not clear that he needs
random to host memory.

Bill did not believe that for any of the peripherals we are making
ourselves that they would be seriously inconvenienced by having a
packet kind of bus; in fact, they will probably be convenienced by
having it. Dick commented that any two Unibus options follow
anything comparable or that anything else that offers you register
bits is going to behave uniformally. Bill said until somebody puts up
the name of something we want to adapt to, that this seriously
inconveniences the bus structure. He thought Dick's comment was,
"Does this provide a discipline?". It provides a discipline that
really allows these things to be engineered independently of one
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another. We have done things in the past where everybody is in
everybody elses hair and we have a lot of real time constraints and soforth. The packet bus is a longer term solution and because of that
there is some higher risk associated with it.
Bob asked about the comm devices on the packet bus. And Dave asked ifBill assumed that there is only one kind of processor out there withvirtual memory. Bill explored the kind of components that we may
Produce in quantity. Bill said if we look at the bulk of DEC's
business and asked what peripherals we want to make, it will not be
more easily done on this bus than the other one.

If we look at our terminals strategy, we are not going to build
character type terminals anymore. He could not see many peripherals
adapters that would be hooked onto this packetbus for which it would
not be highly suitable.
Steve brought up the original SUVAX concept where it was very
important that the memory was in the BI address space and he said that
they already have a problem because they can't do that with Unibus.Bill said they have an architecture that is based upon the Unibus.
They do block transfers back and forth between the frame buffer and
the Unibus. So it looks more like a block transfer device than a bit
map that you write by the processor. Steve asked if the reason to
change was Unibus limitations. Bill said there were several things.
There are some architectures that have CPUs running directly into bit
maps, however, that does not work too well if you want to provide a
higher level abstraction of software.

Steve asked if the discipline enforced by the BI ends up costing us
something. The answer was yes, if you look at the SBI the imposed
discipline required to develop the pieces independently. Dave said it
was absolutely clear that we paid dearly above the transfer cost and
development cost for that but we also got the product out and got the
pieces working independently. What we get with a more integrated
systems design in the whole thing has to work together and it takes
longer to make it work. Mike said, in a low cost product scheme we
can put on the PMI the AZTECs, RNDs, and whatever else. Bill
responded, they can go either place. The AZTECs will work fine on BI
prime bus. Barry commented that until we get enough peripherals out
there to cover all the things that Unibus did for customers, they're
going to be Unibuses. The whole reason the Q-bus did not succeed very
well was because there weren't just enough peripherals out there.

Dave was concerned that the thing that makes BI prime strategy risky

integrated point, can bounce this off because we are basically trading
storage for communications in a packet-bus strategy. The result is
that there is more storage cost which means somebody could build a
point product for that application. Bob asked if we don't get
anything back when we buy those memory chips. He said there was a
claim to get a factor of two to three in performance which may or may
not be useful on Dave's particular system. Dave didn't agree that we

get performance back. He said that we would end up executing the

among other things are that anybody can target the point from an
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packet protocol twice; once in the processor and once in the
controller. If we could reduce that execution, then the storage would
be twice. Bob said Dave was talking about the latency to get from adisk into the main processor memory and get the process started. He
asked if that is of any particular interest to us? Dave and BarrySaid yes. None of the controllers we're building now are low latency.
We would trade throughput for latency.
Dave was not sure that we gained or lost anything with BI prime. We
saved some microcode in the controller; we added some microcode to the
host. He thought it-was about a wash. Bill said, Dave's contention
was that BI prime was a more expensive way of doing things. Dave wassure it is more expensive because there is more memory overall.
Stan argued that it is got to be cheaper to build a dumb packet bufferthan to build the translation buffers, etc. Bob said it was not
obvious why the packet buffers can't be the same buffer to buffer thedisk blocks. Barry explained because we do things in parallel. There
are not enough guaranteed cycles in there to get things at the speedthat they want to run.

Stan asked how much buffering Barry needed to keep the addressingfunction. Barry said that the address translation was not more than
128 bit words. Dick commented this kind of discussion shows the fallof not designing the whole system from the host down to the
interconnect, because what this is talking about is a tradeoff of
where do you factor the system. The two schemes have potential merit,but we're not able to delineate the concrete tradeoffs here. We have
a design that's gone for two years and here we are.

Dileep asked why not make the BI the standard PMI at least for the
lower mid-range. We could do simple adapters on BI like BI comm and
BI-to-LESI interface and maybe at a later time when we decide that we
want the long term BI prime we design BI prime adapters and put
everything on that. Bob said BI has no where near enough bandwidth
for mid-range PMI. Bill iterated that the only way we are going to
Survive is to have only one thing.

Barry offered that the only possible short term solution is to go with
the existing BI and then start shoveling some money towards shrinking
the CI cost to something we can live with for an I/O link later on.
We won't get the CI in the near term, but at least we will have the BI
out there.

Dave supported him saying that we need a random memory access bus of
some kind and it is desireable to make that same across the multiple
implementation for our customers reasons. Steve added that there is a
large set of customers today that want it.
Stan asked if they understand that they have to build a VAX port
architecture interface. Steve said they don't have to, they'll send
that stuff to the physical memory. Barry added that they could put a
small mapping register set like you have in the UDA.
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Qnur asked if anyone was suggesting we should do BI prime instead ofBI. Bob believed it definitely was an improvement. Dave said it was
a good thrust for the mid-range, but he was not convinced we have
Solved the problem of connecting to a PMI. Dave though the right
thing would be having both. He said, we are flip flopping between
which one we toss and which one we redefine.
Dick said we are already doing the CI and NI and this is the third
thing. Exactly what it ought to do is what we're trying to debate andthat debate changes in some degree dependent on what we might do to
the CI, for example, if we made the CI come down in price without way
architecturing it then in fact that relieves this I/O bus versions
because that is already a designed solution. Then suddenly the BI
looks more right for what it is supposed to do.

Bill added that if you take the current BI, we better work on cost
reducing the CI. He thought the other alternative is to go with this
BI prime, and that implies reliance on Q-bus and the Unibus until we
can convince people they don't need random access memory. Current BIis shorter term and lower risk and BI prime is longer term and higherrisk. The risk is having to convince customers that they can exist on
a packet bus as opposed to having a memory access bus.

Qnur wanted to explore what would happen if we do the BI prime. Dave
said we still have a commitment to do the peripherals. Qnur worried
that there won't be any processors to commit to using BI prime. If
the problem is time to market and we have to get there early FY'85, we
can't depend on something that is just starting.
Qnur asked if Nautilus would commit to use BI prime. Bob said, in
addition to the Unibus, he might consider it. Bill said Scorpio would
be in the same situation. We would not really build a BI machine, we
would build a Unibus machine. Steve added that Ted would end up with
a backplane that has a BI module, a processor module, and a memory
array plugged into it, and his customers can plug in modules that
interface with the system (BI prime).

Next, Bob covered the needs of Nautilus like machines. He said what
Bill proposed has valid, useful, sensible points, and that we have
been ignoring the packaging issue quite a bit. From his perspective,it was clear that one, two, or three BIs probably are not enough for a
mid-range machine and no where near enough for a high-end machine. He
feared that independent of whatever decision was made we would see a
continuing failure to do the system analysis.
Dave asked if Bob thought that BI prime will be a satisfactory
solution for mid and high-end machines. Bob responded that it
appeared to do the things that at least most of our peripherals want
done in a reasonable sort of manner without depending on a bunch of
facilities that mid and high-end are going to be unable to provide.
He said, the plain BI is going to start dropping more and more stuff
we put between it and the real memory and the bigger the system the
more stuff that will be in between as you use a number of BIs. Barry
agreed with Bob that if we go with the current BI, Bob still has a
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problem with packaging that is serious. He recommended that, someone
should go off and solve the packaging problem and make sure that
whatever BI we produce, it will be something close to the current one
and won't impact the schedule too badly.
Barry's second issue was the system analysis. He said we don't reallyknow if the current BI works. It would be important to make sure it
works and then add the task of cost reducing CI. Bob agreed that theCI would appear to be a fairly obvious bus to try and get our
customers to use. It solves our packaging, installation problem.Stan said he would vote for BI prime because he didn't think CI is
going to ever get down to a Scorpio price range. The BI prime would
be inherently cheaper because it is 5 volt only and it doesn't have 7
nanoseconds per bit, etc.
Bill said, when we say the current BI plus a cost reduced CI we arestill talking about a CI that is fundamentally a between cabinet bus;coaxial cable. Instead of being $4K or $2K maybe it is $1K or $900but it is not $50 and it is not a bus designed in any sense of the
word to be optimal within the cabinet. Whereas the BI prime is a bus
designed to work primarily within a cabinet or a set of cabinets that
are bolted to one another so it's entirely different from a cost
reduced CI.
Bill believed the BI prime is likely to be a lot cheaper than goingout through transformers and coaxial cables, etc. He said, as soon as
we want to go out of a cabinet, it is clear we don't want to use the
parallel bus. We talked about five components to build on the BI:
BNA, BCA, BSA, BI Combo, and BI AZTEC--not one of those would he like
to have come out of the box. Everyone of those are presumably
packaged with a processor and has a cable coming out of the box.

Stan said, Scorpio has a PMI and the BI is strickly an I/O bus and the
question is whether he has a good I/O bus or a bad one. Bob added
that BI is not going to multiprocess the thing that follows Scorpio
and might not even do Scorpio, and is not going to solve any
requirements for bandwidth in excess of about six megabytes depending
widely on which system your going to plug it onto with the high
performance systems showing less performance. It isn't also going to
be, at least for the moment, convenient to package; it will put a lot
of packaging constraints on the medium and high-end systems because
you can't get enough of them stacked around the cabinet. It is goingto have the unpredictable configuration dependent property of the
Unibus.

Bill argued that BI is not nearly that bad; the BI is not a fatal
error--that is clear. He thought for a shorter timeframe, definitely
the current BI is lower risk and a better choice. From a longer term
perspective he believed the BI prime is a better choice.

The meeting concluded by voting on the two alternatives. Bob and Stan
recommended to go with BI prime. The rest accepted the choice of
Staying with BI as is. Bill recommended that we take the alternatives
to management and have them make a business decision, whether they
wanted to solve the short term or longer term problem. Onur took an
action item to do that.

OT:cle
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INTEROFFICE MEMO

To: List Date: 22 June 1982
From: Tom Sherman
Dept: Low-End VAX Sys Dev
Ext.: 247-2418
Loc/Mail Stop: TW/B02

Subject: PHASE REVIEW ANNOUNCEMENT - AGENDA

PHASE REVIEW ANNOUNCEMENT
PHASE: 0
PLACE: Site Management Conference Room, TW
DATE: 29 June 1982
TIME: 8:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
PRODUCT MANAGER: 'Tom Sherman

On Tuesday, 29 June, a Phase Review meeting will be held to reach
agreement that Phase 0 has been satisfactorily completed for the
Scorpio Program.

The documents required for Phase 0 are:

Business Plan
Product Requirements
Market Requirements
Alternatives/Feasibility Study
Manufacturing Impact Statement
Customer Services Impact Statement

The business plan is attached. The other documents will be available
at the meeting or on request.
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INTRODUCTION

The Scorpio Program is a Central Engineering effort directed by the Low-End VAX
Systems Development group of the 32-Bit Systems organization. The objectives of
the program are twofold:

- Drive VAX systems into new low-end markets.

Introduce the BI bus, the Unibus I/O replacement for future VAXS.

The program involves development efforts in several engineering organizations:
(1) the V-11 and BI chip sets, and the CPU module by SEG, (2) memory array modules
and AZTEC disks by Storage Systems, and (3) VAX/VMS, Midnight and Seaboard by
BSSG. Low-End VAX Systems Development engineering responsibilities include
specifications for the BI bus and BI interface chip, the BI physical interconnect,
the BI-to-Unibus Adaptor, all power and packaging, and the integration of all of
the above components into specific deliverables which include Scorpio CPU Board
Sets, BI interface chip sets and Scorpio Systems (including an OEM box).
Management of this program is accomplished through the Scorpio Systems Program
Office (SSPO), a committee whose membership includes all of the development
organizations, Customer Services, and Manufacturing.

This document, which follows DEC STD 130 (Business Plan, Rev B, 3-Dec-81),
summarizes the product goals, defines and describes the deliverables and
schedules, and provides preliminary forecasts and analyses.

-vi-
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CHAPTER 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 PRODUCT DEFINITION

Scorpio is a low-end VAX, its CPU being implemented on a single module. However,
Scorpio as a generic term currently encompasses three separate Digital products:
Scorpio board sets, Scorpio systems (including an OEM box), and Scorpio based
VAXstations. Although this document focuses specifically on Scorpio boards and
Scorpio systems, certain information and forecast data is presented on VAXstations
(1) to identify the total market breadth and potential volume magnitude of the
Scorpio CPU, and (2) to overcome a current product definition ambiguity of Scorpio
systems in a workstation application vs VAXstations in the same application.
However, unless the term "VAXstation" is specifically used, all information in
this document refers to Scorpio boards and systems only. For additional
information about the Scorpio ,VAXstation, contact Nasir Khan, VAXstation Product
Manager.

The Scorpio CPU utilizes the V-11l chip set and interfaces to the new Backplane
Interconnect (BI) bus. The BI has a 13.3 MB/sec bandwidth, implements a new
Euro compatible module form factor, and directly supports multiple processors. An
integral part of the Scorpio program is the development of a custom, two chip
interface to this bus. A Unibus adaptor is available at FRS and initial packaging
includes a combination backplane for both BI and Unibus modules. Refer to Page
2-2 for a system architecture diagram.

The design center for system packaging is a desk-height pedestal, compatible with
open-office environments. Initially this enclosure houses one or two AZTECs;
ultimately as mass storage technology improves, lower cost storage subsystems will
be so mounted. System packaging also includes a 10.5" OEM box with slides, and SI
mass storage based systems in 40" cross product cabinets.

1.2 PRODUCT GOALS (Non-prioritized)

1.2.1 Marketing Goals

1. Drive VAX systems into new low-end markets-specifically via board
sets, VAXstations and open office compatible systems in hardware,
and the "Seaboard" run-time system and "Midnight" operating system
in software.

2. Introduce and ensure acceptance of the BI bus, the Unibus I/0
replacement for future VAX system. Pursue making the BI an industry
standard 32-bit bus.

3. Provide system expansibility via VAX/VMS asymetric BI
multiprocessing and Seaboard symetric BI multiprocessing.

4. Announce a Scorpio VAX/VMS system (license-only) with an MLP of less
than $30,000; announce the Scorpio CPU module with a MLP of less
than $3,500.

1-1
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1.2.2 Engineering Goals

The primary engineering goal of the Scorpio Systems Program is twofold:

l.

2.

The engineering goal set also includes:

1.2.3 Manufacturing Goals

l.

Ensure local language "country kits" are available at FRS.5.

Fstablish a corporate open-office enclosure family common to Scorpio
and Orion systems.

6.

Ensure Scorpio systems are customer installable, diagnosable, and
repairable; ensure BI options are customer field installable.

7.

Achieve the above goals in conjunction with responding to the
Product Groups' mandate of "time-to-market" and "cost/performance"
as critical product/market requirements.

8.

Development of the BI and BIIC (and associated specifications,
documentation and validation tools) to provide the I/O interconnect
for the Scorpio CPU module and systems products and for future VAX
systems. The development will productize the BI and BI Interface
Chip as an interface chip set product for the Micros board market
concurrently with the availability of the Scorpio CPU module.

Development of a BI-to-Unibus Adapter (BUA) module and development
of an OEM Box and AZTEC based Unibus VAX system products that will
surpass 11/750 performance and be cost optimized for a 1-8 user VMS
system.

Specification development and verification of symetric and
asymetric multiprocessor configurations of Scorpio with VMS and
Seaboard software systems.

Development of Native BI communications and LESI storage adapter
options and the specifications of supportable I/O adapter
architectures for future developed BI adapter designs.

Development of the required simulations, diagnostic, and hardware
tools to affectively complete the development on schedule and
support of these tools after product introduction.

Establishment of a systems engineering group capable of developing
the BI and Scorpio Systems and options on the current schedule,
supporting the transitions to manufacturing and supporting other
engineering users of the BI or Scorpio system modules.

Life Cycle Cost: The primary manufacturing goal is to minimize this
cost for the corporation.

1-2
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2.

3.

4. Transfer

5.

6.

7.

8.

Stage 2 Inventory: Computer Systems Manufacturing's (CSM) goal, as
delineated in its LRP, is to have a maximum of 8.5 weeks of
inventory in the pipeline.
Quality: Product certification to be accomplished within 90 daysafter the completion of PMT. Product quality will be achieved via
process control rather than extensive test and inspection.

Cost: The goal is to achieve a 90% learning curve net
after inflation on the total transfer cost.

Deliveries: CSM's delivery goal is to be 100% quarterly for Fy'85,
improving to 100% weekly by mid-Fy'86.

Site Mergability: Eliminate FAST for all Scorpio systems by
ensuring all system components are site mergable.

Customer Installability: Scorpio packaged systems will be customer
installable and BI options will be customer field installable.
Time to Market: CSM shares this corporate responsibility for timely
introduction by reducing the duration of Engineering/Manufacturing
hand-off.

1.2.4 Service Gals
l.

2.

3.

The primary service goal is to reduce the overall cost of ownershipof a Scorpio system.

Scorpio systems will be customer installable.
Field Service performed preventative maintenance will not be
required on any Scorpio systems.

4. Implementation of customer diagnosis to reduce user related calls.
5. Assuming a single AZTEC Scorpio pedestal packaged system with CPU,

2MB memory, BUA, Single AZTEC and LA200/LK201, the service goals
are:
- MTBPR (Mean Time Between Parts Replacement) = 2015 hours

MTBC (Mean Time Between Calls) = 1752 hours

- MTTR (Mean Time to Repair) = 1.5 hours

- System Availability = 99.8%

- BMC (Basic Monthly Contract) = $170.00

1.2.5 Financial Goals

The following financial metric goals are the results of a BURP analysis that
incorporates current Scorpio goals such as transfer cost and markup.

1-3
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1. NPV = $1.69M. The goal is to maximize NPV given the constraints of
architecture, and increasing market share in open office and
workstation applications.

2. IRR = 41%. The goal is to exceed the engineering new product hurdlerate of 40%.

3. PBT (BURP) = 33%.

1.3 RELATIONSHIP TO CORPORATE PRODUCT STRATEGY

1.

2.

Corporate Product Stategy Statements (per Engineering Strategy Overview - March
1982) and Scorpio relationships:

"Adopt a single VAX-11/VMS architecture."

Scorpio, in addition to providing complete conformance to VAX-11/VMSarchitectural specifications also extends this architecture via the
introduction and definition of the BI bus and its physicalinterconnect implementation. The BI, which inherently supports
multiple processors, is the primary bus structure for both Scorpio
and Micro-VAX. In addition, on future VAXs the BI (through bus
adaptors) will replace the Unibus as a system I/O bus.

Implement a wide price range of products covering the computing
styles of personal (individual) computing, timeshared departmental
computing, and central computing.

Scorpio extends VAX applicability into new low-end markets via three
new low-end products: boards, systems and VAXstations.
Additionally, further low-end extensions may be achieved through
bounded system implementations of the V-11 chip set.

3. Interconnect these in a homogeneous network, including the
formation of personal computer clusters."

Scorpio is the first VAX to contain an integral NI interface,
requiring only an H4000 transceiver to complete a network
connection. NI interconnect via an I/O processor is provided
initially by the UNA, and ultimately by the BNA when available.
Development of a BI-to-CI adaptor (BCA) will enable Scorpio to join
the Digital cluster family.

4. "Build critical and unique applications."
The Scorpio pedestal system is the first VAX specifically designed
for open-office compatibility. Scorpio VAxstations will be marketed
as our first single user VAX workstations. Scorpio boards with
Seaboard will become customer tools for unique application
implementation.

1-4
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NUMERICAL HIGHLIGHTS

IRR: 41%
Last Ship: Fy'93

q

CPU Boards FRS: Ql Fy'85 14 Qtrs
from System FRS:

# Systems shi | 74,500
]

1

PACKAGED SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS (VAX/VMS LICENSE-ONLY)

Entry System Typical System | Large System

Maynard List Price $29,900 | $41,900 | $89,900
Transfer Cost | $ 8,890 | $11,688 $20,977
Memory (MB) | 2 MB | 2 MB ] 2 MB

Disk Type - MB AZTEC-21F/21R | 2 AZTECS--42F/42R | RA81-456 MB

Tape Type | None | None ] TU8l
Performance 0.7 | 0.7 0.7
(11/780 = 1.0)

CRITICAL DEPENDENCIES

Critical dependencies for a successful Scorpio program include:

1. Sufficient program funding.
2. Semiconductor technologies and CAD tools to ensure the availability of the

V-1l chip set, TAT-020 gate array, BI interface chip (BIIC), and NI chip set.
3. Achieving transfer cost goals of $515 for the V-11 chip set (8 chips) and $45

for the BIIC in Fy'86.
4. Optimal architecture and implementation of the BI bus physical interconnect.
5. Availability of VAX/VMS (including MP), Midnight, and Seaboard (including MP).
6. Availability of a full complement of native BI peripherals and controllers

(current Unibus offering, plus DR and CI) prior to the availability of same

from external vendors.

* Forecast data includes Scorpio boards and systems only (VAXstations are not
included). Forecast source is Scorpio systems product management.
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FyY'85 - FY'90 Base Data Schedule: Q/FY Financial Metrics

# CPU Boards ShiPped | 29 ,500 | Announc ts FY'85 # Qtrs to Payback

FY'85 - FY'90 NOR I$ 4,629M | Systems FRS: Q3 FY'85 Development Cost
% NOR: 3.7%

Gross Margin %NOR 57% Prod Availability: TBD
NPV @ 40%: $1.69M

PBT % NOR 33% Cash Payback: Ql] FY'89
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1.5 MARKETING STRATEGY

1.5.1 Market Size

The following market share comparison of 32-bit systems utilizes International
Data Corporation's "32~bit minicomputer market" definition as the market for
Scorpio positioning. This IDC definition excludes board sets, desk top systems,
general purpose computers, and small business computers, and includes only U.S.
vendors.

d 1 1

NES Revenues ($B) |

& Marketshare
|

FY84 FY85 FY86 | FY87 | FY88 Fy89 FY90

| 32-Bit Mini Mkt | 5.00 7.00! 9.40 | 12.50 | 16.00 | 20.00 | 25.00 |

Scorpio Systems |
- ! 0.011 0.26] 0.59 O.87 | 1.05] 0.90 |

Market Share: |

Scorpio 1 of | 0.2%| 2.78 4.88 | 5.581 5.381] 3.6% |

| DEC 32-Bit | 44% 41% 408 = 398 39% | 39% 393 |

Prime 1 <---| 10-15% | > 4

DG | <-| I- | 5-108 | > I

SEL < I | 5-15% | > I

PE | < | 5-10% | > |

HP < | 10-15% > |

Other | 10-203 | >
I

32 39 48 | 58 70Total 32-Bit Mkt | 20 25

<-_

Currently, TVG-Micros does not characterize board set market share by NES.
However, a marketshare comparison by unit shipments is presented in Section 2.4.2.

1.5.2 Applications (Market Segmentation)

The following is a summary of targeted applications areas:

Application/Segment Channels
Description Marketing Message (Product Group)

Components OEM; End First VAX board set. TVG-Micros
User In-House
System Assembly
(many actual
application areas)

Technical System VAX system for < $30K TVG--Systems
OEM; Systems House
(many actual
application areas)

Seaboard" Program Least expensive VAX system TVG--Micros,
Development TVG--Systems
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Professional
Workstation

General Business/EDP
and Office Automation

Front-End Real-Time

Least expensive single user
VAX workstations with
integral NI.

Small system member of
large' family.
Best VAX price/performance;
integral NI

ECS, ESG, LDP, PBI

COEM, CSI, ECS,
GSG, PBI

GSG, LDP, TIG

Network Servers CSI, GSG, LDP, PBIBest VAX price/per formance

*
Scorpio systems (in addition to Scorpio VAXstations) will be purchased
as "workstations".

1.5.3 Geographic Considerations

l. Distribution: Scorpio boards and Scorpio systems are planned to be
sold in every country served by Digital and its distributors.
Anticipated distribution by area is as follows:

Scorpio Boards

U.S. 60%
30%Europe

GIA 10%

Scorpio Systems

U.S. 50%
Europe 35%
GIA 15%

2. Product Variants

Country Kits: The implementation of local language kits is
being pursued.

Local AC Power: The Scorpio power supply AC voltage range
design will necessitate system input transformers in Japan and
Western Australia.
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1.6 PHASE PLANNER

Scorpio phase transition dates are as follows:

Phase Date of Exit from Phase (Q/FY)

0 (Strategy & Requirements) June 1982

1 (Planning) Q2 Fy'83

2 (Implementation)

3 (Qualification)
4 (Production and Support)

04 Fy's4

Q4 Fy'85

'TBD

5 (Retirement) TBD

1.7 RISK ASSESSMENT

The asterisk (*) on each of the following scales indicated the relative risk
associated with that subject.

Low Risk High Risk0123456789 10

1.7.1 Technology
- For Industry

Well established, Never done before
know how to do 0123456784910

- For Digital
Well established, * Never done before
know how to do 012345678910

1.7.2 Manufacturing
- Test Procedures

* New TechniquesWell established 0123456789 10

- Processes

Well established * New
012
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1.7.3 Service

Similar to many New techniques, new

products, high service procedures, .

ease of diagnosis 012345678910 much training, sparing

1.7.4 Marketing
- Distribution Channels

Traditional end- New distribution chan-
user direct sales, nels, new terms and
or OEM/reseller; * conditions, new order
standard terms 0 10 processing procedures
and conditions

- Customer Base

Current Digital * New Digital customers
customers 01 4

- Customer Capability

Highly technical * Computer naive
0123456789 10

- Applications
Well understood, * New applications
done before 012345678910

1.8 PROGRAM ISSUES

The following items are currently identified as Scorpio program issues requiring
resolution:

- BI as an Industry Standard: Should Digital attempt to make the BI
an industry standard bus?

- BI Propriety: Should the BI be a public or licensed bus?

- BI Licensing Mechanism: If the BI is to be licensed, what is the
licensing mechanism?

- Console Load Device: Desire to change the system console load
device from a TUS8 to an RX50 or other floppy.

- Packaged Systems vs System Building Blocks: How should the H9640
cabinet based systems be packaged/marketed? Note that this business
plan assumes "packaged systems".

- BI Line Printer Interface Strategy: Desire to interface line
printers to an asynchronous or synchronous line rather than a
special parallel interface.

1~9
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CHAPTER 2

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

2.1 PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE OVERVIEW

2.1.1 Product Offerings and Potential Migration Strategy
The following matrix defines the FRS and primary shipment years (denoted by an
"X") of the anticipated Scorpio products:

SCORPIO PRODUCT FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90

CPU Board Set Ql xX x

OEM Box Q3 x
Q3Single AZTEC System

Dual AZTEC System °° xX x
Dual RA60 System Ql x
RA81/TU81 System Ql x
RDXX/Maya System x x x
Single AZTEC II System xX xX xX x
Dual AZTEC II System x
Dual RAXY System xX 1 >
RAXX/TA81 System > x > x

Scorpio VAXstation Ql x x xX x

2.1.2 Affected and Successor Products

The primary products affected by Scorpio are the VAX-11/730 and VAX-11/750.
High-end Orion systems also may be affected, but to a much lesser extent.
Potential successor products at the low end include a Micro-VAX "system" (if so
strategized) and Peevee. However, Nano-VAX should be the ultimate Scorpio
replacement. Phaseover dates cannot be identified at this time.
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2.2 KEY FEATURES - INITIAL PRODUCT OFFERINGS

2.2.1 Initial Scorpio Architecture

The heart of the Scorpio architecture is the new Backplane Interconnect (BI) bus,
a bus optimized for bandwidth, multiple processors, integrity and RAMP. Integralto the BI is a new physical interconnect scheme which includes a new Euro
compatible module form factor of 8.00" x 9.18".
The processor, memory, and BI-to-Unibus Adaptor (BUA) modules conform to this new
module size. The processor and BUA connect directly to the BI, while memory
connects to a private Scorpio Memory Interconnect (SMI) bus. Initially, Scorpio
peripherals connect to the Unibus, only because of the unavailability of
equivalent BI peripherals.

NI

3 SERIAL LINES

TUS8 >
CONSOLE TERM > V-11 BASED mr | MEMORY |

CPU

< BI BUS >

| BUA |

| | VAX/vMS"
{| UNIBUS DMF32 | | UDA-52 | | UNIBUS | SUPPORTED |

1 |

2-2

UNIBUS

| TO LESI | COMBO | ! | | TO LESI | UNIBUS |

| ADAPTOR | | OPTIONS |ADAPTOR |

RA6O
8 ASYNC |

| 1 SYNC
| AZTEC | AZTEC | 1L.P. TU8l |

| CONTRO

MASTER] SLAVE |
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2.2.2 System Component Descriptions

2.2.2.1 Processor Module

The Scorpio central processor is contained on a single Euro compatible module.
Two custom VLSI processor chips (I/E and M chips) and a control store implement
the VAX instruction set including warm floating point instructions that support S,
D, G, and H formats. A third, optional, custom VLSI chip (F chip) provides
floating point instruction acceleration. Instruction execution speed of Scorpio
with the F chip is characterized as 70% of a VAX-11/780 with FPA.

Scorpio control store, which is 40 bits wide, is implemented by five custom
RAM/ROM chips to provide 16K 40-bit words of ROM and 1K 40-bit words of RAM. The
patchable RAM area is used for microcode updates, thus precluding the necessity of
ROM replacement.

Additional processor functionality includes: (1) a cache with an 8KB, single set,
direct map architecture, (2) three serial lines, one for the console terminal, one
for the TU5S8 console load device, and the third for general user interface, (3)
VAX console compatibility, and (4) self test diagnostics in hardware. Writeable
control store (WCS) is not available on Scorpio.

A memory controller is also included on the processor module. This logic creates
the Scorpio memory interconnect (SMI) bus (with 30-bit addressing) to which memory
array modules attach.

Unique to Scorpio is an integral NI interface on the processor module. This
implementation contains an Ethernet protocol and Ethernet driver chip, utilizes
local processor memory for buffers, and employs the Scorpio CPU for NI processing.
Only the H4000 transceiver must be added to complete the NI connection.

Lastly, the processor module contains an interface to the BI, provided by the BI
interface chip (BIIC) and clock receiver chip.

2.2.2.2 Memory Array

Both a 1/2 MB (64K RAM) array and a 2 MB (256K RAM) array module are planned for
Scorpio. The 1/2 MB module is intended primarily for TVG-Micros components sales,
while the 2 MB array is included in systems. Both modules utilize the same

printed circuit board of Eurocard form factor. Each array contains ECC and

two-way interleaving on the module, and interfaces to the 13.3MB/sec SMI bus.

2.2.2.3 Backplane Interconnect (BI) Bus

The BI is a clocked synchronous, interlocked bus with a 200 nsec cycle time. The

bus supports 30-bit physical addressing, multiple processors, up to 16 total
nodes, and a bandwidth of up to 13.3 MB per second. BI bus integrity and RAMP are
achieved through (1) bus parity, (2) BI node diagnosability, (3) a standard two

chip interface that performs all bus protocol, and (4) controlled AC loading
characteristics. Bus length can be up to 5.0 feet (1.5 meters) maximum.
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While the BI is the system" bus for TVG-Micros' Scorpio board sets, the BI
initially serves as an internal bus for Scorpio systems. However, as native BI
peripherals replace their Unibus counterparts, the BI will become the primary bus
for Scorpio systems and the BUA will become an optional adaptor. Ultimately,
future VAXs will contain multiple BI buses (via adaptors) for I/O, replacing the
current Unibus.

The implementation of the BI physical interconnect is key to the success of this
new bus. In fact, many of Scorpio's inherent features, and goals depend on this
interconnect. Backplane slot independence, multiple processor/multiple local
memory support, ease of backplane expansion, customer option installability and
repairability, and the absence of I/O cable connectors on modules, to name a few,
all depend on the physical interconnect.

The physical interconnect begins with the new 8.00" x 9.18" Euro compatible
module. This form factor was selected to (1) satisfy TvG-Micros board size
product requirements, (2) provide a "Euro" marketing presence for European board
sales, (3) provide adequate real estate for system options, and (4) optimize raw
board costs. . Associated with this module is a new 300 pin connector (along the
9.18" edge) and resultant backplane. Connector/backplane goals include a ZIF
design implementation and I/O cable exit from the backplane, in addition to those
previously mentioned. Note that this BI design is the first totally new system
interconnect since the PDP-8 "black block" implementation in 1965.

The availability of interface chips,The BI is public/licensed bus.
backplane/connectors, interface specifications and application notes provide a
user with the necessary tools to inferface to this new bus. Thus, Scorpio becomes
the first VAX to allow a user to design an interface to a bus with greater
bandwidth than the Unibus. These interface tools being available to external
customers in Ql FY'85 should provide adequate incentive for Digital design
organizations to expeditiously bring native BI peripherals to market.

2.2.2.4 BI-to-Unibus Adaptor (BUA)

This adaptor is implemented on a single Euro compatible module, and is similar in
functionality to the Unibus adaptors on the VAX-11/780 and VAX-11/750. BUA
functionality includes (1) mapping from Unibus address space to BI address space
and from BI address space to Unibus address space, (2) protocol translation for
data transfers and interrupts from Unibus to BI, (3) Unibus priority arbitration
and interrupt fielding, and (4) optimization of Unibus transactions. The adaptor
contains one direct data path and a single octaword buffered data path.

Although multiple BUAS are architecturally possible, this functionality is not
committed.
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2.2.2.5 Power and Packaging

Scorpio power and packaging provides for a transition from BI/Unibus systems to BI
only systems. Initially, all systems contain a combination BI and Unibus
backplane and the associated power distribution. The Unibus, an integral system
component, is the system I/O bus for both Digital peripherals (due to the lack of
BI peripherals) and existing customer designed peripherals. Ultimately, as BI
options become available, packaging will migrate to BI only with the BUA available
as system option and all Unibus peripherals mounted in an external Unibus expander
box.

The Scorpio system design center is a new desk height pedestal package that
contains the combination BI/Unibus backplane and either one or two AZTEC disks.
Compatibility with open-office environments is addressed by specific attention to
cosmetics, form factor and acoustic management. The current pedestal design is
only 26 inches high and 24 inches deep allowing it to fit under a table or work
surface without protrusion. Acoustic management is achieved by removal of the
AZTEC fans and employment of a single custom designed, low acoustics air mover for
the entire enclosure. In addition, both the pedestal size and cost are reduced bythe removal of the AZTEC power supplies in favor of a single universal power
supply for the complete enclosure. The power supply design concept is that of a
central supply to power all internal systems components, including the AZTEC
disks. The supply is comprised of three separate hybridized regulators, that
generate all voltages (BI, Unibus, and Storage). The pedestal power supply
requires a 20 amp maximum line cord and wall receptacle at 120 VAC. Pedestal FCC
compliance is achieved through RF gasketing and bulkhead I/O connectors.

A second Scorpio package is a 10.5 inch high OEM -box with slides. This chassis
also contains a combination BI/Unibus backplane and associated power distribution.
The box serves both as the Scorpio OEM vehicle, and, when mounted in an H9642
cabinet, as the processor cabinet for dual RA60 and RA81/TU81 packaged systems.

Packaging for TvG-Micros board products consists of a six slot BI backplane and an
inter-backplane connector/cable for BI extension. Currently, no power supply
products are planned for board set products.

2.2.3 Primary Product Deliverables

FRS = Q] FY'85
- CPU Module

- 1/2 MB ECC Memory Array Module

- BI Backplane/Module Connector

Seaboard" Run-Time System V2.0

- BI Interface Chip Set, Documentation, Application Notes
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FRS = Q3 FY'85
- OEM Box

Unibus Adaptor
- 10 1/2" Box, Power Supply, TU58, Slides

CPU
2 MB ECC Memory Array

- Single AZTEC System
- CPU
- 2 MB ECC Memory Array
- Unibus Adaptor
- Single Unibus AZTEC Subsystem (21MB F/21MB R)
- Pedestal Packaging With Tu58
- Console Terminal

VAX/VMS V4.0
- Dual AZTEC System

- CPU
- 2 MB ECC Memory Array
- Unibus Adaptor
- Dual Unibus AZTEC Subsystem (2 x 21 F/21 R)
- DMF32 Combo Module
- Pedestal Packaging With TUS8
- Console Terminal
- VAX/VMS V4.0

- 2 MB ECC Memory Array
- Battery Backup

- VAX/VMS V4.0
- Floating Point Accelerator Chip

FRS = Ql FY'86

Dual RA60 System
OEM Box Mounted in H9642 Cabinet

- Unibus Combo Module
- UDA-52
- 2 RA6Os in H9642 Cabinet

Console Terminal
- VAX/VMS V4.0

- RAS1/TU81 System
OEM Box Mounted in H9642 Cabinet

- Unibus Combo Module
- UDA-52

TU81 in H9642 Cabinet
RA81 Mounted in TU81 Cabinet
Console Terminal
VAX/VMS V4.0
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2.2.4 Marketable Features--Relating to Customer Utility
Hardware and Packaging: The open-office pedestal packaging with its acoustic
Management (an overdue departure from previous Digital designs) provides
considerable customer utility. Additional features of importance include greater
than VAX-11/750 performance on a single module, the integral NI, multi-processor
support, greatly improved system integrity provided by the BI, and the ability of
a user to interface to this 13.3 MB/sec bus. Scorpio board sets, utilizing only
the BI bus (no Unibus), create a new benchmark for micro system integrity.
Software: VAX/VMS and layered product support of Scorpio, of course, extend the
availability and applicability of VAX systems. In addition, Midnight further
extends VAX/VMS into new, less sophisticated markets. However, Seaboard, with its
real time tuning and symetric multiple processor support, provides new Digital
solutions to 32-bit application problems.

Services: Planned is a tailoring of service offerings to be more closely aligned
with customer needs. Service features include:

- Module mailer
- Parts dispatch
- Carry-in service centers

- Telephone support centers

- Tailored contracts
- Distributed remote diagnosis as a system support tool

RAMP: Reliability, accessability and maintainability features include:

- Self test diagnostics in hardware (to the 90% confidence level) for
each BI option at power-up.

- High reliability (MTBF).

- Low repair time (MTTR).

- Visual fault indication on each BI option.

BI peripheral I/O cable connector on backplane rather than module.

- Customer Runable Diagnostics (CRD).

The inherent BI bus integrity providing new levels of system
integrity.

- New BI module form factor provides for more efficient cooling.

- Thermally efficient system packaging.

- Accessability designed into the pedestal package and OEM box.
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Price: Aggressive low end pricing is planned to ensure an increased market share
in this 32-bit price band. AZTEC pedestal packaging, Midnight software and
customer installability contribute heavily toward the ability to price Scorpio
systems very competively.

Customer Cost of Ownership Minimization: Features to ensure low cost of ownership
include:

Low purchase price.
- High reliability.
- Low BMC; tailorable service offerings.

Reduced AC power consumption.
- Less stringent environmental requirements (acoustics and

temperature) .

- Smaller system footprint and volume requirements.

International: Primary international features are:
- Euro compatible module form factor.
- Universal power supplies.
- CSA certification; VDE compliance.
- Local language customer runable diagnostics.
- Country kits with local language system documentation (a goal).

2.2.5 Features to Reduce Life Cycle Cost to Digital
Maximization of corporate return on investment is achieved by specific attention
to the following Scorpio program components.

Transfer Cost: Transfer cost is minimized by:
- Scorpio's CPU being a single, Euro compatible module with

performance greater than a VAX-11/750 (four extended Hex CPU
modules) .

- Ultimate elimination of the Unibus as the standard 1/0 bus.

(which also eliminates the need for an enclosure power controller).
Pedestal package design of single air mover, and single power supply

yields and a reduction of test times and test equipment.
Process testing, Yather than product testing, resulting in increased
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Utilization of high reliability components and requiring burn-in at
the component level.

- Manufacturing team's early participation in the program to develop
high volume manufacturing processes and to ensure timely maturity of
these processes,

FA&T: The elimination of FA&T will be accomplished by:

Ensuring Unibus options are site mergable.

The ultimate realization of "BI only" systems.

Installation Cost and Quality: Cost is reduced while maintaining quality via:
Customer installation of systems.

Installation "hot-line" telephone support.

Warranty and Service Costs: These costs are minimized by:

Customer installation of systems.

Self test diagnostics in hardware.

Customer runable diagnostics.
4Low MTTR.

Remote diagnosis support.

Low parts count for branch inventory.

Manufacturing Inventory: The associated costs are minimized by:

A reduction of Stage 2 inventory to 8.5 weeks.

A reduction of Stage 1 inventory by requiring weekly delivery of raw
material.
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2.3 FUTURE SYSTEM/FOLLOW-ON PRODUCT OFFERINGS

2.3.1 Ultimate Scorpio Architecture

As native BI peripherals are developed, Scorpio systems will migrate toward the
desired "BI only" status. The BUA still will be offered as an option, but it
primarily will be used for attachment of customer designed Unibus options. Only
at this time will the utility of the BI bus be fully realized.

NI

3 SERIAL LINES

TU58 >
CONSOLE TERM > | V-11 BASED SMI | MEMORY |

CPU

BI BUS

BI BSA BNA BUA
LESI COM

ADAPTOR

NI
MULTIPLE | RAxY |

UNIBUS
ASYNC/SYNC

CONTROL
AZTEC II AZTEC II RAX | TA81
MASTER SLAVE

2.3.2 Future Scorpio Peripherals

BI-to-LESI Adaptor: This single BI module adaptor is currently being developed by
Low-End VAX Systems Development as a part of the Scorpio program. Unresolved ;

funding issues preclude an availability commitment of FRS. The LESI port provides
an interconnect to AZTEC, AZTEC II, TU81, and RD/RX storage products. A two port
adaptor is being considered.

BI COMM: 'This one module BI communications multiplexor is "similar" to the Unibus
DMF-32 combo. Like the LESI adaptor, this peripheral is also being developed
within the Scorpio program and suffers from the same funding issues.
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BSA (BI-to-SI Adaptor): This BI adaptor creates the SI bus for up to four SI
disks or tapes (any combination). The product, which can be viewed as either a
UDA-52 or superset or an HSC-50 subset, is being developed by Storage Systems
Development. FRS is planned for FY'86.

BNA (BI-to-NI Adaptor): The BNA is an I/O processor based NI interface providing
hardware protocol stripping and other intelligence. This option is being
developed by Distributed Systems.

UPC (Utility Port Conditioner): This device, to be developed by Low-End VAX
Systems Development, connects between the system and the AC power input to reduce
mains distortion and to provide power factor correction.

4MB Memory Array: 'This single Euro module incorporates 256K MOS RAMS in surface
mounted plastic chip carriers to achieve the packing density.

BCA (BI-to-CI Adaptor): The BCA, a requirement for Scorpio to join the Digital CI
cluster community, is anticipated as a two Euro module device, even with a high
Gegree of VLSI. The BCA is currently unfunded.

BI "DR32": Also unfunded is a general purpose BI interface. Product
functionality probably should be between the DR780 and the DR11-wW.

Other: To ensure timely and effective Unibus replacement, numerous other BI
peripheral (e.g., A/D, D/A, programmable clocks) and/or alternative front end
Subsystem solutions need to be identified and funded.

2.3.3 Future Scorpio Systems

Packaged Systems: The anticipated system migration strategy (shown in Section
2.1.1) correlates directly to Storage Systems' product strategy. Changes in disk
and tape offerings will result in corresponding changes in Scorpio packaged
systems. However, a more important migration issue is that of Unibus elimination
in favor of native BI systems. The success of this strategy correlates directly
to the timeliness of BI peripheral development. The matrix in Section 2.1.1
assumes native BI systems in Fy'87 which is much later than desired. The
preferred Scorpio strategy is native BI systems at FRS.

BI Multiprocessing: While Seaboard V2.0 supports multiprocessing at board set
FRS, VAX/VMS is not expected to support MP until a release after V4.0. This
VAX/VMS support is for an asymetric two processor system. The potential of adding
a third processor will be investigated.

CI Clusters: A prerequisite for CI clusters, of course, is the currently unfunded

BCA. Thus, Clusters and the applicability of Scorpio program deliverables to
enhanced availability systems" will have to be determined at a later date.
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2.3.4 Future V-11 Based Products

Besides Scorpio boards, systems, and VAXstations, other Digital products willconsider the V-1l for its engine. Specifically, the Advanced Development project
"Pee Wee" is one such application. Pee Wee is envisioned as a quad module SBC
interfaced to the expanded Q22 (Orion) bus creating an "odd couple" 16/32-bit LCP
configuration potential.
Another potential product is a "CT" configuration. The V-11's compatibility mode
could assist in a 16 to 32-bit CT migration strategy.

2.4 SYSTEM/PRODUCT POSITIONING

More detailed product positioning data will be provided in future revisions of
this plan.

2.4.1 Digital Products

2.4.1.1 Digital Systems

Relative processor performance is shown graphically on the next page. Relative
processor/system specifics are summarized below:

VAX-11/780
- Processor performance is 1.0 vs 0.7 for Scorpio. However, with

VAX/VMS multiprocessor support, the addition of a second single
CPU module should raise Scorpio performance to 1.2.

- The 11/780 CPU has 20 extended Hex modules vs a single Euro module
for the Scorpio CPU.

- The maximum 11/780 memory is 8MB (12MB with an MA780) vs 8MB for
Scorpio (assumes 4 BI slots of 2MB each).

The minimum 11/780 processor with memory and I/O bus is 28 extended
Hex modules vs 2 Buro modules for Scorpio (native BI system).

- The 11/780 floating point accelerator is five extended Hex modules
compared to a chip for Scorpio.

- WCS is an option on the 11/780 but not available on Scorpio.

alone requiring a double-width high-boy. Scorpio is available ina
pedestal, 10 1/2" box and 9640 cabinets.
The 11/780 is packaged in H9600 corporate cabinets only, the CPU
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PROCESSOR PERFORMANCE (RELATIVE TO VAX-11/780) AND SYSTEM FRS DATE

VENUS

3.5-4.0
04 Fy'84

NAUTILUS
2.5-2.9
Q2 FY'85

VAX-11/782
1.6-1.8
APRIL 1982

@ VAX-11/780
1.0
MARCH 1978

ORION @ SCORPIO
0.7 0.7

VAX-11/750 @ 04 Fy'84 Q3 FY'85
0.6
CTOBER 1980

@ VAX-11/730
0.3
JUNE 1982

! ! !

Jan 1 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

1978 FRS

J

0.8---!

0.6--!

0.2-!

!

(CALENDAR YEAR)
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VAX-11/750

Processor performance is 0.6 vs 0.7 for Scorpio.
The 11/750 CPU has 4 extended Hex modules vs the single Euro module.

The maximum 11/750 memory is SMB.

The minimum 11/750 processor with memory and I/O bus is 6 extended
Hex and 1 Hex modules vs the 2 Euro boards for a native BI Scorpio.
The FPA is an extended Hex vs Scorpio's chip.
The WS option is a daughter board that mounts on an existing CPU
module.

The 11/750 is packaged as a 31 1/2" cabinet mountable chassis
(11/751), and in H9640 series cabinets, the CPU being housed in an
H9645.

VAX-11/730

Processor performance is 0.3 vs 0.7.
The 11/730 CPU comprises 3 Hex modules vs one Euro.

The maximum 11/730 memory is 5MB.

The minimum system 11/730 processor with memory and I/O bus is 4 Hex
modules.

The FPA is an additional Hex module.

11/730 packaging includes a 10 1/2" box and systems in a single
H9642 cabinet.

Orion

Orion's performance is characterized as 0.7, idential to Scorpio.

The CPU is a single quad board.

Maximum Orion memory is 4 MB.

The minimum Orion processor with memory and I/O bus is 2 quad
modules for a Q22 systems and 3 quad modules for a Unibus system.

The FPA is a chip addition to the CPU board.

Packaging includes LCP for low-end systems, a 5 1/4" box with Q22
bus, a 10 1/2" box with Unibus, and H9640 cabinets for Unibus
systems.
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2.4.1.2 Digital Board Sets

Relative board set specifics are summarized below. Expanded comparisons will be
provided in future business plan revisions.
KDJ11

The KDJ11 (Orion's CPU), although a PDP-11 board, is compared to
Scorpio because of its anticipated equal performance and lower
transfer cost ($700).

The KDJ11 is a single quad module that interfaces to an expanded 022
bus.

Micro-VAX

Micro-VAX is envisioned as Digital's first VAX subset offering,
comprising a new single chip CPU with local memory interfaced to the
BI on a single Euro module. More information will be provided in
future editions of this document.

2.4.2 Competitive Products

2.4.2.1 Market Size

Systems: The total market in which our VAX systems compete is the total 32-bit
systems market which encompasses all systems within a $16K to $100K priceband,
with an address length of 24 bits or greater, and classified by International Data
Corporation as either a minicomputer, a general purpose computer or a snall
business computer. Because this definition includes most of IBM's products,
Digital's total corporate NES represents only about 5% of this market today. Work
is underway to subset this market by priceband to provide a more focused market

Note that our total 32-bitGefinition for positioning specific class systems.
market excludes systems (mainly desktop) under $16K because at this time no
product exists in our portfolio with this definition.
In lieu of this priceband segmentation, we have chosen to use IDC's 32-bit
minicomputer market (a subset of the total 32-bit market) to position Scorpio.
Although this excludes most of IBM's products because they are not technically
classified as minicomputer products (under IDC's definition), it still represents
a useful metric for our system sales potential because it does represent our full
minicomputer competition. The market sizes shown on the next page represent
system vendor equipment revenues, and include world-wide shipments from U.S.
vendors only.
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NES Revenues (SB) |

& Marketshare FY84 FY85 FY86 | FY87 Fy88 Fys9 | Fy90

| 32-Bit Mini Mkt | 5.00 1 7.00 9.40 12.50 16.00 | 20.00 | 25.00
| Scorpio Systems 0.01 0.26 | 0.59 | O.87 1.051 0.90 |

| Market Share: |

Scorpio o | 0.28 | 2.78 4.88 5.58 | 5.3%] 3.6%
| DEC 32-Bit | 448 | 41% 408 398 | 398 | 39% | 39%

Prime | < 10-15% | > 4

DG < 5-10 | >
SEL | < 5-15% | >
PE | 5-10% | > |

HP | < | 10-15% | >
Other <= | | 10-20% | > |

Total 32-Bit Mkt 20 25 32 39 48 | 58 70

In terms of our 32-bit "minicomputer" competition, Prime and HP should provide ourstiffest competition, especially HP if they can overcome their late entry into the
32-bit systems market. Future profiles will attempt to incorporate more of the
future revenues of IBM and Wang (among others) which are excluded here because of
the "minicomputer" definition employed. In additiona, an attempt will be made to
include foreign vendors in these future profiles.
Board Sets: Digital currently characterizes market size and share in terms of
units rather than NES. The world-wide board set market for 32-bit microprocessor
boards is shown below. Competitive share will be presented in future editions.

| Board Unit

& Marketshare FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 FY90

| Total 32-Bit Mkt | 8.0 16.5 31.5 55.7 90.8 135.7 184.2

Scorpio Systems |
-

| 0.6 1.3 | 3.3 | 5.4 8.1 [ 11.1 |

| Ships (000)

Market Share: |

| Scorpio | 0% } 3.08 4.18 | 5.98 | 5.98 6.08 | 6.08 |

| DEC 32-Bit 0% 4.58 7.5% | 12.5% 17.5% 22.5% 27.5%

2.4.2.2 Competing Systems

This section to be provided in future editions.
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2.4.2.3 Competing Board Sets

The primary board set competition is expected to be:

l. Intel 432 and follow-on (386)
2. Motorola 68000 series (68020)
3. National 16000 series (16032)
4. Hewlett Packard 32-Bit MPU
5. TI 99000
6. Zilog 280000
7. Bell MAC-32

Detailed competitive comparisons will be provided in future editions of this
document.

2.4.3 Price Positioning Charts

The following system price band charts assume systems with operating system
software (support-inclusive). Specific system pricing will be included in future
revisions of this document. Price band charts are not currently developed for
board sets.

2.4.3.1 System Price Bands Against Digital Products

q

System
Price t

| Band Fy'85 Fy' 86 FY'87 Fy'88 Py's9 Fy'90

$100-$250K | 11/750 | Nautilus Nautilus { Nautilus Nautilus | Nautilus
RAS1/RA6O RAS1/TAB1 | RAXX/Adv Tape RAXX/Adv Tape | RAXX/Adv Tape RAXX/Adv Tape

I | 11/750 | Nautilus | Nautilus | Nautilus } Nautilus Nautilus

11/730
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| Dual RA60 Dual RA6O Dual RAXY | Dual RAXY Dual RAXY Dual RAXY

11/750 Nautilus Nautilus Nautilus Nautilus Nautilus
RA80/RL02 Box Box Box Box Box

| Scorpio | Scorpio Scorpio | Scorpio 1 Scorpio
$65-$100K 11/730

11/730 Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio
Dual RA6O | Dual RA6O Dual RAXY { Dual RAXY | Dual RAXY | Dual RAXY

11/730 | Scorpio | Scorpio | Scorpio Scorpio | Scorpio
R80/RL02 { Dual AZTEC Dual AZTEC I | Dual AZTEC IE Dual AZTEC IT Dual AZTEC II

$40-S65K Dual AZTEC
Orion
RAS1/RA6O !
Orion H {

11/730 Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio | Seorpio

| Orion | Scorpio { Scorpio | Scorpio | Scorpio Scorpio
Box Single AZTEC Single AZTEC II Single AZTEC II Single AZTEC II | Single AZTEC II

| Dual AZTEC Box | RDXX/MAYA | ROXX/MAYA | RDXX/MAYA | RDXX/MAYA
$6-40K Orion Orion Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio Scorpio

Single AZTEC Dual AZTEC | Box Box Box Box

! Orion | Orion { Orion 1 Orion | Orion | Orion
| RD51/RX50 Dual AZTEC ITDual AZTEC IT Dual A2TEC II Dual AZTEC I TSingle AZTEC
Orion Orion Orion Orion Orion Orion

| Box | RD51/RX50 Single AZTEC II | Single AZTEC If | Single AZTEC II | Single AZTEC IT

Box | RDX/MAYA | RDXX/MAYA RDXX/MAYA | RDXX/MAYAOrion Orion Orion Orion Orion

Box Box Box BoxOrion Orion Orion Orion

I
t
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2.4.3.2 System Price Bands Against Competitive Products

The source of this data is the 32-Bit Program Office. Note that Hewlett Packard
along with Charles River Data, Symbolic Systems, etc. are considered to VAXstation
competitors and thus are not included below.

I

| System | t

| Price
| Band FY'85 FY'86 FY'87 FY'88 FY'89 FY'90

| IBM CATLIN 263 | IBM CATLIN 2&3 IBM CATLIN 263
| (4300 Type) | (4300 Type) | (4300 Type)

$100-$250K I I

| IBM S/38 IBM S/38 IBM S/38
| 4%, &7 | 4Y, & 7X 1 ay, & 7%

| IBM CATLIN 1 { IBM CATLIN 1 | IBM CATLIN 1

| IBM S/38-3X | IBM S/38-3Y IBM S/38-3Y

| IBM Sushine/ | IBM Sushine/ IBM Sushine/
Sunstar Sunstar Sunstar

1 (8/34 Upgrade) 1 (S/34 Upgrade) (S/34 Upgrade) |

| $40-$100K | I

| NEW FASTER NEW FASTER NEW FASTER 1 !
| SEL 32/27 | SEL 32/27 1 SEL 32/27 !

!
DG Mv3000 DG Mv3000 W HVBOOO

| FASTER PRIME | FASTER PRIME FASTER PRIME
| 150/250 150/250 150/250

| WANG VS95 | WANG VS9S | WANG VS95
1

1

| PRIME RABBIT | PRIME RABBIT PRIME RABSIT

| $6-$40K q PE 3210 NEW PE 3210 NEW | PE 3210 NEW

1 DG Mv1000 | DG Mv100c0 DG Mv1000

2.5 TECHNOLOGY

(4300 Type) (4300 Type) (4300 Type)

Technology advancements critical to Scorpio include:

ZMOS process for the V-11 chip set and BIIC.

CAD tools necessary for the execution of custom MOS and TAT-020 gate
array development.

BI physical interconnect including new module connector, 1/0
connector and backplane.

256K MOS RAM chip for memory.

- BI printed circuit board packaging technology.

~ Winchester technology for AZTEC disk.
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Custom pedestal air mover design-an existing technology, but new to
Digital.
Power supply hybrids-an existing technology, but new to Digital.

Product positioning relative to state-of-the-art is characterized as:

ZMOS process is state-of-the-art for Digital.
As a system, Scorpio is highly competitive, but not leading edge,
state-of-the-art technology.

Likely replacement technologies include:

CMOS Nano-VAX CPU.

1M bit MOS RAM for memory.

Advanced Winchester technology for AZTEC II, RAXX and RAXY.
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CHAPTER 3

SHIPMENT FORECAST

Scorpio Boards and Systems Forecast (Product Management Supplied)

WORLD-WIDE FORECAST3.1

3.1.1

|Fy85-90]
SCORPIO Fy'8s FY'86 FY'87 FY'88 Fy'89 Fy'90 Total

Unit Shipments (000) :
CPU Board Sets 1 1 1.3! 3.31 5.4] #=8.1 21.1 29.7
External Systems 1 0.4] 5.6] 12.5 17.0 21.0 18.0 74.5
Internal (IEG) Sys I BD] TBD TBD] Ted TBD TBD | 'TBD

TOTAL 097 6.9 1 15.8 22.4 29.1 29.1 104.2

Scorpio Net Revenues ($M) :
Board Set 4.21 10.2 26.7 1 44.3 65.5 88.8 239.7
System { 10.7 | 206.9 475.8 698.1 | 838.4 | 718.6 [2948.5
Add-on 2.6 49.9 1 115.8 171.6 208.0 184.3 732.2
Layered Software 3.5] 4.2 1 4.8] 17.3

TOTAL SCORPIO NES 18.1 268.3 621.3 917.5 {1116.0 996.5 |3937.7
% Corporate NES* | 0.381 3.28] 5.98] 7.08 6.88] 4.8%] 5.78!

Service Revenues 1.0 19.7 ] 63.7 110.5 233.0 263.5 691.4

TOTAL SCORPIO NOR 19.1 288.0 685.0 11028.0 [1349.0 [1260.0 14629.1
Corporate NOR* 0.2%] 2.4%1 4.5%] 5.3%] 5.5%! 4.0%] 4.281

BOARD SET % Unit Distrib.
by Operating System :

% VAX/VMS 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Midnight 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

% Seaboard 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%

% Non-DEC 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

TOTAL {100% 100% | 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

***DIGITAL COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL***

* Corporate NES & NOR beyond Fy'86 are unofficial 32-Bit Program Office
projections.
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|FY85-90]

SYSTEM % Unit Distribution]
| by Operating System:

% VAX/VMS | 43% 608 | 60% | 63% 61% 61% | 618
% Midnight 378 | 30% | 27% 238 | 23% 23% 24% |

% Seaboard } 208 | 10% | 13% | 148 | 168 | 16% | 15% |

% Non-DEC* o | 0 0 0 0 0 0
]

Scorpio (Cont'd) Fy'85 FY'86 FY'87 Fy'88 FY'89 F'90 Total

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% | 100% 100% |
TOTAL

*
Every Scorpio system is sold with, at least, a "license-only" license.

3.1.2 Scorpio VAXstations Forecast (VAXstation Product Management Supplied)

| F85~-90|
Unit Shipments (000) | Fy'85 | Fy'86 Fy'87 Fy'88 | Fy's9 FY'90 | Total |

*
| VAXstations 20.0 35.0 60.0] 100.0 150.0 365.0

*
FY'86 and '87 VAXstation numbers represent the product strategy to migrate all
VAxstations to Scorpio. However, actual Scorpio VAXstation based shipments may be
less due to initial Scorpio manufacturing ramp-up.

3.2 DETAILED WORLD-WIDE FORECAST BY PRODUCT GROUP

3.2.1 Detailed Scorpio Boards Forecast (TVG-Micros Supplied)

| F85-90]
| Unit Shipments Fy'85 PY'86 FY'87 FY'88 FY'89 FY'90 Total

CPU Board Sets 500 | 1,260 3,342 5,448 | 8,142 111,052 129,744

| Geographic Mix
% Shipments To:

U.S. 60% 60% 60% | 60% 60% | 60% 60%

Europe 308 30% 30% | 30% 30% 30% 30%

GIA 10 10% | 10%! 108 | 10% 10%! 10%
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*Detailed Scorpio Systems Forecast (Product Group Supplied)3.2.2

Market/Product Group FY'85 Fy'86 Fy'87 | Fy's8 Fy's9 Fy'90 | Total |

| Internal (IEG)

Commercial:
CSI
MDC
PBI 10 50 | 75 | 75 | 65 | 50 | 325

Small Systems:

| Technical:
ECS | 65 I 150 | 300 { 400 | 500 | 625 | 2,040 |

ESG 150 { 300 5201 900 | 1,600 | 2,140 | 5,610 |

GSG 228 800 | 1,120 | 1,500 | 1,500 1,500 | 6,648 |

LDP --1 210! 5501 700 700 { 400 { 2,560
MSG 50 150 200 250 250 250 1,150

| Technical Volume:
Micros } 103 | 1,076 | 1,811 | 2,017 | 2,231 2,448 | 9,686

| % Shipments To:

|FY85-90]

| TID) TBD TBD TBD TBD

TIG 55 1,000 2,000 2,620 2,000 7,675

COEM 250 800 1,200 2,000 3,000 2,000 9,250

Systems 100 2,400 | 2,500

9,413 47,444| TOTAL EXTERNAL I 1011 | 6936 | 7776 10,462 {11,846

| Geographic Mix

U.S. | 7531 55%] 5281 508! 508! 508} 50% |

| Europe 25% 35% 35% | 35% 35% 35% 35%

GIA os 10s 138 { 15% | 15% 158 15%

Complete forecast data is not available from some Product Groups.
may not include Europe due to recent reorganization.

**
product management supplied.
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3.2.3 Detailed Scorpio VAXstations Forecast (Product Group Supplied)
*

|Fy85-90]
Unit Shipments | Fy'85 Fy'86 Fy'87 Fy'88 Fy'89 FY'90 Total

150 | 4,465 7,675 11,090 114,790 116,680 154,850 |

* All product groups combined (data not available from CSI and MDC Product
Groups). Forecast may not include Europe due to recent reorganization.
Detailed breakdown available from Tom Sherman or Nasir Khan. Note: Some
product groups have potential vAxstations, currently forecasted as Scorpio
systems due to their uncertainty of the VAXstation product definition and its
fit in their market.

I

| Scorpio VAXstations

3.3 IMPACTED PRODUCTS: PHASEOVER FORECAST SUMMARY

3.3.1 World-Wide System Phaseover Forecast Summary

The primary products impacted by Scorpio are the VAX-11/730 and VAX-11/750. This
data to be provided in a later revision of this document.

Actual Forecast
vex-11/730

| F'82 | Fy'83 | FY'84 | FRS Fy'86 FY'87 Fy'88 FY'89
i

3-4

FY'85 |

| Unit Shipments #
| NES I$ $ 1 $ | $ $ | $ I$ 1 $

| Service Revenues | $ 1 $ | $ 1$ $ $ 1 $$

NOR 1 $ | $ 1 $ $ | $ | $ 1 $ | $

Actual Forecast

VAX-11/750 85
FY'82 F'83 | Fy'84 | FRS | FY'86 | FY'88 FY'89

| Service Revenues | $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $Unit Shipments #
NES

| NOR | $ I$ | $ 1$ | $ | $ 1 $ 1 $
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3.3.2 Impact of Not Bringing Scorpio to Market

Not bringing Scorpio to market has an adverse effect on all market segments for
which Scorpio is intended. TvG-Micros would be even later to market with a 32-bit
board set, relying on Micro-VAX as its initial and only product. The VAX-11/730
would bear the burden of satisfying for a longer period all low end and open
office requirements necessitating cost reduction and repackaging efforts, or as an
alternative, redirection of Micro-VAX into the systems space.

The VAX-11/750 would lose its ultimate "equal performance/less cost" replacement.
Thus, pressure would be exerted on the Nautilus program to provide a less
expensive version to satisfy this request. And finally, the BI development effort
would be reunited with Nautilus. But since Nautilus no longer depends on the BI,
this overdue replacement for the Unibus would lose focus and probably be further
delayed.
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CHAPTER 4

ASSUMPTIONS

4.1 ENVIRONMENT

4.1.1 Competition

Systems: Competive assumptions will be provided in the next revision of this
plan.
Board Sets: Major competitors are assumed as follows:

National--The 16032 is expected to be the primary competition, due
to its architectural features and anticipated availability date.

Motorola-Although the 68000 series has become a well accepted
architecture, the 68020 will not be available until after National's
16032. Thus, Motorola is assumed to be the number two competitor.

Intel-Intel is expected to be the number three competitor.
Although the 432 was the first 32-bit chip to market, its success
has been less than anticipated. It now appears that this
architecture is being placed "on the back burner" in favor of the
386, an 8080 compatible 32-bit upgrade.

4.1.2 Geography

Scorpio will be sold in all countries served by Digital and its distributors.
However, this plan is subject to U.S. State Department approval of Scorpio
technologies being permitted into sensitive geographies such as Eastern Block
countries.

4.1.3 Regulatory Compliance

Scorpio products take no exception to DEC STD 060, and plan to be UL, CSA and FCC
certified, and VDE compliant.

However, the current power supply design does take exception to the DEC STD 122
with regard to Japan and western Australia operating ranges, mainland Europe
design range, and 20 amp service power factor.

Economic Factors4.1.4

Sensitivity of revenue forecast/projections to (1) fluctuations in U.S. and
international economies, (2) price/performance trends in Digital's markets, and

(3) price elasticity of demand cannot be defined at this time.

4-1
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4.1.5 Operating Environment

Scorpio board sets, power supplies, and the OEM box (excluding TU58 operation) all
meet Class C requirements per DEC STD 062.

AZTEC, RA6O and RA81 disks all essentially meet Class B requirements (AZTEC-no
exceptions; RA81-85% max humidity; RA60-80% max humidity). However, since the
TUS8 console load device meets none of the Class B humidity range, and only a
portion of the Class B temperature range, Scorpio packaged systems must be
classified as Class A.

The market requirements for Class B Scorpio packaged systems (non-magtape based)
provide an additional incentive to eliminate the TU58 in favor of a Class B
compatible floppy.

4.2 TECHNOLOGY

4.2.1 New Processes and Components

The following assumptions are made:

The ZMOS process becomes mature and produces the necessary chips at
cost goals, on schedule.

- The 50 mil center connector technology is available, reliable and
meets specifications.
NI lance chip available to specifications and on schedule.

PCB and hybrid mounting technology can be manufactured cost
effectively by Digital.
Power supply hybrids available per specification and on schedule.

4.2.2 Design Tools

The following tools are assumed to be in place:
- DECSIM--hierarchical logic simulator.

- CHAS-~CAD tool data base manager.

- HILO--gate array test pattern fault grading.
- AUTODLY-timing delay simulator.

MAPS or Project II--PERT and project management tool.

4-2
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4.2.3 Key Suppliers of Components

The following components are assumed to be available from their respective
suppliers:

TAT-020 Gate Arrays: Texas Instruments

256K MOS RAMS: The industry
300 Pin Connector: Burndy/AMP

NI Chips: AMD and Mostek

Power Supply Hybrids: Centralab, General Electric, and Siemens

4.3 INTERNAL FUNCTIONS

The following assumptions highlight product requirements that cross functional and
organizational lines.

4.3.1 Engineering Dependencies

VAX/VMS V4.0 with Scorpio support from BSSG.

VAX/VMS to provide multiprocessor support for system engineering
testing prior to system FRS.

VAX/VMS to officially support MP as soon as possible.
Seaboard V2.0 with Scorpio MP support from BSSG.

AZTEC disks from Storage Systems.

2MB memory arrays from Storage Systems.

Other Unibus peripheral support by combined BSSG/Systems Evelatuion
Lab efforts.
Corporate standarization of LESI, NI, and SI buses.

Battery back-up from 11/730.

Acoustic packaging in H9640 series cabinets for RA60 and RA81.

4.3.2 High-Volume Manufacturing Dependencies

Engineering to supply BI and NI test equipment per specifications
and delivery schedule.

Engineering to design self test diagnostics to a 90% level for all
BI modules.
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4.3.3

4.3.4

Engineering to supply micro and macro diagnostics that provide 100%
test coverage.

Advanced Technology Group (ATG) to provide design and qualification
of all BI module hybrids as well as associated assembly and test
processes.

ATG to provide development and qualification of new BI connectors,
and an inspection process for 128 pin chip carriers.
ATG to provide development and qualification of a process for fine
line/controlled impedance/multi-layer/H3D printed circuit boards as
required.

Final Assembly and Test Dependencies

All system options to be site mergable.

Mass storage cabinet assemblies to be site mergable.

BI options to be customer installable.

Customer Services Dependencies

Customer installable systems that include appropriate system
packaging design, documentation, and carton labeling.

Optional Field Service installation available for a price.

A UETP replacement, currently being defined in a new systems
acceptance procedure.

Product Lines to provide warranty funding:

End User---90 days on site.
OEM--30 days on site.
Boards-Return to exchange facility.

Manufacturing to deliver a high quality product.

Engineering to design reliable hardware with self test features (90%
level) on each BI module.

RAMP must be designed in.

All system components to meet their individual MTBF (BMC) goals.

Training courses implemented as defined.

Manufacturing to supply the required CD kits and spares per Field
Service plan.
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- Manufacturing to provide repair facilities prior to MRC repair
start-up.
An "XCON" type process established to ensure all configurations are
qualified.
FCO rework to be implemented at MRCs.

V-11 firmware updates to be distributed on console device load
media.

Revision control via machine readable registers for all BI and
corporate interconnect components.

Marketing

l. Time to Market
2. Compatibility
3. Transfer Cost/MLP
4. Per formance
5. Quality
6. Reliability/Availability

4.3.5

Develcpment priorities, as defined by all Product Groups, are as follows:

Produc t parameters of extreme importance to selected Product Groups include:

Real time performance
Office packaging

- Public BI bus

Advertising and promotion priorities will be defined in later revisions.

4.3.6 Sales

Scorpio distribution channels are as follows:

Market/Product Group Distribution Channels

Commercial:
CST Direct end user, Data service companies
MDC Direct end user
PBI Direct end user, Indirect
TIG Direct to BOCs, Western Electric

Small Systems:
COEM OEM/distributer, Industry hook
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Technical:
ECS Direct end user
ESG Direct end user
GSG Government end user, Government primes
LDP Direct end user
MSG Direct end user, Medical OEM

Technical Volume:
Micros Direct sales, Industrial distribution
Systems Direct sales, Distributers

4.3.7 Asset Management

The Stage 2 inventory goal is 8.5 weeks maximum. The overall inventory goal will
be defined in future business plan revisions.
The Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) goals cannot be identified at this time.

4.4 CUSTOMERS

4.4.1 Impact on Key Accounts

To be provided in future revisions.

4.4.2 New Opportunities

To be provided in future revisions.

4.5 SCHEDULE

4.5.1 Project Schedule

A Scorpio program schedule will be included in future editions.

4.5.2 Phase Planners

Scorpio phase planners follow on the next three pages.
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Phase

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4A

Phase 4B

Phase 5

PHASE REVIEW PLANNER

22-June-82
REVISION DATE

PROJECT NAME: SCORPIO

PROJECT TEAM

Product Manager: Tom Sherman
Program Manager: Demetrios Lignos
Manufacturing: Ken Meissner
Customer Services: Doug Hanzlik
Project Start Date (Actual): FY'81

Title
Strategy & Requirements

Planning

Implementation

Qualification

Engineering, Manufacturing Transition

Manufacturing Volume Production

Retirement

FIRST REVENUE SHIP:

Scorpio Board Sets
BI Interface Chips
Scorpio Systems
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Estimated/Actual
Completion Date

June 1982

Q2 FY'83

Q4 Fy'84

Q4 FY'85

TBD

TBD

TBD

Ql Fy'85
Ql Fy'85
Q3 Fy'85
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PHASE REVIEW PLANNER

PHASE 0

STRATEGY AND REQUIREMENTS

PRODUCT NAME: SCORPIO

PRODUCT MANAGER: Tom Sherman LOC: TW/B02 DIN: 247-2418

PROGRAM MANAGER: Demetrios Lignos LOC:

COMPLETION DATE
| RESPONSIBLE | ORIG LATEST

|1. Business Plan (Preliminary) | T. Sherman | June 1982

12. Market Requirements T. Sherman | June 1982
Document

}3. Product Requirements { T. Sherman June 1982
Document

[4. Alternative/Feasibility | M. Titelbaum June 1982
Examined

{5. Manufacturing Impact | K. Meissner | June 1982
Statement

|6. Customer Services Impact M. Henderson | June 1982
and Requirement Statement |

Date: 22-June-82
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TW/BO2 247-2990DIN :

MILESTONE INDIVIDUAL | PLAN FORECASTACTUAL |

Phase 0 Complete June 1982T. Sherman

Rev: 0
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PHASE REVIEW PLANNER

PHASE 1

PLANNING

PRODUCT NAME: SCORPIO

PRODUCT MANAGER: Tom Sherman LOC: TW/B02 DIN: 247-2418

COMPLETION DATE
| RESPONSIBLE | ORIG | LATEST |

{2. Functional Specification | B. Willard | Q2 Fy83 Q2 Fy83

[3. Project Plan | O. Tasar 02 FZBB | Q2 Fy83

15. Customer Services Plan D. Hanzlik | Q2 FyY83 | | Q2 Fys3 |

Date: 22-June-82

Rev: 0
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DIN: 247-2990PROGRAM MANAGER: Demetrios Lignos LO: TW/B02

MILESTONE | INDIVIDUAL { PLAN | ACTUAL | FORECAST

| T. Sherman Q2 FY83 | | Q2 FY831. Business Plan

14. Manufacturing Plan | K. Meissner | Q2 FY83 | | Q2 FY83 |

(Preliminary)

Phase 1. Complete T. Sherman | Q3 FY83
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CHAPTER 5

FINANCIAL/SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

5.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this system level financial anaysis is to evaluate whether or not
the Scorpio engineering product goals for prices, transfer cost, volume, hardware
development, etc. will provide the corporation with a financially viable product.
This analysis required numerous assumptions, due to it being early in the
development cycle, and covers the period from development through the first five
years of product shipments (FY'81-FY'90). FRS for Scorpio systems is at the end
of Q3 FY'85

Results of the analysis show the Scorpio combined system and board products yield
41% internal rate-of-return (IRR) and a net present value (NPV) of the annual
discounted cash flows equaling $1.69M at a 40% discount rate. Breakeven date is
14 quarters after the system FRS. These metrics are al] lower than past 32-bit
product analyses. Past system analyses indicate that IRRs exceed 50% at this
phase of development.

The major assumptions are the average system and board set MLP (in FY'87 $49.4K,
$12.5K respectively), the average system and board set transfer cost (in FY'87
$12K, $3.2K respectively) and shipment forecast of 74500 systems and 29744 boards
in the FY'85-Fy'90 timeframe. The shipments exclude VAxstation Scorpio sales and
assume that a Microvax product impacts the total Scorpio board sales throughout
the five year timeframe. Also, the base case assumes total BI and V-11-
development costs with 100% of the Hudson facility and the equipment capital costs
for the V-11 chip.
Sensitivities were performed around the major assumptions to determine why the
returns are low compared to past 32-bit product analyses. These sensitivities
show that even if half of the BI and V-1l chip development and capital costs are
allocated away from Scorpio, the project returns only increase to 45% with $9.5M
NPV @ 40%. Analysis of the various sensitivities indicated that no one factor is
responsible for the low project returns. Scorpio is targeted as a low end product
with a low markup (about 4.0) but volumes are not commensurately high given the
high level of development costs. A low end product should have high volumes to go
with the low margins and anticipated high development costs. To improve the
Scorpio product investment, the technology pioneered by Scorpio (both the BI and
V-11) must be used in large volumes by other products within the timeframe of
Scorpio.
The variables directly controllable during product development are time-to-market,
hardware development costs, transfer costs, and inventory. Sensitivities around
these variables show that if transfer cost for the V-11 chip set is increased an

average of only $300, the project falls below the corporate hurdle rate of 40%.
If system hardware development costs are increased up to 5% in order to prevent a

one month slip in FRS, it is a worthwhile tradeoff. Another worthwhile tradeoff
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is a 10% increase in system hardware development costs to reduce the box transfer
cost by 10% or more. These tradeoffs assume there are no diminishing returns for
increased development expenses {i.e., one dollar more in development expense
yields one dollar more in returns). Inventory changes significantly impact
profitability. An inventory increase of four weeks from the 16 week base case
causes the profitability to decline 200% to -$1.6M.

4

5.2 FINANCIAL BASE CASE ANALYSIS NUMERICAL SUMMARY

FY'81 - F'90 ($M)

Total Net Operating Revenue (Equipment and Service) $4,629

Less: Cost of NOR 1,984

Gross Margin 2,645

Gross Margin as % of Total NOR 57%

Less: Development Expense 169

Selling, Marketing, G&A Expense 941

Profit Before Tax 1,535

PBT as % of Total NOR 33%

After Tax Net Cash Flow 831

After Tax NPV @ 40% 1.69

After Tax IRR 41%

Breakeven Date Ql Fy'89 (July '88)

Number of Quarters to Breakeven from System FRS 14

Development Expense as % of Total NOR 3.7%

Analysis was performed using the Business Review Program (BURP).x

5.3 FINANCIAL MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

The following major assumptions are used in the Scorpio BURP analysis:

1. Ship Forecast: The matrix below describes the ship forecast for
Scorpio systems and Scorpio board sets from FY'85 to FY'90. The
board forecast assumes the existance of a Micro-VAX product.

5-2
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[Scorpio Systems| 400 5600 | 12500 | 17000 | 21000 18000

[Scorpio Board | 500 | 1260 | 3342 5448 8142 | 11052
| Sets*

[Total 900 6860 | 15842 | 22448 | 29142 | 29052

FY85 Fy86 | Fy87 | Fy88 | FY89 | FY90

First Revenue Ship for Scorpio boards is (end of) Ql Fy'85, while
FRS for systems is (end of) Q3 Fy'85. The systems forecast is from
Scorpio product management with some confirmation by product groups.
The board set forecast is from TVG-Micros,

* A Scorpio board set is an average configuration comprised of
a CPU module, memory, disk and comm.

Transfer Cost: Scorpio product management provided the following
system configurations and transfer cost goals for FY'87. 'The
average board set configuration is forecast by TVG-Micros.

2.

System

OEM Box (2MB)
Single AZTEC (2MB)
Dual AZTEC (2MB)
Dual RA60 (2MB)
RA81/TU81 (2MB)
Single AZTEC II (2MB)
Dual AZTEC II (2MB)
RDXX/MAYA (2MB)
Dual RAXY (4MB)
RAXX/TA8] (4MB)

System Weighted Average

Board Set Average Configuration Qty

CPU Module 1.0

BI COMM 1.0

Board Set weighted Average

5-3
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FY'87 Transfer
Cost Goal

$ 4,949
8,860
11,688
16,877
20,977
8,360
11,188
7,995
15,887
20,177

$12,544

Fy'87 Transfer
Cost Goal

$1,000
625
892

2,695
833

.5MB Memory 0.35
2MB Memory 0.65
BI AZTEC (or future disk) 0.2

$3,171



3. MLP: System MLPs are proposed by Scorpio product management and
board set MLPs are proposed by TVG-Micros. All system MLPs are held
constant throughout their respective ship periods (refer to Section
2.1.1) but the board sets MLPs are lowered in the last two years for
competition. All systems include VAX/VMS (license-only) .

System MLP Mark-up (FY'87)
OEM Box $22,900 4.63
Single AZTEC 29 ,900 3.34
Dual AZTEC 41,900 3.58
Dual RA60 69,900 4.14
RA81/TU81 89 ,900 4.29
Single AZTEC II 31,900 3.82
Dual AZTEC II 44,900 4.01
RDXX/MAYA 29,900 3.74
Dual RAXY 74,900 4.71
RAXX/TAB8 94,300 4.70

Board Set Average
Configuration Qty MLP Mark-up (FY'87)

CPU Module 1.0 $ 3,500 3.50
.SMB Memory 0.35 1,875 3.00
2MB Memory 0.65 2,676 3.00
BI AZTEC {or
future disk) 0.2 10,700 3.97

BI COMM 1.0 2,500 3.00

Software
VMS (license-only) 0.2 7,000
Midnight
(license-only) 0.2 2,500

Seaboard Runtime
(license-only) 0.4 100

Weighted Average MLP $12,476

The average board set configuration is forecast by TVG-Micros. The
MLPs are best estimates given that some products are just beginning
development (e.g., BI COMM, Midnight).

Revenue for VAX/VMS installation and warranty is shown in the Pro
Forma Financial Statement as Other Revenue. It is assumed that 40%

of VAX/VMS shipments include the installation and warranty package.
Other Revenue also includes revenue from the sale of Seaboard
development software, a VAX/VMS layered product.

Add-ons, shipped with a system, are assumed to be 25% of system MLP

with a 4.0 mark-up. The Board Set average configuration includes
such add-ons.
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CUMULATIVE CASH FLOW GRAPH5.4

AFTER TAX
CUMULATIVE
NET CASH
FLOW ($M)
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Board Set FRS = Ql FY'85

BURP FINANCIAL STATEMENT5.5

A copy of the Scorpio Pro Forma Financial Statement (from the BURP analysis) is
provided on the next page.
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System FRS = Q3 Fy'85
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5.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

This sensitivity analysis was conducted around the major variables that will
determine the financial performance of Scorpio systems and board sets. Alsosensitivities were performed on variables which currently can be controlled during
the product development. Use of information derived from these sensitivities can
help identify opportunities to minimize product risks to Digital and maximize life
cycle profitability.
Shipments: Life cycle profitability is less sensitive to volume changes (assumingall other variables are held constant) than changes in either transfer cost or
price. Though shipments are less sensitive, less than a 10% decline in units
drops the internal rate-of~-return below the 40% corporate hurdle rate.

Price: Product profitability is most sensitive to variations in MLP. A 10%
increase in price results in a 45% IRR or a $12M increase in net present value
(NPV).

Shipment/Price: The combination of both price and volume changes show that a 10%
increase n price resulting in a 20% decline in volume still yields a level of
profitability exceeding the base case. Conversely, if a price reduction increases
shipments 20%, this reduction cannot be greater than 6% or the profitability of
the product will fall below the 40% corporate hurdle rate.

Transfer Cost: Transfer cost is less sensitive than price, thus a 10% decrease in
price would require nearly a 20% decline in transfer cost to maintain the same

product profitability as the base case. The base case assimes a constant lifetime
V- 7 l chip set cost of $515. If the chip set cost increases an average of only
$300, the project falls below the corporate hurdle rate of 40%.

Hardware Development: The development costs assumed 100% of the BI and V-11
expenses. If half of the BI and half of the Hudson V-11 expenses are included,
the IRR only increases to 45% with an NPV @ 40% of $8.0M.

Hardware Development/Transfer Cost: The combination of these two factors show
that a 10% increase in system hardware development expenses would require a 3% or
greater reduction in total system transfer cost to maintain the profitability of
the project. However, if the development is compared to the box, a 9.6% decline
in the box transfer cost is needed to offset the 103 increase in system
development costs.

Hardware Develorment/Time-To-Market: The comparison of these costs show a

worthwhile tradeoff is a 5% increase in development expenses to move the FRS date
in one month.

Inventory: Changes in inventory have a significant impact on profitability. An
increase of 4 weeks inventory from the base case of 16 weeks drops the total
product life profitability (NPV) to -$1.6M (a 200% decline) and the IRR from 41%

to 39% which is below the corporate hurdle rate.

Capital Expenditures: Changes in the level of capital expenditures have little
impact on IRR but have a significant impact on total product life profitability
(NPV). Dropping the Hudson building and equipment allocation from 100% to 18%

raises the IRR from 41% to 43% while the NPV increases 279% ($3.1M) to $4.7M.
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Requirements Document
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CHAPTER 6

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

Date
Document Rev Published Issued By

Low-End VAX Systems Development

Scorpio Product Requirements 1.0 23-Jun-82 Tom Sherman
Scorpio Market Requirements 1.0 23-Jun-82 Tom Sherman
Scorpio Alternatives/Feasibility Study Mike Titelbaum
Scorpio Systems Functional Specification 0.85 li-Mar-82 Dileep Bhandarkar
Scorpio Systems Development Engineering
Project Plan 0.2 01-Mar-82 Qnur Tasar

BI Specificiation F 12-Jan-82 Frank Bomba
BI Interface Chip Specification 1.2 Jan-82 Frank Bomba
Diagnostic Engineering Project Plan
for Scorpio Systems 1.0 10-May-82 Ernie Preisig

Scorpio Program Pert 09-Jun-82 Corinne Thompson
Scorpio Financial Analysis--Phase 0 ___ June 1982 Doug Kellogg

Semiconductor Engineering Group

KDV11 CPU Module Specification 1.2 23-Dec-81 Bill Laprade
KDV11 Macro Programmer's Reference

Storage Systems

Salem Volume Manufacturing

Scorpio Manufacturing Impact Statement 1.0 23-Jun-82 Ken Meissner

Customer Services Support Engineering

Customer Services Scorpio Impact and
1.3 25-Jun-82 Mike Henderson

Manual 1.1 15-Jan-82 Bill Laprade
Vil IE Chip Specification 2.1 31-Mar-82 Ed Burdick
V1l M Chip Feasability 1.2 19-Dec~81 Bill Grundmann
Vll FBox User's Guide 1.3 08-Jan-82 Bill Brundmann
Vll Interchip Document 2.0 19-Apr-82 Stan Lackey
Vll Microcode User's Guide 1.1 03-Nov-81 Dick Sites

Scorpio Memory Array Business Plan 0 21-Jun-82 Dan Haley
SIPS vs DIPS For Scorpio Memory 0 15-Mar-82 Dan Haley
AZTEC (RC25) Business Plan, Phase 1 15-Mar-82 John Forde
RC25, AZTEC, Engineering Specification 5 09-Mar-82 Carl Blatchley
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BUSINESS PLAN HISTORY/CHANGES
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BUT

(a) As

WHAT IS STRUCTURED CHIP DESIGN?

WE DON'T KNOW YET

FPP chip gets fleshed out, we will understand it (April timeframe)

(b) We believe each of the following techniques will be used

1.

11.

12.

Regularity
~ minimize the number of drawn transistors
- by (a) discipline

(b) use of topologically regular functions

2. Wiring first, then transistors

3. Disciplined chip floor planning -

and follow through by step-wise refinement

Rigorous intra-chip interface management

Chip assembler

6. Hierarchical verification
One page of design rules

8. Designers who span architecture through layout

9. Library of parameterized circuits layout

Colored sticks notation

Design for testability

5

7.

10,

Think structural (sGeometric), not logical

CM
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NEXT UPBATE OF ALUVANCED DEVELOPMENT PLAN

(TO BE FINALIZED AS 12/1/79 Urdate )

To be presented at Staff Meeting Tues 11/13/79

I. Introduction

The VLSI Advanced Revelorment Grour is growing @ core or kernel (of MicroVA:
end its design methodology) which will share product development andmanufacturing in FY81 and beyond.

As product development prodresses the machine will be endineered by
CSR/LSI
MPD MOS endineering (circuits and losic)
MPD LSI CAD
Small Systems
Nos Process engineering

and manufactured. by
Hudson Semi Plant
a board plant
a sustem rlant

with support from the Advanced Revelorment Grour.

The REQUIREMENTS for MicroVAX and its design methodology are currently seen ta
bes

MOS Process! 2-2.5 microns additional low resist roly layer (rolycide)
Design time? 33 months from Q281 (see Bill J's data)
Tresign carability for 75000 transistor chirs
Chip set of 4 to 8 chirps
Runs VMS
Ferformance '70% of VAX-11/780)
Design for Testability
New bus (KI)

This update of the AD Plan dives
i. a structure for information flow

ports through which status is reviewed and info flows
3. latest bubble chart
4. list of deliverables and non-deliversbles
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A

The structure has the following doalsi
@. communicate outwards both intent and results of the AD srour
b. permit the status of the the AD to be measured reriodically
c. update the AD drour of relevant advances decisionssy etc. in the

other engineering groups (CSR/LSI»ChirssSmall Systems MOS Process Ilev)
who are doing vital rre-product develorment work

d. ensure a smooth transition of the MicroVAX Program from Advanced
Develorment mode to Product Develorment and Manufacturing modes.

e. provide the necessary isolation/freedom that the AD group needs in orde
to achieve the revolutionary sters exrected of it.

Over the last couple of months, we heave all rarticirated in 2 set of
Program-level Resource Planning Meetings duided by Steve Teicher. This
intense activity has led to a tor-level Work Breakdown. Structure and
scon to tor-level network.
This period has denerated datas not only for rost-FY80
Plannings but also ideas and data for this next urdete of
the AD Plan. In rarticularr it has enabled me to make this update more
specifics
Moreovers 2 lot of momentum has been generated in the various
ensineering Sroursy this made it clear that I needed to develor 323 more
formal structure to focus and nourish edvanced develorment.

The structure, with its ports rerorting (in and out)mechanismss and bubble
chart is diven in the rades that follow and is being debussged by

Buane Dickhuty Dave Morgans Val Fatels Rill Johnsons Andy Wur and Russ Moore

with duidance from Steve Teicher and Ron Cadieux

and buy-in from the AD team,

Craigs Mudge

11/12/79
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The first step in developing a structure wes to list all the technic:components of MicroVax3

TECHNICAL COMPONENTS OF MICROVAX
SYSTEMCnie SET

Partitioning I/O subsystem
Packssdins systems 1 % 2
CAD suite VMS

mass storade
Performance analysistest stratesy
erchitecture management
system architecture

CHiP
Circuit structures
design for testability
chip assembler
symbolic Isvout
structured VLSI design
desidner work station
NOS rrocess
CAD suite
desidn process flowverification
chip debug stratedy
Gevice engineering



redrawn to dive us
This diagram of the technical comronents of MicroVAX has been

A STRUCTURE FOR INFORMATION FLOW

This structures shown on the following pager shows?

23 split between the Advanced Develorment Grour on ML4-3 and
other Pre-product devlorment efforts

KX rorts through which ststus is reviewed and information flows
bi-directionally

* some Postponements of interactions until FY81

NOTES?

1. Attached to each rort is the name of a persons the rort manaser» who
is responsible for facilitating the interface. Formal status will be
communicated outwards on the dates given (in 3 subseaquent rage)
2. The ports are between those activities whichs in our endineering Judgements
will need interaction. There is no rorts for examrle, to Dileer's architectun
Management because we exrect no chandes Cerder the addition of 32 new datatyre)
to the VAX SKM in FY80. If» howevers the situation changes» we would
immediately establish a rort and 3 named port manader. Note that all rerortsy
Plansy etces will he available to those whether there is 32 rort or not

3. Tom Gunter will be Joining us from the Motorola MS8000 rroJect and will be
making a significant contribution. Although he won't be starting until the Ne
Years he plans 2 visit to DEC in the next few weeks. At that timer
we Will establish his role more srecificalls.

Please review this structure adainst the doals diven on Pade 2.



STRUCTURE FOR LNFORMATION FLOW

Sources da DEC
v

S SYSTEM
CHIP SET

CHIP

Cerevit Structures (Bill H) Partitioning (dave 8)

Desiqn foy Testability (Vehbi T:)
Chip Assembler ( Cavol P,

Symbolic Layout (Jock B)

Work Station (Mike WW)

YW Vo

Desien Process Flow - S
(Sp Hu)

Vevili cation
(+. b.o5

Govy T )

gut

MOS Process Pack
(AndyWa) (George

r/o Subs
to ow

CAD Suite - CAD Suite

hbevice Engineering

Systms 422 (gus n)
VMS
fockaging
Mass Stovage
Pevfoymance Anal sis
Avch Mamt (0: ep)

(4.4.4)
Test Strate4y

Chi

Sys Avch
Dan D.



".YYI.. PREDICTABLE COMMUNICATION FLOW - THE DATES

1. Vis Ports
Outwards? every 3 months by a technical status rerort written

by rort manaders

1/1/80 4/1/80 6/30/89

Inwards briefind received (of decisions and advances made)

2/1 4/1 6/1

2. Urdates of Adv Dev Plan
12/1/79 3/1/80

3. Reports at each milestone given om AD bubble chart
4. Miscellaneous

CAD symposium (January)
next MicroVAX workshor
AL plen briefings to managements e.d+s to staff meetings of Zehr Clayton»

Demmer,y Cudmores OOD



SOME COMMENTS ON COORDINATION OUTSIDE OF THE STRUCTURE §HOWN

I have not shown any communication lines between the variousgoing on outside of ML4-3. activities
It is my understanding that, in FY80» Duane and Lave (among others) aredriving items that are not included in advenced develorment. For exemrley
Busne

chir rackading
chip debus stretedy

> systems architecture

Dave

MOS process
desidn process fiow
device endineering



FOCUS, OF SCORPIO ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

MOS PROCESS

CHIP ASSEMBLER

~ BFP CHIP

CHIP-SET PARTITIONING

THE KEYSTONES ON WHICH PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT DEPENDS

0 BUBBLE CHART SHOWS STEPS, MILESTONES

FPP CHIP DRIVES MOS PROCESS, PROVES CHIP ASSEMBLER, AND REFINES

PARTITIONING

0 Resources (LAYOUT, PROGRAMMING, CIRCUITS) WILL BE REARRANGED

AND ADDED TO FPP CHIP IF IT STARTS SLIPPING
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WORK FLOW & MILESTONES
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

> Suite,

MICRO-VAX

<{F7 ->|<- SUMMER POST SUMMER

Calmos<
O

20/74
VERSION

a
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:
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Ve DELIVERABLES (2)
Clist taken off bubble chartj

12/31 sticks compaction results (Jack B)

12/31 chirp assembler report (Carol P)

2/1 2um circuit structures (Bill H)

2/1 testability guidelines rerort (Vehbi T)
3/1 - chip set spec 3 (Dave R)

3/15 FPP chirp layout plan (Bill Hy Craigs

5/1 FPP chip plot (ALL)
5/1 chirp assembler model (Carol Fr Gary T)

fhe most sisnificant (in terms of sating product development) ares

5/1 FPF chip plot
6/1 chie assembler model

In addition to the aboves there are the scheduled rerorts from Fort



NEFINITION BY EXCLUSION

We have found it useful, in definind our deliverables, to list the total
CAD suite and show those things we are not workings on.

CAD SUITE ~ the tools for microVAX (high-density hand-crafted MOS)

* chip assembler
x symbolic layout
x path analysis Program
circuit simulation
logic simulation (SAGES)
DRC
Iv
graphics input system
geometric editor
FG tare deneration
microcode assembler
VOTE
microcode simulator
lodical-physical verification
host CAD comruter (& network)

We are resronsible for the items marked * which is about 10% of the CAIt suite.

In particulary we do not bear the following on our shoulders?

a. the other 90%
b. fitting the whole lot together
c. a gate array desidn process
d. DEC's futurer the next 10 yearss in CAD
e. an integrated data base

In the CALI areas we are testing out concerts for MicroVAX and delivering a chip
assembler (early FY81). If parts of our effort on sumbolic layout are usefuls
then they will also be delivered.



WRITTEN REFORTS AVAILABLE

These are available from Del Thorndike (ML4-3) on 8-223-7667

Hank Walkers Scorpio Chip Set Architecture Residn Tradeoffss 8/23/79
Hank Walker, Design Methology, 8/24/79
Larry Seilers A Fascal Machine Architecture imrlemented in

2 prototyre silicon compilers 7/3/79

Gary Tarollis Summer rerort on Chir Assembler for TRUF, 10/23/79

Everybody, MicroVAX workshor #13 Summer Results » 9/20/79 (viewdrarhs)
Charles Minter» Charles Terminal care rackages 7/79

Bill Herrick et aly HMOS J-11 Technical Feasibility, 8/79

Crais Mudge» Chip using @ Chip Assembler» 11/79

Craigs) Mudgee On Circuit-to-pin Retioss 11/79

Ed McGrath» A Physical Ilesidnm Rule Itescriptions Caltech #3236,» 10/29/79

Irene Buchanan and John: Grayy A model for structural integrated circuit designs
Caltech #32307 10/79

Andy Wur The 2um NMOS Frocessy 11/79

Mike Watersr CAD Suite (Rev 0), 11/79

We will have a formal Advanced Development library of bookssetces on
ML4-3 by 1/15/79,



THE ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT TEAM ON ML4-3

The tor-level WBS shown on the following rage dives the overall MicroVAxstructure. The team on 4-3 fits under Advanced Ttevelorment and consists ofthe followings?
Jave Bernstein (chip-set partitioning)
Jack Burness (symbolic layout - Sticks)
fom Gunter *Z)
3111 Herrick (circuit structures)

Mudge (structured chip design)
2arol Feters (chip assembler)
jary Tarolli (chip assembler)
Jehbi Tasar (407%) (design for testability)

fike Waters (designer work station)
to be hiredtechnician)

fy exrpetstion for my own time allocation through the end of FY80 is that I
sill be 50% management and 50% technical (FFP chir and structured VLSI design).

-

Craid Mudge, Scorrio Advanced Revelorment Manager
11/13/79
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To: See Distribution

SUBJECT:

all INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE:
FROM:

EXT: 3175
LOC/MAIL STOP:

Work Breakdown For Scorpio Program

September 13, 197
Steve Teicher

DEPT: Engineering

ML4-3/T34

The attached work breakdown chart for the Scorpio Program should serve as a
starting focal point for planning. I have listed as major tasks those pieces
or chunks of the program that I belfeve will be the collection points for
information flow among our managers and technical contributors. These major
tasks also represent the way we are likely to allocate resources, i.e., budget.
The attached diagram does represent the organizational reporting structure.

My expectation is that the "owners" of each of the major tasks will complete
the lower levels of the work breakdown chart in sufficient detail that they
will be able to:

1. Understand the tasks that they "own"

2. Acquire the resources to accomplish their portion of the program

3. Share with others, what they expect to deliver, when they expect to
deliver, and how much budget versus time that they require

I understand the "TASK OWNERS" to be at this time as follows:

Chips

Boards

System 1

System 2

Program Management
Support

Product Management

Manufacturing

Test Strategy

Documentation Architecture

Customer Services ? ?

GROUPS

Small Systems/MPD (Moffa)

Small Systems (Shanzer)

Scorpio

CSD Product Management

?

Mfg. Engineering - Acton

Scorpio

PEOPLE

Dickhut/Johnson/Northrup

?

?

Teicher/Cadieux/Shnitzler

Loveland

Ed Gianetto

xr
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Advanced Development

Design Methods Scorpio Mudge
Architecture Scorpio Mudge
Applications R&D Glorfoso

Note: Just a reminder that the Resource Planning Meeting wil] be held on
Tuesday, September 18, 1979, at the Holiday Inn in Marlboro from
8:30 - 1:00

v
r4

cad
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Distribution:

Keith Amundsen
Jack Burness
Ron Cadieux
Duane Dickhut
Don Gaubatz
Ed Gianetto
Bob Glorfoso
John Groark
Bi11 Johnson
Ray Mercier
Craig Mudge
Tom Northrup
Jack Schneider
Bert Shnitzler
Steve Teicher
Mike Waters

cc:

Gordon Bell
Dick ClaytonBill Herrick
Dick Loveland
Roy Moffa
Russ Moore
Carol Peters
Herb Shanzer
Gary Tarolli
Hank Walker
Ted Webber
Joe Zeh

ML3-3/E67
ML4-3/T34
ML12-2/E71
ML1-2/E65
ML3-2/E41
AC/E48
ML3-2/41
AC/E36
ML4-3/T34
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WZ2
WZ2
ML12-2/E71
ML4-3/T34
ML4-3/T34

ML12-1/A51
ML12-2/E71
ML4-3/T34
ML12-2/E38
ML1-2/H26
ML1-2/E60

ML1-2/E60
ML4-3/T34
ML4-3/T34
ML1-2/T29
WZ2

TW/D08
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Resource Planning Meeting Attendees:

Steve Teicher
Craiq Mudge
Jack Burness
Tom Northrup
Duane Dickhut
Bil] Johnson
Bob Glorioso
Jack Schneider
Herb Shanzer
Ron Cadieux
Bert Shnitzler
Ron Mercier
Don Gaubatz
Ed Gtanetto
John Groark
Mike Waters

cc:

Joe Zeh
Dick Clayton
Roy Moffa
Ted Webber
Dick Loveland
Russ Moore

ML4-3/T34
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ML3-2/E41
WZ2
ML1-2/E60
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ML1-2/H26
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AC/E48
AC/E36
ML4-3/T34

WZ2
ML12-2/E71
ML1-2/H26
ML1-2/T29
ML12-2/E38
TW/C03



+ +
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

+

TO? See [listribution
DATE: 19 Sertember 1979
FROM: Del Thorndike
DEFT: Project Scorpio
EXT? 223-7667
LOC: ML4-3/T34

SUBJECT? Material From Resource Planning Meeting

Enclosed vou will find all the material rresented at
the Resource Meeting on Sertember 18s 1979,» Holiday
Inns Marlboro.

The reorle who rresented ideas/thoughts were in order?

Steve Teicher Introduction
Scorrio)

Ron Cadieux Program Management Surrort
(CSu Staff)
Craigs Mudge MicroVAX Advanced Develorment FY80

Scorrio)
[lon Gaubatz Microarchitecture and Microcomputer
CRED) Réb

Rill Johnson M/VAX Chir Development
(Small Systems)

Tom Northrup Resource Reauirements
(Micro Products)
Ed Gianetto Overall Test Strategist Roles

John Groark Manufacturing Engineering

ACTION ITEMS;

1. CSD Review the week of October 15th

~ Status
~ Rudget
- Feorle

- Rough Plan
October 8 - 2FM» Holiday Inn» Marlboro.Frerarations

7



Page 2

Tom Northrurs Kill Johnsons and Craig Mudge need to discuss a shared
set of assumretions.

3. Systems grour estimates meed to be done. Keith Amundsen will takethis message back and cause some action to be taken.

4. Kert Shnitzler to work on budget roll up and stratedy,

»
I hore you find this information helrful. Please let

me know if I can helr you,

7
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-Eaoh Group will Display

-Their Own Task Breakdown

-Data on Interfaces

Data on Kesources

-In Own Areas

~In Other Groupe

a
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MICROVAX ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT

SUMMER RESULTS

CHO SET ARCHITECTURE
- PARTITIONING Hank Welkev

Cue ASSEMBLER FOR TBVE
Gavy

COMPACTION ALGORITHMS

CHIP

Jack, Buvnes<

INSTALLATION oF CALTECH SOFTWALE
- UTILITIES He COLOR GRA Omseg

Gav4 Tavellt

FweR PLANS FOR STRUCTYVREB
Craig Musa?

CH? OEL

[woaKsnoe # \ Sept 20 1474

cm
4/19) 79
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Mu CRO VAX ApvANCED DEVELOPMBN7

RESOVRCE PLANNING FY 80

Tune SOL 1GBo

. CHIe SET SPEC
CAD TOOlw

w&E NEED

SOPTWARE CHIP DESIGWER CARY TAR

CHIP DESIGNER CAROL PETERS

Mos ARCHITECT
Curie SET ARCHITECT Dich / (TON SOA!

CAD INNOVATOR Saute QURNESS

CAD TOOL PLANNER mice WATERS

TECHNICIANS

mos CIRCWIT DESIGNER

20 PROGRAMMER
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DESIGN TIME ,
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68600 PORE

FYBO EXPERIMENTS
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT

FINANCIAL

BUDGETS

MonTHLY REPORT OF
ACTUALS

Cost PERF.
ASSESSMENTS

- CONTRACTS

FINANCIAL
FORECASTING

-MIS DEVELOPMENT

+-ADMINISTRATION

PLANNING

OVERALL PROGRAM
PLAN

RESOURCE PLANNING

Cost ESTIMATING

IGE Book
NPUTS

SCHEDULE

Master NETWORK

FORMATS For
LOWER LEVEL SCHEDULES

-Perronic SCHEDULE
PERF, ASSESMENTS

PROGRAM

INTEGRATION

PERIODIC STATUS
REVIEWS

PROGRAM PROGRESS
PORTS

- Yertow Book

- CSD Stratus REVIEWS

Asst To Mer
FOR PHASE

MAINT. OF MASTER
CALENDAR



WBS DICTIONARY

LEVEL

2 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

Provide the necessary services to assist in the planning, integration
and control of the overall program. Co-ordinate activities of all devel-
opment and support "rganizations.

3 FINANCE)

Provides for financial support to the Scorpio Porgram

4 BUDGETS

Develop overall program budget and periodic updates - Record
budgets on Engineering and Corporate systems.

4 MONTHLY REPORT OF ACTUALS

Provide a monthly report of actuals vs. budget and a variance
report which highlights "Hot Spots".

4 COST PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

Provide a periodic assessment of actual program progress vs. cost
incurred to date ( integrates cost and schedule )

4 CONTRACTS

Assist in negotiation of outside contracts for support and
prepare actual documents. Oversee the allocation of resources
under the agreed to conmitments of the contract.

4 FINANCIAL FORCASTING

Provide periodic financial forcasts which highlight trends in
program spending and which forcast future spending based on
past performance.

4. MIS DEVELOPMENT

Develop automated management Information systems to assist in
the accomplishment of program management support objectives.

4 ADMINISTRATION

Track manpower requisitions and capitol requisitions -- insure
proper dissemination of financial information.



>

3 PLANNING
Provide for the coordination of all program related planningactivities

4 OVERALL PROGRAM PLAN

Develop a top level program plan which includes all reportingand supporting relationships, key development objectives, re-

gram goals (cost/Technical/Schedule) - Feeds directly to ProductBusiness Plan.
source requirements detailed pro=

4 RESOURCE PLANNING

Provide for the coordination and development of detailed resourc
plans for funds, manpower and facilities (&ngineering, Manufactt
ing, and Customer Services)

4 COST ESTIMATING

Provides for the development of detailed cost estimates for
development, manufacturing, transfer cost, field services , et
~Actual estimates are prepared by responsible agencies i.e. Er
gineering, Manufacturing, etc. This activity provides a coordi
ating function to assure uniformity of assumptions, estimatinc
factors and format.

4 BEIGE BOOK INPUTS

Provide for the collection of information and actual develop-
ment of Beige Book inputs for entire program.

3 SCHEDULE

Provide for the development and maintenance of the Program Schedule
and for the periodic assessment of performance against that schedule

4 .MASTER NETWORK

Develop a top level program network composed of all major program
milestones. -Acts as a top level guide for the development of lower
level schedules and networks.

4 FORMATS FOR LOWER LEVEL SCHEDULES/NETWORKS

Develop a uniform set of symbolsAnd techniques to allow the inte-
grated development of lower level schedules/networks.

4 PERIODIC SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENTS

Prepare periddic assessments of how the overall program is doir
vs. the planned schedule, highlight problem areas and develop
potential work-around's.

3 PROGRAM INTEGRATION

Activities included here provide for the overall integration of all



activities associated with the development of Scorpio and forreporting the status of the program to all supporting organi-zations and to upper management levels.
4 PERIODIC STATUS REVIEWS

Arrange for and manage periodic Program Status Reviews. Developuniform and constant formats which accurately depict performanceagainst plans.
4 PROGRAM PROGRESS REPORTS

Prepare periodic Program Progress reports for submission to CSD
and corporate managertel levels. Coordinate inputs from the
development and supporting organizations.

4 YELLOW BOOK

Prepare monthly and Quarterly Yellow Book inputs .

4 CSD STATUS REVIEWS

Prepare status reviews for presentation to the CSD staff bythe program manager.
4 ASSISTANCE TO PRODUCT MANAGER FOR PHASE REVIEWS

Provide assistance to the Product Manager in the preparationfor and administration of Phase Reviews.
4 MAINTENACE OF MASTER CALENDAR

Develop and maintain a master program calendar which lists
and coordinates all key program meetings and reviews.
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MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

R&O GROUP PROGRAM SUMMARY

PDP-11 GOALS

CREATE PROCESSOR-INDEPENDENT (F-11, T-11, J-11,
LSI-11) soFTWARE-COMPATIBLE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
LOW END SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE WHICH IS APPLICABLE
TO

PDT SERIES
Desk-Top SYSTEMS
APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS
PROFESSION ORIENTED SYSTEMS

OPTIMIZE CONTRIBUTION TO SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
AND PERFORMANCE MADE BY D1GITAL's LSI processors

FXPLOIT INDUSTRY-STANDARD LSI CHIPS



R&D GROUP

MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

PROGRAM SUMMARY

MICROVAX GOALS

CREATE AN APPROACH TO Low END (MICRO) VAX
1/0 WHICH WILL LAST FOR AT LEAST 10 YEARS
AND MAKE OPTIMUM USE OF

VAX 1/0 STANDARDS, UNIBUS, BI,
(AND BouNDED)

INDUSTRY STANDARD LS1 PERIPHERAL CHIPS

PPP-11 LSI CPUs as I/0 Processors

Use Microvax I/0 RESEARCH AS INPUT TO

MICROVAX CHIP SET SYSTEM INTERFACE DESIGN



MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

PROGRAM BACKGRCUNDR&D GROUP

LOW END SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR PDP-11 LS1 CPUs

EMULAT 1LON-BASED

SINGLE PROCESSOR
(CPU Does I/0 EmuLaTIon)

PRocESSOR INDEPENDENT
LSI-11, F-11, J-ll
Nicrocope EMULATION

T-11
MACHINECODE EMULATION

Supports NATIVE AND EMULATED MopE

PERIPHERALS



MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

RESEARCH RESULTS
R&D GROUP

F-11

NONMASKABLE NICROCONTROL INTERRUPT

MICROCODE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
9 Quaps, 5 Quaps, or 1 Duar

T-11

REPOSITIONED HALT LINE Priority NMI

LS1 Emutatine 1-11

PSC-11 (PERIPHERAL SupporT CIRCUIT)

Cottects Random 1/0 Locic

CONTAINS EMULATION SUPPORT



MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

PROGRAM RESOURCESR&D GROUP

GAUBATZ

PROGRAM LEADER

TURCOTTE

PRoGRAM SUPPORT TECH (WCS)

Picco

Ex-Coop (PSC-11)

New HIRE

TREDENNICK REPLACEMENT
(MICROVAX 1/0)
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MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

PROGRAM SUPPORT REQUIREMENTSR&D GROUP

PERSON

VAX SOFTWARE 1/0

PERSON

BACKSIDE OF THE BI

a



MICROARCHITECTURE & MICROCOMPUTERS

PROJECT LOADINGR&D GROUP

INTEGRATED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

Q1, Q2 PDP-11

Q3, Q4 MICROVAX

MICROVAX 1/0

New Hrre(s)

Q3, Q4 OTHERS AS AVAILABLE

COST-REDUCED PDP-11 SYSTEMS

Q3, Q4 FINISHED

T-11, PHASE TWO

Q2, Q3 FINISHED

F-11/J-11 MICROCONTROLLER

Q3, Q4 FINISHED

F-11 WCS/WLA

Q2 F-11 FINISHED

Q4 J-11 FINISHED
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II,

TASK FORCEOBJECTIVES

BY 4 F80 PRELIMINARY DESIGN RULES AND PROCESS
PARAMETERS AVAILABLE TO START NEW PRODUCT

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN,

BY Q2 F82 CONFIRMED DESIGN RULES AND PROCESS
PARAMETERS,

BY Q4 F83 NEW PROCESS DELIVERING REASONABLE
YIELDS FOR FIRST REAL PRODUCT CHIP,

I1

Ne at Ne t ny r70
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Design Process Meeting y

I. DEFINITION OF GOALS

Approximate timeframeCost
Performance
Functionality :

IL. FORECAST VLSI TECHNOLOGY

List Technology alternatives consistent with Product, goals'
4

lithography - e.g., 3u, 2u
- process NMOS, CMOS, etc

RAM technology 256K bit
- -ROM technology 64K bit, 100ns
- characteristics of (process, lithography)
Identify no more than 2 or three most attractive candidatesfor further investigation

Prerequisite: Product Goals
Next Steps: Define Hypothetical Process.
Tools: Crystal Ball

Technology Forecasts:

III. DEFINE HYPOTHETICAL PROCESS
- Define and analyze theoretical process
~ Generate process/device characteristics

Prerequisite: Approximate process characteristics
Next Steps: Logic element characterization

Rough system organization
Tools: , SUPREME process simulation

TANDEM
SEDAN device simulation

IV. LOGIC ELEMENTS CHARACTERIZATION
- Create chip designers DATA Book

~ Define logic design rules
~ eharacterize logic building blocks

- area
power
speed
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PHASE II: LOGIC DESIGN
LAYOUT PLAN

PHASE IIIT: CIRCUIT LAYOUT
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Design Process Meeting 3

Prerequisite: Process/device characteristics
Next Steps: Chip definition

Rough system organization
Tools: SLIC Circuit simiulationSTICKS Building block definition/estimation

Y. ROUGH SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
~ System level definition/characterization~ Bus definitionPartitioning into chips~ Rough chip definition
- Rough microarchitecture specification

:

Prerequisite: Logic element characteristicsProcess parameter estimates
Next, Steps: Chip definition

Microarchitecture definition
Tools: TUMS RT level simulation

VI. CHIP DEFINITION
- Rough logic design
~ Rough layout plan
- Rough circuit characterization
~ Power budget plan
- Test strategy

Prereauisite: Logic element characteristics
Rough system organization



Design Process Meeting 6

Tools : SUDS/SCALD Design entry/management
TUMS RT level simulation

Vil. MICROARCHITECTURE DEFINITION
- Define microarchitecture

Prerequisites: System organization
Chip definition

Next Sten: Microcode design

VIII. MICROCODE DESIGN

- Design/write/test microcode
Prerequisite: Chip definitionMicroarchitecture definition
Tools: TUMS Microcode simulation

MICR02 Microassembler

IX. LOGIC DESIGN
- Detailed logic design

system

- Select appropriate logic elements from data bookIdentify circuit requirements for logic elements
Prerequisite: Chip definition

Logic building block data book and design rulesMeasured process performance
Iterate with: Layout Plan
Tools: SUDS/SCALD

SAGE 2 MOS Logic simulationWIRECHECK Path identification between pointsDELAY

X. LAYOUT PLAN

Delay calculator between points

~ Feedback parasitic effects to logic design- Identify critical routing paths

Tools: 22?



Design Process Meeting 7

XI.

XII. MEASURE PROCESS PARAMETERS

DEMONSTRATE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Necessary to increase confidence in process characteristicsSimulated/estimated

Detailed characterization of process parameter tolerances
XIII. CIRCUIT DESIGN

- Detailed circuit designVerify circuit performance/function with logicaldescription
Prerequisite: Layout plan

Logic designProcess parameter tolerance
Next Step: Layout design

logic/Circuit verification tool

XIV. LAYOUT DESIGN

-Layout
Tools: Geometric Editor

DRC Design Rule checking
DIVER Device interconnect verifier

DESIGN VERIFICATION
Levels of Description

Systen
CHIPS
RT level blocks
Log®/topology (gates)Circuits (devices)
Layout

Pairwise comparison of descriptions may be needed to verify
design.

Lbth

w
y

Topological Circuit representationTools: STICKS
SLIC Circuit simulation

1.
2.
3.

5.
6.

TEST STRATEGY: Recognize critical need but not certain
about best approach.

x
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO? Distribution DATE? August 23+ 1979
FROM$ Hank Walker

CCi DEPT? Provect Scorrio
EXT 223-5465
LOC? ML4-3/T34

SURJECT? Scorrio Chir Set Architecture Design Tradeoffs

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL DRAFT

INTRODUCTION

For the rast two months I have been examining rossible rartitionings
and design tradeoffs for implementing SCORPIO. The starting Point of
this work was the rough rartitioning in Figure 1. This rartitioning was
done strictly on a functional basis with little thought given to chir
complexities.

C While studying this possible chirp set architecture in more details
I assumed the followings cerabilities?

c 68 to 84 Fin Feckases
7100 microm (280 mil) seusre chirs

- HMOS I rracess ~ 4 microm gates» 0.9ns sate delay
c -3 Watts dissiration/rackage

Resed or Intel results» the use of HMOS I will sllow the fabrication of
8K static RAMs, or dataraths with the complexity of the 68000 and a
200ns microcycle.

TRANSLATION BUFFER

exemined the internal details of each chirs starting with the
translation buffer (Tbuf) because Creig Mudge had slready designed this
chir 'using Bristle Blocks at Caltech. Simulations show that Tbufs as

fully associative Thufs because it had not vet occurred to me. For
performances chose the STAR Thuf organizations the largest thet

and 128 pase table entries (FTE) es shown in Figure 2. The measured hit
ratia is 0.97. 4K of RAM is reauired for the FTEs, 2.3K for the tags»
and 256 bits for parity, for a totel of 6.6K of RAM, On-chip rarity is
included because of the rossibilits of soft errors in high-density RAMs.
Resides RAMs the Thuf also contains comraratorss simrle comtrol logic»

These use about 6 percent of the chir area and 400mW of rower as shown
im the floorrlan im Figure 3.

small es 32 entries have hit ratios greeter than 0.9. I did not consider

a easily fits on chir. This Touf has a set size block size 1

C access checkers, an I/0 buffers. total of ahout 20 of the latter are
required for internal rhysical address CIPFA) outeut and control signals.

A rossible addition to the Thuf is to rlace the rracessor resisters
3and lodic necessary to handle Thuf misses on the chir. This sreeds

microtrar. This will only improve rerformance slightly and may mot bemiss? an eliminates the microcode necessary to handle the miss

C worth the ex tra logic. The Thuf fits easily on one chirs uses fewer than
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68 eins» and has en ececess time of less than 100ns besed on 2147
The chir Finouts are shown in Figure 4.formance

CACHE

next examined rossible ceche chirs. I considered caches with both
thea date and the tags on the same chit to reduce the chir court and
ceche access time. I studied s fully associative cache imrlemented with
CAM tas store instead of the set associative organization used on the
1 4 /70 and STAR. Fistire S shaws that CAM cells use roughly twice the
number af transistors end sresa es RAM cells so CAM tads use twice the
wres of RAM tags. Since the maximum area of the chir is fixeds
increasing tne area of the tags reduces the area of the data» resulting
in & smaller cache. Strecker's 11/70 cache simuletions show that s fully
associative cache has only slightly higher hit ratio than a set
estaciative cache. The smaller size of a cache more than
offsets this effects for 6 lower overall hit ratio. There is little
difference in eccess time between fulls and set associstive caches. This
is seem by thinking of the CAM tas store as @ Frogrammable decoder which
selects a word in the date store: so a CAM access takes @s much time as

RAM eccess. Since the two RAM accesses in @ set associative cache can
he overlarreds there is mo difference in access time between the two
arganizetions. The comclusions are that fully associative caches have
Lhe same eccess time and lower hit retios than set associative caches,
The cache will therefore he set associative.

The VAX cache simulator was used to test various set associative
ordanizetions. A 256 LW cache was chosen beceuse it is the largest that
can he eut om one chie. Increasing the set size from 1 to 2 reduces the
miss ratio larger set sizes having little effect. This is
unfortunate since increasing the set size only costs the area of more
comparators, but surrorts the 11/70 results thet show mo advantage of
full essociativity over set associativity. Increasing the block size
from 1 to 2 reduces the miss ratio by 0.02 and from 2 to 4 by 0.02% with
less effect thereafter. Larger block sizes also reduce the tag store
size. Large block sizes reauire more date to be fetched from memory on 2
cache miss. This could be done by multirle memory references, but is
usually done by organizing the memory to have the same block size as the
cache. In either casey large block sizes increase memory and internal
deta (TI) bus bandwidth and cache control logic complexity. Since the
processor also used the II bus for date transfers between chirss large
block sizes may cause bus contention. The different write stratesies and
rerlecement alsorithms have little effect on cache rerformance so random

allocate-on-writer and write-through were chosen as the
simplest. The organization shown in Figure 6 is a 256 LW cache
with a set size = 2 and block size = 2. Simulations rredict miss
ratio of 0.3. This is highr but Possibly accertable with fast (400ns
access time) erimary memory as shown in Table 1. This miss ratio is
twice that of the same size 11/70 cacher suddesting that the locality of
VAX erograms is much less than that of 11/70 software.

Using serarate IPA and If outruts results in a chir of about 68 Fins»
including over 50 rad drivers. These use gbout 15 rercent of the chirp
grea and iW of rower based on J-il data. The mumber of outrut drivers is
reduced by multirlexing the ID and IFA buses. This does not affect

because the address (FA) is transmitted to main
memory on a miss in the same time reriod that date ordinarily is
returned to the rrocessor. Multirlexins also reauires modification to
the Thuf IFA outeut. If the PA and ME buses are mot multiplexed, then
multiplexing the internal buses will result in additional interface
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logic. Fidgure 7 is 3 of the cache and Figure 8 shows the
+

INSTRUCTION BOX

The Inztruction box €I-box) contains all of the logic necessary for
Feaching instructions» decoding thems and issuing microinstructions tothe other chirs over the microinstruction bus (MIB). The chip contains
the instruction buffer (I-buf)ds the instruction decode FLA» the

and rrefetch logic. This chir runs the instruction pireline.
The problem that immediately arises is

rinouts. Sersrete MIB» VAs IDs and microaddress buses result in more
then 100 Fins: so some of these buses must be multirlexed. Combining the
VA and Il) buses into @ TIAL bus seems to be the best choice since they
have lower handwidth requirements than the other two buses. The J-ily T-
tie ST-115 amd FONZ-11 also use a DAL bus. Multirlexing still leaves
more than 48 Fins and reauires modificstions to the rinouts of the
ether chirs.

thet there are too many

An alternate design for the I-box was sudsested by the FONZ team.
Thes suggested thet the instruction decode PLA and the control store ROM
he combined into a ROM/PLA. This can be broken ur into several chirs
with the I-bufs microseeuencers and rrefetch losic durlicated on each
char. Assuming 64K ROM chie densities, this takes 6 chirss but only one
imase. This design also hes hisher performance because an instruction
decode microcecle can he saved at the hedinning of each instruction
hecause the ROM and FLA combined has less delay. Im additions the
on-chir microcode eallows chaining to increase microJume sreed without
any increase im Fin count. The PLA/ROM structure also reduces by
eliminating the microaddress bus.

Simulations of VAX instruction streams show that the averase
instruction is less than 4 bytes longs so an I-buf of & bytes the same
length as the STARs Frovides complete instruction rrefetch. The
simulstions elsa shaw that 90 rercent of 211 loors ere less than 32
bytes long. investidated the rossibility of using e longer I-buf so
that most loors can he contsined in the buffers as hes been done on
seversl 370 models. This is very difficult to do on the VAX because
instructions ere variable length. The I-buf must detect and save each
instruction address in the buffers and then recirculate the buffer
during the loop, but rrefetch et the end of the loop. Instead, if the
access time of the cache is only 1 microcycles then it can be viewed as
e large I-buf. Having larger I-buf omly saves 1 microcycle rer loor,
which is an improvement of srercent for an average loor lensth of 15
bytes. A larger I-buf will greatly reduce memory bandwidth. I
decided thet this dain did not Justify the large increase in I-bufelso

complexity.
I elso investigated the rossibility of orerand prefetching.

restricted it to the cases where memory is mot modified» end to the
indirect orerand srecifier modess such as (Rn) or (Rndts and to the
literal and immediate modesy which are rrefetched automatically. These
restrictions rrefetch the most common instructions while reducing the
required complexity of the rrefetch mechanism. Lensthy analysis of
FOF~11 instruction and addressing mode freauencies and 11/45 microcycle
times shows thet st most» & rerformance increase of 10 to 20 Fercent is
rossible. Orerand rrefetching reduces the number of microcycles rer
instructions so there may be insufficient bandwidth on the DAL bus to
rrefetch instructions orerands, and communicate between chirs. Hardware
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changes gre slso reauired so that the resister file in the dete chir can
be reed onto the DAL bus inderendent of the dsterath oreration. Thisélsa reavires more control lines from the I-box to the dete chir. Sincethe mext instructions for which orerands are being erefetched can liein anv I-box some form of communication is meeded between them toJocate the mext instructions or eech one has to decode the lensth ofesch instruction im order to remove it from the I-buf if it is beingexecuted ain another chir. If two consecutive instructions will bedecoded bs the same I- box» then either the instruction decoder andmicroseauencer must be carable of two inderendent orerations or noerefetching can occur for the second imstruction. If higher chirdensities allow the nmumber of I-boxes to he reduceds this problem
becomes more severe. Given these mumerous rroblemsy I have decided thet
arerend errefetching is mot worth the larde increase in I-box comelexity,
unless there is e lot of free space aon the chirs. This may be the case,
for examrles if 384Kbits of microcode is reauireds but only 256K fits on
one Chir. Then two chirs have to be usedy each one 25 rercent smaller
than ait can be. This extra space could be used to increase thefunctionality of the rrefetcn mechanism. In either caser 3 comparable
rerformnance incresse come more easily by increasing thefunctionality of the dsetaretns.

cer

Another rrefetch scheme is to rrefetch instructions from rossible
brerneh targets. Since most instructions are found in the cacher only 1
microcscle can be saved if @ branch is taken. A studs of VAX and FIF-11
instruction freauencies and 11/45 microcodind shows that rercent2
inerease in rerformance can he achieved with 10 rercent increase in
memory bandwidth. This mechanism has the same effect as contzining loors
inside of the I-bufs but with an even greater increase in complexity.
The is the same as in operand erefetchind in thet instructions
must he eredecoded while the current instruction is executing. Therefore
I don't think that the increese in comelexity is worth its excert in the
cese cited shove. Since the reauirements on the I-box ere similar in the
cases of branch and orerand rrefetchings if one is imelementeds then
both of them can be with little increase in cost.

Another ortion is to reduce interchir communication by keering
cories of the resister file in the I-boxes and floating-point rFrocessor
CFFP). If a resister file exists in am I-boxs then an indirect orerand
address can be immediately rlaced on the DAL busy rather than sending
microinstruction to the data chirp that will cause the resister contents
to be placed on the bus saving 1 microcycle. FEP-11 instruction
frequencies amd 11/45 microcycle data sudgests @ 1/3 savings for the
orerand specifier decode and 12 rercent overall. VAX data confirms these
calculations. A cory of the register file in the FPP saves @ microcycle

for resister mode addressing» an improvement of 10 to 20 percent in FF
Performance.

The multiple cories of resisters must be kert ur to date. This can
he done by transmitting the mew value to the other chirs each time 2
redister is modified in any of the cories. Either the DAL or MIE bus
must be used to urdete the resisters because of rinout limitations. If
data is prefetched on the TAL » then the MIB should rrobably be used for
this and vice versa. Notice that now the I-box must have @ connection to
hoth the DAL and the MIB. Because it will be seen later that rrefetching
data on the DAL simplifies the cache design,s I think that the resister
updates should occur over the MIR. The MIB must be 32 bits wide like the
redistersy which is desirable anyway because wider microcode usually
means higher rerformance and flexibility. Many instructions modify more
than i resister, ur to 4. These all have to be transmitted to other
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CHIPS. & comrlex deterath may be able to modify several resisters at a
Lime, such as 2 address Fointers. Two microcucles ere reauired totransmit the redisters which only took 1 cycle to modify. This meansthat there is insufficient Oandwidth to transmit updates over the MIE.
The use of nanocode om the data chire» discussed below, may relieve this
eroblem by reducing the mumber of bus cycles reauired to transmit

Another solution is to examine current rrogrammingerecticer which is to sllacate certain resisters, such as 0 to 4 for
address calculation 2 block for floating Foint (FF)» and some for
scraten storage. This means thet the FF resisters only have to reside in
the FFF, the seratch redisters in the data chirps and the sddressresisters in the I-box. Tne I-box can keer track of the location of

registers. When resister is modified on one chirs the I-box
checks for @ cory in amother hips which reauires an urdate to occur,
Recause most Frodrams use each resister for one functions urdates will
occur infreauentlys reducing hus congestion. Local rrocessind is needed
to avoid wurdates. For examrley if a11 address calculetions reeuire the
use of the date chirs then there is mo advantese in having the address
resisters in the I-box. A simele ALU in the I-box can rerform address
celeulstions so no off-chir communicstion occurs. Howevers the several
I-box chires may have identical cories of the resisters, that must be
urdated during address calculations. Excertion handling must also he
considered. This idea should he explored further since it promises &

rerformance imrrovement of better than 10 rercent with minimum of
losic. Frograms that use resisters randomly may find that they run
slower» because more urdating is reauired.

roinstructions

Live

A chir floorrlan of the I-box is shown in Figure 9 and the rinouts in
Figure 10.

DATA CHIF

Little thought hes been iven to the date chir. Some differences
hetween the SCORPIO and STAR dataraths are obvious. An FPF will be Fart
of the base CFU, ie@ee mot an ortions so the exronent section is mo
longer reguired. All integer multiplication will be done in the FPF so
this logic can be removed too. A dual-rort resister file can rerlace the
A and EF resister files. Part of the address calculation sections such as
the prefetch instruction address» can be placed on the control chirs. It
was not clear how much of the date sections such as the Q and

refisters ere needed in the eresence of the FFF. A serarate decimal ALU
might be used for the racked decimal instructions. Another ALU or an
incrementer/decrementer will ellow multiple ALU orerations. Additional
rorts om the resister files and more resisters improve performance too.

One concert that I want to try is nanocodes second level of
horizontal microcode on the data chirp addressed by the I-hox microcode.
Hisher performance can be achieved if microloors such as racked decimal
or character string instructians are controlled by nanocode. This avoids
I-box to data chir communication, excert to start the loor. If all
conditional microcode instructions ere rlaced in nanocodes then there is
no meed to transmit the FSW back to the I-box, which reauires MIE bus
cycle or e dedicated PSW bus. In order to execute loorsr a simple
sequencer is reauired on the date chir. Nanocode allows the use of
horizontel microcode to control the datapath internal to the chirr while
heering the external microcode bus narrow to reduce rin counts rossibly
as low as 16 rins. The amount of nanocode on the data chir will derend
on the space available. A theory of how the manocoding affects the size
of microcode is also needed.
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The J-11 team estimates that a chir of our size will have 1.5W rowerdissipation. They estimate thet the delays in their dateraths which is
vers similar to ours: will be 40ns to read @ resister » 65ns in the ALU»tins for the shifters lins to drive the data bus, and 25ns to write aregister, a totel of 1460nms for a microcycle. A 32-bit ALU delay will be
about 9Snss which suggests a 200ns microcycle. This figure is consistent
with Intel and Motorole results. A diagram of the chir rinouts is shown
im Figure
FLOATING-FPOINT FROCESSOR

The floating-Foint rrocessor has not been examined in great detail.
Tne goel is to achieve vers high rerformance end to surrort the F.»

and H.floating datetyres. In additions I want to use the FFF for all
integer multirlication. In order to achieve performance comparable to or
better then the STAR , the dataraths will heve to be Just as complex.
With HMOS Is two chirs are needed to do this. The conmections tetween
them mew be severe bottleneck. The FFF in the STAR contains @ 32 x 8
fraction multipliers an exponent sections a fraction adders resister
files,» two 36-hit wide buses and some 60-bit dateraths. A serarate 24K
nenocode store is selso reauired to imrlement Ih and F datatyres. The
implementation of these blocks will differ from the TTL versions for
examrler the multirlier will be @ rarallel array of adders similar to
the TRW multipliers rather than the table-lookur multirlier currently
used,

Fidure 12 is a hlock diagram of revision one of the entire rrocesso,.

SECOND FASS

Microrroducts is starting a rroject to develor e 2 micron Process by
1983. This rrocess will feature 7 micron wire srecingss 2 layers of
low-resistance intercommects role loeds» and reverse-tub CMOS. The new
epocess should rrovide more than twice the density and rerformance of
HMOS I. This will ellow the fabrication of 32K static RAMs and 128 to

54K ROMs. It should be rossible to design 2 datarath with a 100ns
microcyucley based on an assumed 0.5ns gate delay and J-11 data. If the
surely voltege is kert at SV, then maximum chip dissipation may double to
SW. This figure is based on the fact that for @ constant surely voltase
and chir sizer the rower dissiration will double as circuit density
doubles. We mas reduce the rower consumption by lowering the surrly
voltade to 3V. Another reauirement of the SCORFIO is that it use the
Rackrlane Interconmect (RI) bus as the memory bus.

The increased rrocess density means that the cache and Thuf can he
elaced on one chir. Now this chir accerts virtual addresses and returns
memory datas i it is @ virtual cache. If the Tbuf and cache sre Just
pleced on the same chir» then the VA is used to select a virtual tas in
the Tbufs and the corresronding PTE. This is then used to select a

ehysical ted in the caches which selects the cache data. If virtual tags
are used im the cacher then the address translations and its serial
delays are avoided. The VA can be used bs the cache to look ur the data»
while at the same time it is used hy the Thuf to check the rrotections
and to fetch the FAs which would be needed in the case of a cache miss.
The previously serial orerations mow occur in parallel,» so the virtual
cache is twice as fast as a serarate Thuf and ehysicel cache.

The virtual cache has several Problems which did not exist in the
ehusical cache. Am obvious problem is I70 writes. On an I/0 writer a

cache entry must be invalidated or updated to avoid stale data. Since



Lhe I/O system will transmit the FA of the data that was writtens it
must be transleted to a VA in order to look it ur in the cache. Somezart of reverse trenslation must occur im the cacher such as a reverseorsanizetion of the Thuf. Another eroblem occurs when virtusl pases ereshared so several VAs mar to the same FA and data. This results insevere] cories of 3 riece of data in the cache. If a write occurs to oneof themy the others must be invalideted or urdated. The solution is to
@llow only one of the entries to be valid at anys one time. The and
VENUS will use @ virtual caches so they must elso solve these rroblems
befare we da. One last rrohlem that the cache must take care of is toinvelidate a1] entries om a context switchs since different rrocesses can
wer to the seme virtual sreace. It might be that only the rrocess srace
entries should be invelidated. The mew 2 micron erocess should allow a
cache hit to cecur in 100ne or one microcycle,

The virtual cache has S12 entries and 3 miss ratio of 0.15. The use
of the BI for e memory bus will mean that the memory access time will he
7S50ne. With 2 0.15 miss ratios the effective memory read time will be
197.5ns or almost 2 which is unaccertably slow. Using the
BI means that 2 larger cache is nmeeded. If an 8Kbyete cache has an 0.1
miss ratios then the effective memory sreed will be 165ns. If 16Kbyte
cache has an 6.05 miss ratios then the effective sreed will be 132.5ns»

25 eercent improvement. Decreasing the miss ratio to 0.03 will sein
enother 10 in rerformance. The latency of the BI means that 2
few rercent difference in the cache miss ratio means a large rerformance
differences and that our cache must be at least SKbytes and rreferably
1éKbutes.

The actusl cache imrlementation is uncertain now. Its organization
will remain unchanseds excert rossibly using = set size = 1. I reauire
that all of these ordanizations involve only one custom chir designs and
have an access time of one microcycle. The first was
suggested by Hob Surpnik and is shown im Fisure 13. The cache control
chire contains the Touf and virtual tags. Its outeut is 3 valid signal
heck to the FPOCeSSOP. The data will be stored in commercial RAM chiFs
thet elways drive the bus on a cache read. This means that this
orfanizetion will be Just as fast as e single chirp. In order to avoid a
multirlexer or tristating the RAMs» the cache is direct-marreds which
has little effect oan the miss ratio. The RAM chirps will rrobably be
aveilable in organizations of 2K x 8 and 4K x 8 so that at least 4

chirs will be reauireds regardless of the cache size or chir density The
sinsle controller chir can hold the teds for an cache. One
rossible extension to this idea is to make the tas chirs
ein-rrogrammable so that several chies can be hooked in Ferellels each
one recognizing only eart of the address srace. One rin will ellow the
construction of a 16Kbute cache, while 2 wins will allow 3S2Koutes. The
treatment of the Thuf part of the chir is not clear to me now, rerhars
it can be reduced in size, or expanded with the number of chirs.

The uses the MIB bus to move rrefetched instructions from the
cache to the control chirps. This means that the control chirs do not
have to be connected t the DIAL bus saving at least 32 pins. However it
requires that the cache be able to connect to both the MIR and TAL
buses. The J-11 solves this Frroblem by including latches at the cache
outreut to either of the buses or the BI interface. This means that the
cache is mo longer directly connected to the UiAL» which may increase the
cache access timer while also adding TTL Farts to the designe This
rroblem might be solved by designing the cache chirs to contain both the
tads and date, say 256 LW or maybe 512 LW. The chir cen be made

eweandahle by rin rrogramming. Three Fins can support 8 chirs for either



& 1éKhute or 32khute cache. Note that only one custom chir is
An 8Koute cache will use 4 chirs et most» one less than a cache with éatas hi + The edvantede of evoiding commercial RAM is that larger chirpscen he built» using more power for higher sreed. The rinouts can beVeried to suit needs, such es heving two outeuts: one to the
MIR» and ane to the DAL. This would increase the ein count of the cachechips, bul reduce the mumber of rins on the control chirss and theffic om the ITAL,

CONCLUSTON

The Frocessar can be rerartitioned hecause of the greater chir
The FRE can be put onto one chir. The mumber of I-box chies can

be reduced to 2 or 4+ and more functionality and nanecode can be put on
tne date chir. This mew rartitioning shown in Figure 14. With
TéKkoete cecher the number of chiess excluding the BI interfaces will be
between 8 and 14 with 4 different chir images. These chirs can be
mounted om chire carriers in TIFs like the FONZ chirps. Two chirs rer

would reduce the CFU to 4 to 7 fackssess 811 less than 84 Pins.
The BI interfece will either be a custom chirr or ahout 30 MSI
reckases. This means that the CFU» salons with the BI aderter and clock
logics will easily fit on dual extended-height module. SCORFIO has
the same functionality as the STAR but twice the microcyucle sreed, so it
should heve twice the rerformance of the VAX-11/780.

i tus

is

COMMENTS

While exploring various architecture alternatives for SCORFIO; I
found disturbing shortedte of date that I needed to meke design
decisions. & Thuf or cache simulator was not available when I made most
of my design decisions about sizes and organizetions. I had to rely
heavily on Li data. When simulation data became available after I hed
finished my works it turned out that I had made the correct decisions
about the Thufy but that the cache miss. ratio estimates were off by a
factor of 2. Since the STAR was designed quite some time ago» this data
should have already been available. Simulations should not be run
after-the-fact. I alsa hed to rely om PDOP-11 instruction freauency
dater and the VAX data that I finally did get covered only 3 very narrow
range of Programs The documentation om the STAR» COMET» ard NEBULA was
not vers much hele either because it is of roor auslity or does not
exist. The NEBULA rotebook is surrosed to be sood, but it is out of
dates and mo one is urdating it row. I think that on this proJect and
future oness much more effort has to be rut imto documentation. Cheryl
Wiecek working on @ VAX system simulator which will allow bus
bLransactions caches, and the rrocessor at the microcode level to be
studied and should allow more design variations to be exrlored.

My goals for the SCORFIO design are to minimize the number of custom
chirps» often be using several of the same tyres reduce the mumber of
rinouts rer chir beceuse they are expensive in Powers and
packadine} and to minimize the interchir communication because of the 10
to 2» soon to become 20 to 1 ratio between off-chir and on-chir delays.
The microm fracess reduces the number of custom designs by sllowing
more logic to be elaced on one chirs such as by reducing the FFF from 2

chirps to 1. Chir tyres are also reduced by rartitioning the design
rrorerly so that several of each can be useds such as in the control
store and the cache. Several of these chirs can then tbe rlaced in the

communications such as rlacing the microseauencer on the control chirss
and meintaining multiele cories of the resister files. A reduction in

eres,

same rackase. Fartitioning also used to minimize interchiris



rinouls is accomrlished by multirlexingrelated functions orto the seme chir.
the buses and by combining
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INTRODUCTION

This memo rerresents my thoushts on the design methodology and CAL
tools that should be used to implement @ microVAX chir set. I will also
comment on how these tools should be used and on some rossible design
styles for microVAx. By desidgn methodologysy mean the design
Principles that the design team uses while rerforming circuit end layout
design. Todey the turical procedure is for the losic/circuit designer
to work with the erchitect to develor 3 transistor-level descrirtion of
each chir. The circuit designer then works with the leyout designer to
generate @ levout for each chir. This architecture to layout erocess
usuelly takes 2 to 3 years including several iterations.

The chies of the microVAX will be ur to an order of magnitude more
comelex than the FONZ-11 MMU. A large increase in will be
reauired to 3 complete chir set in several years. Our goal will
be to shorten the design cycle for @ chir set from several years to only
a few months. This will ellow the desidners to make many rarid
iteretions and to exrlore many different design alternatives. This will
horefully result ain an imreroved finel design. This goal will reauire a
new design rrocess.

Rarid design iterations can only be esacomplished if the design
rrocess is highly eutomated. The semount of hand designs esrecially at the
lavout stage of the rrocessy will have to be greatly reduced. The obvious
solution is the use of CAD tools.

The that I will outline here recommends the tyre of design tools
that should be built and how they will surrort our design methodology.
Most current design gids only helr during leyout and circuit simulation.
Our tools must intedrate both the circuit and layout design. This must
include ell ehases of the design from the chir floor plan to the comrlete
layout. The CAD tools should take care of all of the bookkeerins
associated with a design. This will ellow minor circuit or layout
modifications to be automatically reflected in the entire chirp design.

In order to acheive these goals» our design methodology must be both
structured and hierarchical. Hierarchical design can be thought of as
tree-structured desidn. A design consists of cells (macros) which are
logical srourings of transistors. The lowest level cells would be RAM

celle or sates. These cells would be combined to form resister cells»
which in turn would form resisters. Registers, ALUsr RAMs and other
high-level cells would he combined to form chir. Rarid design
iterations cam be accomrlished if a change in 2 low-level cell is
reflected in higher-level cells in both the circuit design and the
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layout.
In order to make the circuit desidn and layout easier the rrincirles

of structured desigms which include hierarchical design will be arrlied.All random losic will he imrlemented with PLAS (excert rossibly clocklogic), and s regular bus structure will be used as much as
The most obvious features of a regular design are many rereated cells, a
hierarchy of cells and @ resular lavouts which usuelly means lots ofstraight wires.

Fossible.

Qur design tools will be auite different than existing CAI tools. The
reason for this is that we think of our design as havins some
intelligences chansing to meet the situations rather then being somethingstetic. This idea can be seen by considering the cell descrirtions of a
design. A cell will be self-documenting. In addition to containing a
descrirtion of the cirewit and layouts it will have information
concerning its rower consumrtions sreeds and other rarameters. None of
these earameters is mecessgrily constant. For exemeley s FLA cell could
teke descrihing the logic eauations which it is to imrlement.
The cell could then change its circuit amd layout to Froduce the reauired
FLA. These cells can be thought of as little rrograms rather than cireuit
descriretions. I am swere that manv designers ere not For
this reasons the design tools will make the creation of cells as easy as
Fossibles avoiding a lot of Programming. In additions the design team
will include several rrogrammers.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

I heve heen siven some basic assumretions to use in develoring the
design methadology for microVAXs and the Flan for implementing it. In
wdditions I heve added several assumptions of my own. The assumptions
ere as follows:

1. Chie Set Architecture -- A srecification of the chir set
is complete by the time circuit design and lavout hein.
This includes Fartitionings pinouts and the internal
structure of each chirs such as buses» adderss RAM, etc.
Note thet structured design principles have to be used by
the architect if there is to be any chance of Froducing
structured levout, Note also that the architecture
srecification allows the desidner the freedom ta choose how
to imrlement each funmetion. For examples a comparator
could te either an adder or a full comparator. The
architect will usually have some ideas about this and can
work with the logic/circuit designer to make Farticular
choice.

2,. Fabrication Process -- The fabrication rrocess that will be
used to build the chir set is known at the besinning of the
rrogram. This ineludes design rules and process models.
The maximum allowable circuit density and die sizes must
he availeble to the architect when the chir partitioning
is done. The design rules of the Process ere reauired by
the tools for generating layouts. The rrocess models are
reauired for circuit simulation. I am assuming that the 2

micron Frocess rrorosed by Microrroducts will be used to
fabricate microVAX. Freliminary design rules and process
models should be available in time for tool develorment.

3, Schedule -- The initiel schedule that my suggestions ere



baced uron is 1 vear for desidn tool develorment and 2
veers for chire set design and fabricstion. This last item
d meludes 46 months to comelete the first Fass, Chir set
architecture design may be concurrent with tool
develorment

4. Budget and Manreower -- The budsget that I em assuming is es
follows? (incomelete)
Tool DTevelorment $300K (2 programmers for 3 years)
Chir Set Tesign $400K (4 designers for 2 vears)
2 Year Totel $700K

5. The -- Ferhars the key assumption thet I am making
is that the designer will have @ broad base of knowledge
coverd ng circuit/logic architecture, and
Frosramming. Knowledge of architecture is not essential»
but at would hele in the conversion of the architecture to
@ cCireyit design. think that B knowledge of

including the Princirles of structured
desidny will be very heleful when using the design tools.

STRUCTURED HIERARCHICAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Refore I discuss the tools which are reeuired to implement

microVAX»s I must describe the methodology that will be used in designing
the chires. To mer structured desidnms like structured rrosramming, meens
the elimination of rendomness. This means that a chir should look more
like a RAM rather than s bowl of srashetti. This implies thet the layout
is structureds but it should be obvious that this reauires that the
circuit design be structured too,

Mane designers think thet a structured desidn is one in which most
of the rendom lasic is imelemented with PLAs. This is truer but does
not so fer enough. A design using FLAS can result in an unstructured
layout if an attemet is made to eliminate the holes, esrecially in 2
searse FLA. It is rossible to lay out the PLA in 3 regular manner without
wasting much area. Another rotential rroblem is thet the busing between
FLAs and the function blocks that they are controlling often results in
much wasted srace. An examrle of this is the MC&8000% which uses a large
number of FLAs but only five rercent of the chir area is transistor.
Wirins

The way to eliminate random wiring is to wlan rower and bus routing
at the chir floor rlan stage of the design. Srece must be allocated for
huses at this stage in order to rrevent routing rrohblems when detailed

design is dones am alternative to allocating separate wiring channels is
to imbed the buses in the function blocks as shown in Figure 1. This
results in bidser blocks while the floor Flan.

Communications theory and sate-array experience has shown that as a

design becomes more the rercentege of chir area reauired by the
wiring increases. The only way to control this growth is to reduce the
amount of slobal wiring. The obvious ways to do this are to keer
processing and control local. Multiplexing buses also helps. A simple
examele of local rrocessing is a data bus. A bus could carry and I' to



ell function blocks or it could only carry Tr amd generate Il' locally es
needed se in Figure 2. This results in only half the mumber of bus
wiresr hut ai costs more logic and e sete delay, The size of the bus
drivers can be increased to maintain the same rerformance. When the added
logic is comsidereds the result will be less Fower consumption and eres,
The reason for this is simply that in VLSI transistors are free while
Wires sre very exeensive, As dimensions continue to shrinks local
ocessing will hecome even more attractive, So one of the Frincirles of

our methodology will be to minimize globel wiring at the exreense of more
locel

Another way to reduce wiring srea is to match the witch of connecting
function blocks sa that their interconnects gre very simple as shown in
Figure 3. One measure of the cost of the wiring on the left is that 3 90
degree turn of an N-wide bus takes as much eres as N-sauared transistors,
If the of the blocks can be varied while maintaining constant
areas, then e substantial erea savings will occur. Soa another

of our methodology will be to match the witch of connecting
function blocks as closely es rossible.

mcer le

No matter how structured designs there will still be occasions
where @ bus must be routed from one function block to another. The best
examele of this is routing to the ped drivers. Rether than trying to
cortort the blocks to fit the buses to the rad locations, it will be much
easier to ellocete wiring channels at the perirhery of the chir for rad
routing es in Fisure 4. This means thet we will reauire 2 wire router.
This could be @ simple router which involves no crossovers or it could
be a sgenerél one such as a date-array autorouter as shown in Figure 5. So
another rrincirle will be to use autorouting for the eadsr and wherever 2
serarate srace must be sllocsted for bus routing.

Nur primary #osl is @ short gesidn cycle. In order to acheive this,
the design effort the amount of thinking that 8 designer does» must be
reduced. One way to do this is to reduce the number of function blocks
im @ design. This will also reduce the comrutational reauirements of the
CAN tools. How is it rossible to det by with only 10 or 20 blocks? Most
designs have several tures of pad drivers numerous clock Seneratorss
and resisters not to mention the busing which could be considered to
be @ hlock. The two methods that we will use ere hierarchical design and
comeuteble cells.

A design hierarchy can be thought of es e tree structure made ur of
cells. Each cell is a2 function block which can be @ layout or circuit

or any other logical entity. Consider the logical
hierarchy of e chir. At the bottom level are cells which describe
primitives such 68 gates» or RAM cells» or even very low-level
deometry, such es @ contact. These simple cells ere combined to form
the next level of the hierarchy with cells such as rad drivers»
resisters, or ALUs. These cells can in turm be combined to form still
more comelex cells» and the Frocess continues to the tor-level cell
which is the chir.

Hierarchical design allows the designer to restrict his roint-of-view
to the level of detail that he desires, and to limit the number of
function blocks thet he must think about at any one time as shown in
Figure 6. This will hecome even more important as chirp complexity
increases not only for the designery but for the tools. The amount of
comeutation thet the design tools must do generally increases
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exronentislly with the number of function blocks. By using hierarchicaldesign we can convert this growth to something more mearly linear.This is so beceuse we cam all of the design methods outlined here
to each of the levels of the hierarchy inderendent of the other levels,
Comeuteble Cells

Another rowerful concert is thet of computable cells. Instead of
Viewing & cell 2 static item containing 3 cirenuit or lasout
descriptions @ cell can be viewed as 8 subroutine, A cell can then be
modified to fit eFarticular situstion by Fassine different inrut
Parameters to it. An examele of this at Caltech is a clock driver that
can senerate 17 different clocks. This is done by changing the layout as
in Figure 7. Another examrle that is easy to visualize is a FLA cell.
Ineut earameters could be logic eauations ineut locations , and outrut
locations. The cell would generate the reauired PLA. Note that in this
case the size of the cell is unknown, At the block layout stage the erea
could he estimated. A better solution is to ask the cell. Give it the
i meat terms end it can calculate the area reauired. This can then be used
be the designer or a design tool. Note also thet the ability to srecify
the ineut and auteut locations is what is needed to match the ritches of
funetion blocks.

es

Comeutable cells can do almost anything because they gare really 2
small Layouts can be modified to fit 3 farticular need. Euffers
can he enlarsed +o increase their sreed. Kut layout if only one
Fossibility. Circuit descristionss including resistances caracitancesy
Lransistor sizes, and met lists can be defined in or comruted by a cell
as in Fisure 8. This information can be rassed to 2 circuit simulators
so in effects the cell carries its behavioral description with it.
Another rossibility is that the cell could contain data on its Fower

This could be used by @ design tool to determine the width
of the rower buses.

All cells do not have to be comrutable. In many cases» esrecially
erimitive cells» an exact geometrical descrietion will be sufficient.
These cells can be combined with computable cells because of hierarchical
desidn. A computable cell can have conditional calls to absolute cells.
'One way of using this is to adjust the ritch of a cell. This can be
done by stretching @ layoutr or choosing close fit from library of

cells. This allows the lavout to vary while preventing wasted area.

Hand vs Automatic Lavout
It a s usually the case that 20 rercent of the chirp area takes 80

percent of the time to lay out. This 20 Percent comsists of the
interconnect between function blocks. The layout of low-level cells
such es a RAM cell can easily be done by hand. The cells are small and
eesy to optimize. Their interfaces to other cells ere simple and easy to
define. At hidher levels of the hierarchyr there are fewer function
hlockss but their interconnect structure is auite complexs and hand
lavout becomes very tedious and error prone. I want our desigm tool toa

let humans do what they do best, which is hand desigm of low-level
cells and to let the computer do what it does best» which is the
bookkeering and rapid iteration which is reauired to rerform high-level
layout.

Our scesign rrincirles already surrort this. Hand design of low-level
cells can be done Just like any other cell desigm. The high-level wiring
can be teken care of by an autorouter. However this will not guarantee
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that the resulting layout is ortimized, The asrectratios of the blocks
in the floor Flan that the designer chooses may mot be ortimums and we
do mot want to force him to srecify their exact sizes. It has been shown
from work that most of the savings in 3 layout come from
Qe imizetions of the floor rlan rather than in low-level cells. Our tool
should be to teke a roush floor wlan from the designer and 'flow®it to obtain tne best layout. By this I mean that the exact sizes and

of the blocks would be obtained bu descending the hierarchs.
These sizes would be used to obtain 3 starting floor Flan. This leyout
Will almost certainly have holes in it. The tool will vars the
asrectratios of the blocks to obtein a better layout. This cam be done bytelling the comrutsble cells in the blocks to adJust their ritches. This
Frocess can iterate until an ortimum layout is obtained es in Figure ?.
The designer can look at this layout and Possibly make maJor changes in
the floor elan that might produce a better layout. I think of this whole
erocess as similar to heeting ur blocks of wax and letting them adjust to
fill gars between them. Our goal is to Froduce a final layout that is no
more than 10 to 15 rercent lerger in area then comrietely
hand-designed leyaut.
Summary

The key roints of the design methodology are as follows:
Minimize lobal wiring - Use local control and computations
even at a cost of more transistors» to reduce lons-distarice
conmunicstion raths.
Meteh the Fritch of function blocks ~ Adjust the asrectratio of
adJjoining blocks in order to reduce the wiring erea between them.

Imbed buses in function blocks - This will allow the designer to
use the erea under buses for logics and allows him more control
over bus seen by the lower levels of the hierarchy.

Use autorouting to connect Fad drivers and wherever wiring
channels must be sllocated - This will reduce the design time
and introduce another degree o freedom.

Use hierarchical design This is a basic principle which esses
the task of both the designer and the design tools, It is 2
basic tenant of all CAD work.

Use comrutable cells - This will make cells much more rowerful
and reduces the design effort. It also increases design
flexibility and makes many of the other design methodology
foals rossible.
Yo only low-level cell design by hand - Let the tool do the high-
level layouts which is what it does best. The designer only needs
to rrovide rough size estimates for the function blocks in the
chie floor Flen.
A CAI tool for use with this desisn methodology must suprort each

of the concerts that I have outlined ehove. I will now review current cal
tools and srecify exactly what is needed in anv tool that will surrort
this metnodology.
TOOL DEVELOPMENT-THE PRESENT



Introduction
Tne imteractive tools available to DEC from Caltech such as STICKS

or GEGOM are mot accertable for huildinsg a These haveless than 28 man-year of effort in them and ere unuseable by
anvone but the author. DEC's CALMA is commercial auality interactive
systems but ait will not surrort our design methodology. The reeson forthis is that we want to use computable cells» while the CALMA will only

the creation of static cells. It may be rossible to use this
feature for some cell definitionss but it will reauire translation from
the CALMA datebese format to our formats which will be
However we be sole to use the CALMOS esutorouting software, or at
least steal their algorithms.

NEC hes auite few design tools thet have textual I/0. Examrles are
SLICs FLATOs microcode assemblers» and ISF emulators. Our focus is on
circuit design and levyouts so simuletors such as SLIC and PLA senerators
such es FLATO ere the only Frograms that we are interested in. Our tools
should be shle to generate inrut for simulators and accert the outrut of
Frograms such as FLATO.

The exrerience of Caltech has been that mature design tools that have
textual I/0 ere much eaeser to imrlement than interactive systems,
reauiring onle a few man- months of effort hefore they can be used by
designers. Two good examples ere LAP which was written in 3s weeks and
Bristle Blocks, which took about 6 man-months of rrodramming to reach
usesble status. LAF has been used to successfully design 3 chirs, Bristle
Rlocks has been used to design one chir which was not fabricated.
Lar

LAF deals only with the levout stage of design. It converts a textual
description of the layout consisting of rectangles wires symbols
(cells), and other items to an intermediate layout lansuasge CIF2.0. This
intermediate form can be the inrut to e Flotting Frrogram CIF20FP» which
is used to check the layouts or to a pattern generation program FAT»
which denerates the PG tare for the maskmaker. LAP surrorts hierarchical
desisnm concerts, that iss the user describes symbols such ses a resister
celly or an inverters which cen then be used as 23 Frimitive in other
symbols. In this manner the whole chir is constructed. Because LAP is
written in @ Frogramming languages (in this case Simulae)» the user can
include small rrosrams inside his cells to modify them for different
uses.
Bristle Blocks

Bristle Blocks is @ much more ambitious program. It is an integrated
circuit design tool. The name refers to the design stule which Bristle
Rlocks enforces. Users select or define low-level cells» or blocks which
sre specified by their internal structure and their interface points» or

interconnect work done completely by the Rristle Blocks system.bristles. Blocks ere composed to make larger with the

an analogy hetween integrated circuit design and softwere
designs Bristle Blocks is referred to as 8 silicon compiler. In Bristle

structure. im @ high-level language. Lesigning ICs by levying down
indivicual wires and boxes corresronds to rrogramming in machine code. A

simple artwork language which suprorts macros (symbols) corresronds to
using an assembler. Kristle Blocks aualifies as a compiler because the

Blocks» the designer srecifies the blocks and their interconnect



blocks it manirulates are not Just fixed structuresr whose exact
Fasitions and intercommect are srecified by the designer. Instead the
blocks ere Farameterized functions whose Flacement end interconnect are
done by the Bristle Klocks system. The blocks are rarameterized so thatRristle Blocks can adart a single block to @ variety of conditions, muchlike subroutine. For examreler blocks can be stretched to make theFitch of their bristles match ur with those of adJacent blocks. Also a

cen he srecified so that the ratios of its bus drivers change
derending on the caracitance of the hus it is driving.

Klocks is rather restrictive in the tyre of desidns that can
be built with it. Srecifically, only daterath machines with an external
microcode store are allowed. There are other restrictions too. Another
major eroblem with Hristle Blocks is that it is written in ICL? an
unsurrorted Caltech lansuade written in MACKO-10.

Bristle

Ges

A gael of FroJect Scorpio is the advanced develorment of design
tools Gre goal is to rewrite Bristle Blocks in Simules using LAP as a2

base. This new rrograms called GASS (Gery's ASSembler)» will durlicete
all of the functions of Eristle Blocks including simple
cell elecements control FLA and clock driver generation. GASS will try
to be more general by being modular» and more user
intervention. In order to design chirs other than dataraths, the modules

ellowing

of GASS cen be rearranged, in effect producing s mew comriler for each
tyre af chif.
TOOL DEVELOPMENT-THE FUTURE

Introduction
one vear is aveilable for tool development. This is not much

Lime at all» so we would like to use currently available tools if
eossible. There are no interactive tools available which suit our needs»
so we must develor our own. Unfortunately, interactive srephics tools
are motoriously difficult to writes reauiring ur to 20 of
erodramming effort to echeive commercial auality. Therefore we cannot

non-interactive CAD tools with textual I/O» because it will be relatively
easu to write. write.

Onis

develor a new interactive tool for microVAX. We will develor 2

Tool Reauirements
Qur design tool must surrort our design methodology as described

above. Our methodology really reauires 32 tool like GASS or Bristle
Rlocks» $0 we really want what will call a chir assembler. The
reauwirements of the assembler are as follows:

1. The assembler must be implemented in 2 high-level language.
This will sreetly reduce develorment time. It is also
essential for the of computable cells.

heart of the tool which will give it jts rower. Computable
cells will allow the stretching anc iteration that is
The assembler must surrort computeble cells. This is the

reauired for rarid design.
3. The tool must surrort hierarchical design. Cells designed

with the assembler must be able to call and rarameters to
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ta and from other cells.
4. The assembler must contain wire router. This is reauiredfor rad routing and cecesiaonal random buses,
se The outreut for layouts will be in CIF2.0. The assembler

must slso be eble to generate the source file for 3 circuitsimulator and he eble to read in CIF2.0 database files. The
use of CIF2.0 will sllow CIF20F to be used to rlot thedesigns and for FAT to be used to generate the PG tares.

6. The assembler must contain @ box packer. Ey this I mean an
algorithm that can "flow' the function blocks to eliminate
wested ares,

These are Just the basic reauirements that will directly SUPFOrt the
design erincireles of the methodology. This will form 28 base chir
assembler that can he extended by adding modules on tor of the base in
order to orftimize it for 3 Farticular tyre of chir.

The reauirements of the assembler sound very similar to the
Carshbilities of both Kristle Blocks and GASS. This is no coincidence. The
authors of both of these tools agrees with my design Philosorhy and
incorrorated much of it into the tools. But the chir eassembler that is
desired for microVAX must be more general than this. For examples meither
Frogrem can surrort a database of computable cells. It would be mice if
the chir essembler could call cells in 3 databases for when it
is adjusting the asrectratio of a block. I have mot listed this as a
reauirement because it would be very difficult to in effect
reauiring the use of an extensible landuage. Our assembler will almast
certainly be inrlemented in Simula as an extension of GASS. Simula is
not an extensible language. In order to incorrorate new cells into 2
designs it will be mecessary to comrile them with the rest of the
assemblerr or to use ebsolute cells written ain CIF2.07 which can be
interpreted at run time.

Plar
am assuming thet two erogrammers will have one vear in order to

develor a chir assembler. I am also assuming that they are familiar
with the concerts of 23 chirp assembler and are fluent in Simula. Since
GASS and Bristle Blocks both took less than half of 238 man-year to
imelementy a sufficiently robust tool can be easily written in two

Rather than attemeting to meke a completely general tool, I think
that the essembler should be modular and ortimized to each ture of chir
thet is designed. For examples there will probably be two besic chirp
tures in the microVAX. One tyre will have mostly memory and some logics
such es a cache chir or e microcode control chir. The other tyre will
be a daterath chir with lots of different function blocks and buses»
with some control logicy such as the data chirs or the floating-roint
chip. I think thet modifying the assembler to deal with each tyre of chir
will be the best was to det efficient layouts without too much
Programming effort.

Architecture develorment will rrobabls be taking elace concurrently
with the tool develorment effort. This will allow for easy interaction
with the architects» circuit designers» and levout designers. They can
rrovide samele designs to test the assembler and at the same time can



become familiar with its use. This should save several months at thehesinming of the circuit design rhase of the
USING THE CHIF ASSEMBLER

Introduction
All of the circuit and layout design effort will revolve around thechir assembler. The circuit designer and chir set architect first develor

@ rough circuit specification. The layout designer uses this to obtain
an areroximate floor Flam. Tne circuit and layout designer then make
more deteiled estimates of area» sreeds and rower consumrtion. These
mumbers are used by simulators to exrose any rroblems with the urrerlevels of the design. Finally detailed cell designs are laid out and

as computable cells. The assembler then iterates» varying the
layout to obtain an ortimum design. The designers watch this process andreceive simuletion results and statistics on the efficiency of the
design. They then use this date to make new design decisions,

A méeJor difference between this Frocess and current fractice is that
exact answers gre mot meeded until later in the process. Much of the
levout and cirewit design work can proceed using rough estimetes or
Suesses ahout the design. The reasons for this are that the
assembler will teke care of the little details of the designs and thet
most of the sres savings in the layout will come at the chir floor Flenlevel. If the estimates of sreeds arear or rower for the lower levelcelle are accurate to within 20 or even 30 Fercent» them the chir
assembler can take over and oartimize the design. The designers will
orerete in the mode of exploring many designs accurate to within 20
rercent. They will settle on this ones and then do detailed design. If
the detailed results are mot satisfactory they can alter theirhigh-level assumetionss using the mew results» until design goals ere
met. Note that if an iteration is reauiredy it is very likely that most
of the computable cells defined in the rrevious cycle cen be reused»
reducing wasted effort.
The Process

The starting roint of the circuit design Frocess is the chir
srecification. The circuit designer must decide what tyre of circuit he
will use to imrlement each function. The chir set architect will act as a
consultant during this rhase of the design since he Frobably had some
implementation in mind during the chie srecification. The level of detail
that the circuit designer will go to is basic schemes» such as
implementing the ALU with lookahead carry or a multirlexer as a serarate
functions or with a tristate bus. He can then work with the layout
designer ona first pass of the chir floor rlan. The layout designer can
usually make rough estimates of the area reauired for each functions and
their overell share based on rast experience. This may be a rroblem
area on the microVAX since it may be the first design fabricated using
the 2 micron rrocess. However the design rules should be available for
at least several months hefore circuit design besins. This should Provide
sufficient time for the layout engineer to set some feel for the ereas of
different functions.

Using the size estimates of the function blocks 9 the layout
desidner can edd the rower and signal buses and allocate srace for rad
routing. If the circuit is designed using the methodology rrescribed
shoves then bus routing will not be very difficult. Instead most of the
effort will be in lining ur the function blocks and matching their



Pitches. But remember that we ere seeking an answer correct within only
20 Percent, The chir set architect will have already done this when
making his design tradeoffs» so this stage should proceed smoothly,requiring mo more than 3 few weeks.

The circuit designer can now descend the chir hierarchy and develor
the arrroximate circuit designs of the subcells. Now the circuitdescristions will become more accuratey such as including the actualtorolosy of the circuitry but mot the transistor sizes. The lavoutdesigner can make more accurate size estimates of these smaller cells.
Ferformance estimates can also be made for RAMS» PLAS ALUs and other
blocks. These can be inrut to a circuit or losic simuletor to expose anytiming or speed in the design. These cell area estimates can be
used toa reduce the uncertainty in the area estimates of higher levelcells, Perhars @ surprise will foree the floor flan to be modifieds and
the desigm cycle rereated. As the grea estimates become more accurate,
the box racker algorithm can be used to ortimize the floor flan at higher
levels of the hierarchy. At each level of the hierarchy the comrutablecells can be at least Partially srecifieds such es including the code
which rrocesses information that is rassed to and from lower level cellss
such 8S Power consumretion. Recall that at this stade, the rrogrsemmerswill be aveilsble to hele write the comruteble cells. This rracess
comtinuess with backtracking when eror until the
hottom-level cells are reached.

circuit design and layout must mow be done. This does not
necessarily mean the comrlete srecification of all transistor sizes or
the exect layout. If computable cells ere useds this will not be known
until the entire chir is assembled. The cells will usually heave some
default levout» which is close to the rreviously estimated values. Wher
the assembler adjusts the asrectratios of the higher levels of the
designe it must tell each of the cells in the lower level to chanse its
share toor im order to set an exsct size. New variations are tried
until the grea is minimized,

rN

The design area is mot the only rarameter that the assembler can
ortimize. It is rossible for it to meet srecified sreed or rower doals
toor or to make some comrromise. The assembler allows the designer to
watch this erocess and to intervene. This ability for the designer to
provide feedback to the assembler greatly reduces the effort of. the
assembler and speeds the design task. A good examrle of where desisner
feedback can really hele is in datarath chirs such as those generated by
Bristle Blocks. All of the cells in the datarath lie on 28 common bus,
Thew addust their ritch to match thet of the fattest cell on the bus by
stretching warts of the layout. This obviously wastes areas, A simrle
form of feedback would be for each cell to calculate its unstretched and
stretched sreas. The sum of the difference in these areas is the area
wasted im the desidn. The assembler can also roint out which cell is the
fattest. The designer can then develor a new layout that more nearly
matches the ritch of the other cells.

I heve a goal of 6 months for the first Pass of the design. I
estimate that the effort should be srlit ur as follows. The first 2 or 3

weeks should be srent develoring the chir floor Plan. The next 3 months
should be srent in descending the cell hierarchy and writing the
computable cells. The last two months should be srent iterating the
design with the assembler. At least one or more Fasses should be
performed rer dav. One method might be to run the assembler overnight and

next might. If the modifications are small enoughys and the rrogram willanelyze the results during the day and modify the design for @ run the



"run im only 3s few hours, it may be rossible to do two runs rer day.This may be the case in the final eheses of the design. So at least 40or $0 iterations should be Fossible,
DESIGN STYLES FOR MICROVAX

Introduction
The chir set architecture of micraVAX> es of this moment, consists ofcustom chirs. These are e virtual caches or virtual tad stores twomicrocode controllers, a dataraths and a floating-roint rrocessor. Iwill sive a rough descriretion of each of the chir floor Flans and how thechir should be designed using the assembler.

The Cache

The cache chir consists rrimarily of static RAM for tes store for thecache and translation buffers translation addresses, and rossibly memorydata. Aside from the logic essocieted directly with the RAM such assense amrlifierss and address decoders the losic consists Frimarily ofthe comearatars., The number of function blocks on this chir will beauite few: and there will only be several layers of hierarchy. The firstlevel of hierarchy could include comparators sense amrlifiersy addressdecoders» memory arrays, rad driverss and buses. Most of these blocksWill only have one level of hierarchy below thems such es RAM cells.
Note also that it may be best if most of this chirs which is RAM,» weredefined ebsolutely with no computable cells. The reason for this is that
@ RAM cell layout will rrobably already exist. This sllows the designersto determine the areas of most of the function blocks exactly» with the
erime unknown being the buses, and the small amount of comtrol logic to
handle misses and other excertians.

Note that we cannot really make use of most of the rower of the chir
assemblers using comreutable cells» or comelex iterations. The reason forthis is thet the cache is memory intensive. Memories are the most
structured of ell functions. They can be hand-designed rather easilyesrecislly if our design methodology is used to eliminate the need tolay out the red routing and other irregular parts of the design.
The Microcode Controller

rN

The two microcode controllers contsin a large PLA/ROMs an instruction
buffers and 3 microseauencer. The only difference between the two is the
contents of the FPLA/KOM. Like the cacher it is easy to calculate the
exect smount of area reauired for the microcode. In our case, we can use
the FLA generator to transform logic eruations into the leyout. The only
comrlex losic on the chir are the buffer and the seauencer. The
microseauencer contains the microFfCs the losic and similar
control. At the chirp floor flan level» it can be treated eas seversl
blocks because there gre only a few lavers of hierarchy. The instruction
buffer is @ regular structures which only reauires 2 or 3 levels of
hierarchy y but should probably be shown as one block at the tor level
because the lower levels are tightly courled. This will hide a lot of
interconnect from the chir floor rlan. Like the caches the chir assembler
cammot save much design timer excert by laying out the PLA.

The

The dataraeth is 3 very comrlex chir and is the first to really use
the rower of the chie essembler. The tor level will probably contain 20



eet"

Function blocks» such 8s resister files» ALUss multirlexers, shifters,
and control FPLAs, Some of the control logic can be imbedded in thefunetion block that it is controlling. There are several floor rlans thatmight be used. The first is one in which sizes are determined for eachof the funetion blocks, end they are laid out using the autorouter toconnect ur the irregular buses between them. A second rossibility is ta
Wee ane common bus with 811 of the cells connected to its such as in the
OM or as Bristle Blocks uses. This would greatly simplify the layout andcell desigms but it might result in a lot of wasted erea. A compromiseswhich I favors is to combine the two so that some of the chir isimelemented using 3 common bus, while the rest ere sersrate functionhlocks. Am obvious candidate for 3 serarate block is the resister file»which could he settached to one end of the common bus. I think thet this
chire will involve much more effort than the cache or microcode chirs.think that the way to meet the 6 month schedule is to finish ur thesimele chirs fasts and then those designers can helr with the more
comelex chirs. Another alternative is to use several designers on thedifficult chirs.
The Floeting-Foint Processor

The floating-roint unit will be the most complex of the chirs. It has
not been defined yet, but if it is close to the implementation of the
VAX-11/780% it will have ur to 50 function blocks at the level ofmultirlexerss ALUs and resisters. It also will contain mans wide data
buses. I think that the common databus errroach is almost mandatory for
short design time. Tne FPF can be broken ur into several of these buses
with simele communication between them. There will still be several
serarate function blocks, rossibly such as an 8 by 32 multirlier array.
Almost twice as much design effort may be reeauired for this chir as the
datarath chir, so it misht be best to have two designers working om it
full-time,
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SUMMARY :

Funding of $500K is requested for this two-stage project, an aggressiveVLSI design effort.
Stage I, to be completed 12/31/79, will deliver two things:

(a) VLSI DESIGN TOOL PLAN The hardware and software plan to
of high density (30K - 100K transistors per die) custom
develop a set of tools for designing the next generation
MOS chips at DEC.

(b) VLSI-VAX-CHIP-SET ARCHITECTURE Accurate chip count
Chip; rough performance specs. Supporting design data
showing all inter-chip partitioning; floor plan for each

2

will go down to circuit and layout design for criticalcells.
Stage II is the phaseover of results, ideas and designs to the productdevelopment team, which will gearing up for the detailed design/imptementation effort in FY81.
The project builds upon seminal work done in FY79 (Jack Burness on acolor graphics-based designer workstation; the VAX VLSI task teams led byDileep Bhandarkar; Craig Mudge's work on architecture and structured chipdesign; and ideas and software from the DEC-sponsored Silicon Structures
Project at Caltech).
The . project is highly experimental and has many technical risksassoctlated with, it. Because much innovation is required, the group will

- be small) and unstructured. Moreover, the group needs to be keptprotected from demands to do fire-fighting for existing projects.
There is a slight chance that some of the results from Stage I may be
hegative results, e.g., "Defer the implementation until 1983 because we
found that 2 micron technology is necessary for a viable MOS chip set
implementation of VAX".

The $500K is split roughly into $ 350k for people, $75K equipment, and
$75K contracted expense.

:

This proposal details the technical items of study, project staffing,
budget, lab equipment, deliverables, and risks.



I. THE DESIGN SPACE

Novel design techniques and architect res need to be developed if DEC is
34 to properly match its low-end product needs with the high transistor

VLSI, the major problem is the escalating design time, not so much thearchitecture. With transistor densities of 30K per die (which our

densities that semiconductor fabricat on technology makes possible. With

Worcester HMOS process iSi aS capable of oing) and 100K within a
ad years, existing design techniques cannot cope -- they will yield per-

couple of
chip design costs of 30 man- years an l elapsed times of 6 years.
Clearly, new design techniques need to be developed. One promising

chip). need to be found.

technique is to describe cell youts by parameterized programprocedures (as distinct from pass ve data-sets of Highlyregular architectural blocks (which an be easily replicated across4

The design problem is one which hurting design shops throughout the
af industry, not just DEC:

using the traditional sheets-of-nylar approach (with some help fromblack-and-white graphics). Althoug IBM has had the gate- array approach

Intel cranks out unstructured designs

mastered for several years in its products using bipolar technology, its
capability in custom MOS appears be behind. HP appears to be ahead of
everybody.
At DEC, our design space is different from that at Intel. Since we arefot competing at the chip level, chip cost is not our overwhelmingconcern. We can tolerate the Ibwer chip manufacturing yield that comes
with larger dice. Moreover, a computer manufacturer can develop. specialIc packages which provide better cooling and larger pin outs, albeit at a
higher per package cost. We ntend to use the extra silicon area and
package advantage to give DEC a ompetitive advantage in several ways:

4

(structured designs conjume more area, but take less time to design
and verify)

c. higher performance
(by reducing the numbe of off-chip delays)

d. higher performance
(by dissipating more

+ a. testability features
b.. shorter time to market

wer per die)
U

:

a

-2. ITEMS OF STUDY

2.1 CHIP-SET ARCHITECTURE

Chip design will be carried the point where an accurate chip count can be
given. Based on the chip partitioning work to date, it is desirable that the :

design has between 5 and 7 hips.

communication ( the ratio f on-chip to off-chip delay is 1:10 in MOS).
We have. have used veral techniques to minimize inter-chip

They include:
functional partiti ning (one chip for each of cache, translation

buffer, I-box, boxi ox2 and E-box3)

off-chip microcode coly fbr less frequent operations)
b. distributed c:ntro (PLA/microcode sequencer and ROM on each chip;

c. machine state e. general registers, replicated in each chip
d. asynchronovs operation

4
:
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2.2 A CHIP ASSEMBLER 3
We will build a prototype software system for hierarchical assembly ofcell layouts. Cell layouts will be represented by program procedures(cell definitions which can instantiate themselves as drawings).Functional blocks (also described by procedures) are aggregates of thesecells. The final chip is an assembly which Tinks all these blocks
together with blocks (from a library) of pad drivers, control line
buffers, alignment markers, etc. and the power and ground distribution. A
(The term "assembler" points up the strong analogy with software
engineering. A long-term goal (not for this project, though) is to
develop silicon compiler. The system we will build is an assembler -

mmacro- language translator plus linkage editor and loader).

a :

7

:

Central' to this approach is the notion that wiring strategy (routing of

order from the way chips are designed today - blocks are designed

4
bus wires, contro] wires, and power and ground) be done BEFORE the
detailed design of the functional blocks. Note that this is the reverse

first, and then wired together.
4

:

The main function of the chip assembler is BOOKKEEPING: it allows us to

have its geometric impact automatically ripple through$ the whole chip
layout. The rippling would occur in a large batch program run overnight
instead of in the several weeks consumed by cutting and pasting of
mylar and paper.

make a basic circuit change (e.g., when parasitic capacitances become poy"better understood as chip design progresses) low level cell and then

A key idea is to use stretchable cell geometries - a cell? must stretch, for
example, to match the wiring pitches of adjacent cells, or to accommodate a
fat power bus (whose width is not known until final chip assembly time)
running through it.
I believe that the ability to make many (rapid) iterations on the chip design
4s crucial. This is only possible if the layout (and other representations of
the chip) are in machine-readable form right at the beginning of the design.

4 As a first step we will install the Bristleblocks system. It is built on
'top of ICL, an integrated circuit Tayout Tanguage at Caltech.
Unfortunately, ICL is written in Macro-i0.

The output from this study will be an evaluation of chip assemblers and the
selection of an IC layout language.

I am designing a translation buffer chip (to be finished in May 79) with
Bristleblocks and hence getting some idea of the strengths and
limitations of the approach.

2.3 STICKS AND COLOR GRAPHICS

a. Automatic layout generation and compaction

Given a sticks representation of a circuit (and the process design rules) it
is possible to generate a layout. Jack Burness will be experimenting in this
area. He hopes to develop algorithms which will be competitive with hand
layouts. AS a first step, he will install the toy system currently running
at Caltech.
HP have had a six-person project on colored sticks (graphics processor, data
base design, and software design) for three years now. They plan to deliver
the first system this summer.

b. Sticks as a notation

Sticks is a highly expressive notation. It captures both the function and



topology of a circuit, and hence is not only a powerful notation inwhich to think about design, but also good for communicating betweendesigners. Le Nguyen is using colored sticks (penci? and paper version)for both purposes in the Pusart design in Microproducts. A black andwhite subset has been successfully used on T-11 according to Rich Olsen.
Given that the notation is central to our work, we need to have stickseditors on our color graphics stations. For example, a designer savestime if he can input his circuit to a circuit simulator as a sticksdiagram instead of in some awfully cryptic Janguage describing a netVist. In March, Jack Burness entered one of my circuits (an 18 transistorcell of the translation buffer) into sticks and produced an MSINC inputfile. All I had to add was the code desribing the input wave forms andinitial voltage levels.

. Sticks might also be used as a chip-planning tool (interconnecting higher-
j :

level functional blocks) but I dont understand this yet.
2.4 PROCESS TECHNOLOGY - A DENSITY MODEL FOR CHIP PLANNING

There are several.basic circuit configurations used (PLA, RAM, pad drivers,gates, etc.) and each has a different area and power requirement. We wil}select several possible processes (4 micron HMOS, 2.5 micron HMOS II, 2.5micron CMOS-SOS, for example) and characterize (area, power, speed) each
of people from Worcester and Microproducts, e.g., Dick Spencer, is vital in

The involvementbasic circuit configuration
:

: this part of the study.
. We will developa model of chip area as a function of the basic circuit

. configurations and area for wirability and power and ground.
be, 4.4 1

The design rules for each process will be simplified (along the lines ofCarver Mead's dimensionless lambda approach) to make the model moretractable. Hank Walker has had recent experience with fitting the lambda
inode to Intel's HMOS. The wirability assumptions will be based on a studyof F-11, T-11, 8085, and. OM2 chips.7

:

The model will be used to answer such questions as "What MOS channel lengthis required for us to put both a 32-entry translation buffer and a 256-byte
:

4 "cache on an I-box chip?" Given a technology progress function of process
evolution, we can then say in which year such a chip could be built.
2.5 HARDWARE FOR COLOR PLOTS AND DISPLAY

Colored representations are indispensable. By convention we use red for
polysilicon, green for diffusion, blue for metal, yellow for jon implant,black for contact cuts. For more complex processes (two layers of poly or
two layers of metal, for example), more colors are needed (and so more
pencil colors and more bit planes in a display's frame store).
We make -extensive use of color graphics displays (about 512 by 512 point
resolution), simple plotters (such as the 8" by 17" HP four-color
plotter), and large inkjet drum plotters. This hardware is used
extensively for visual checks at all stages and levels in the design
(from cel) layouts, through chip floor plans, to complete chip plots) and
checks just prior to mask generation.
Use of graphics for interactive entering and editing of geometry is a
different matter. A recent experiment with black and white Applicon
terminals at Intel showed that online layout design of a cel? can now be
done as fast as hand design. Based on this, and on the problems with the
geometric editors at Caltech, I believe that it will be some time before

:
:

designers will interactively enter geometries at a terminal.

However, the colored sticks work desribed above does use interactive
graphics and is very promising.

:
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This part of the Apollo 11 Advanced Development project will makerecommendations on the specific displays and plotters to be used forproduction systems in FY81. The color stations being built in Tewksbury inFY79 should be adequate for the experimentation but are unlikely to be thechoice for production work

2.6 EXISTING LSI CAD TOOLS AT DEC

The Tayout and circuit. design tools discussed above are just one partof the total suite of necessary tools, which includes logic simulatorsand. design rule verifiers, just to name two. Fortunately, most of thesuite can be adaptations of existing tools. In this advanced developmentproject, we are emphasising the tools that are not yet available in DEC,namely those for handling the layout of very large MOS chips.
The complete suite is as follows.

SAGE logic simulation
DRC design rule checker
microcode tools
PLA code generators
IV interconnect verification
ISPS simulation
PG tape generation
data base management system

SLIC circuit simulation

SCALD/SUDS :

Val Patel has committed a person from Microproducts to work on this partof the project, which will evaluate each of the tools. Can it handle the
large chips? Is the necessary file conversion procedure available?
This part of the advanced development project will also ensure that NEWtools under development in Microproducts (e.g., the proposed FTA - fast
turnaround for MOS) are integrated into the plan.
The project will produce a plan ($ M of budget and schedule) to achteve
the necessary upgrades or rewrites from scratch.

2.7 CALMOS AUTOROUTING

The results of the current experiment (funded by Microproducts) on autoroutingof functional blocks in T-11 will be assessed.

2.8 TESTABILITY.

[to be supplied}

2.9 AREAS NOT TO BE COVERED

2.9.1 Chip packaging technology

An assumption about chip package will be made early on in the
project. Today, two packages (68 pins and 84 pins, each capable of
dissipating 3 watts) seems to be the best guess. (Hence we will produce
two versions of the chip set partitioning).

2.9.2 1/0 subsystem

(Mike, Duane: how do we get this vital area covered? ]
:



"3. PROJECT STAFFING

Craig Mudge (Project Leader)

6
:

Jack Burness
sticks; data structures; SLIC input from sticks
Color graphics; compaction algorithms; stretchable

(circuit designer)
VAX chip set spec
Structured chip design techniques;

Gary Tarolli (Caltech graduate spending summer at
+

+

software development
graphicsInstallation of Caltech software; new color

DEC)

Hank Walker
Chip-set architecture; donsity model of process

(LSI CAD person) VLSI design tool plan; evaluation of existing DEC

(logic designer) - Board-level-product design; VAX chip set spec

(Caltech graduate spending summer at DEC)

technology

tools; data base

4. LAB. EQUIPMENT AND SPACE

Most of the software in this project uses a DECSYSTEM 10 or DECSYSTEM 20.In the long term, DEC will want to convert its VLSI CAD work to VAXbecause of the address space limitations of 10s and 20s. However, it isessential that we use 10s and 20s in our experimental work so that weavoid an extensive software conversion of Caltech software (a11 writtenfor the 20).
4.1 Color graphics designer work stations. ($15K each)
Three of these stations are being constructed by Nat Parke's group in
Tewksbury with FY79 funds from Microproducts. Each station consists of

CRT color monitor (Hitachi)LSI-11
HP 7221A four-color plotter
VT52 (or equivalent)

:

4.2 2020 computer system (2020-DC) (S68K transfer cost)
KS10 CPU, 512 Mwords primary memory, two RM03 disks, Unibus adapter,
and line printer.
Note: ownership of this system is not only 2 to 3 times cheaper than

buying time from a central facility, but it provides the fast response time
essential for interactive graphics.
This configuration -is based on a workload study done by Gary Tarollt and Jack
Burness in March 79.

4.3 Other facilities
KL10 time for circuit simulation, logic and ISP simulation.
Applicon plotter time.

4.4 Space
Lab Space



:

2020 area; 3 color terminals; 3 standard lab benches; Storage; 3

Office Space
7 offices each with terminal;secretarial space;
small conference room.

+terminal pool; library.
:

1

:

:

7 :

4 4

4

:

:

1

:

3

33

4

i :

:

3 4

1

:
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5. BUDGET (FY80)
PROJECT STAFF

4

7

(secretary) man months12
Mudge 12
Burness 12
(circuit designer) 12
Tarolti 2
Walker
(LSI CAD person) 12
(logic designer) 6

2

:

Total 70 man months at $5K per month

EQUIPMENT®DEPRECIATION

40% of $75K ™

CONTRACTED EXPENSES

Mask sets (3 at $10K each) 30K
Wafer fab at WX 10K
KL10 time 30K

OTHER

Consultants (Dan Dabberpohl,Bill Roberts) 10K
Travel not covered in o'head 5K
1/3 of DEC resident at Caltech 25K
Sponsorship of VLSI research

at MIT, Stanford, CHU 5K

$350K
i, f

30K

+y
70K

50K

$500K

Craig Mudge

4/7/79
4 :

:

:

:

: yourAs

phone
ages

:

:

4
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interoffice memorandum

To: Distribution Date: 31 January 79
From: Dileep Bhandarkar
Dept: VAX /PDP-11 Sys. Arch.
DTN: 247-2021
Loc/Mail Stop:

Subj: VLSI VAX

bv

So

9
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This memo should serve as the framework for further
discussion on VLSI VAX. The product should be available
Guring FY82. At the board level the transfer cost for a
single board computer (processor with ?54KB) should be less
than $1000. At the system level product transfer costs under
$2,500 are needed for en entry level system (CPU, ?56KB, 2CMB
mass storage, CRT, four seria] lines). Tom Northrup andwill pursue product issues further with product lines.
To achieve the above cost. goals requires the CPU costs to he
under $200. I feel that the number of chip designs required
should be kept to a minimum (less than five). The total
number of chips required to build the processor should be
less than fifteen. The chip partitioning will be determined
by the projected gate densities of the technology chosen.
In order tobe successful at the system level] we need dual
removable or fixed plus removable disks with 20MB at around
$1000 transfer cost.
The best in-house technology today is 4 HMOS. The Inte] &08&4
was designed with this technology. The 8086 has 29,090
transistors and required 184 man-months to build (24 for
definition, 60 for design, 100 for layout) compared to 70
man-months for the 8089, Inte] expects the next generation
processor to require about 320 man-months in 1980. The 8086
was designed with 6,600 drawn devices replicated
approximately; one of these (1 transistor ROM cel}) was
replicated over 9000 times. With device densities doubling
about every one to two years, designs must be based on fewer
drawn devices. We should be able to use the next generation
HMOS (SMOS?) process for VLSI VAX. Dick Spencer's work
should give us a better feel for the evolution of our process
technology.
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VLSI VAX ?

We must use graphics terminals for VLSI design. Caltech uses
an LSI-11] based color graphics. MIT uses a color and a highJack Purnessresolution black and white graphics terminal.is planning on acquiring a couple of color terminals from
Caltech. We need to structure our design more than in the
past. I expect future VLSI designs to be based on a libraryof parts or supercells. These supercells wil] be of fairly
high complexity (ALU's registers, etc). We need to explore
ways of expressing these supercell designs so that they can
be used over several qenerations of device qeometries. We
should explore the feasibility of defining rules for our
current HMOS process so that we can express supercell] designsthat can be scaled down or adapted to projected geometriesfor the next generation. The other possibility is to use
something like the STICKS notation and develop translators to
convert them to layout. Supercell]s stored in library can
be recalled with desired parameters and placed with a
graphics terminal]. Bob Kusik and will drive the
identification of further refinement and our needs in the CAD
area.

I view VLSI VAX as our first large VLSI system project. We
should use it as a vehicle to put in place a VLSI design
system that can be used to implement other custom MOS chips
that could provide us greet leverage in our business.



dijo} ital INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

cc:

SUBJ:

Jack Burness DATE: December 14, 1978
Dave Morgan FROM: will Sherwood
Dick Clayton DEPT: LSI CAD

Spencer Hu Dick Spencer
Dave Ressler John Maenpaa

EXT: 238-2393
Le Nguyen Bob Yodlowski LOC/MAIL STOP: wz-2

Steve Greenberg Joe Zeh
Bob Kudik Gordon Bell a. cay)

CAD FOR LSI VAX Y

After attending the first meeting (chaired by Jack Burness) on organizing
CAD tools for MicroVAX, I feel we in the CAD community have an excellent
opportunity for advancing the state of art CAD tools both in development
(enhancement) of current tools at DEC (most likely there's funding) and by
bringing in new CAD tools from academia and industry. Finally a project has
come to us well in advance BEFORE its start to interact and discuss possibi-lities instead of coming to us midstream for firefighting aid and aides.

We have breathing time now to think clearly about what our CAD dreams are
and what might be feasible for the project. As Ivan Sutherland and Peggy
Wesley mentioned at the CAD Symposium, it is CAD tools that ALLOW projects
to be feasible, not necessarily technology. Let's not let CAD be a restriction
this time.

We're not too proud to bring in outside tools - we can't develop everything
ourselves! There are many "free" programs around that could help us, but we
shouldn't wait for them to come knocking on our doorstep. Do you realize
that SUDS was designed in 1964? It took 12 years for it to finally gain
widespread usage within DEC. I believe we can't wait this long for other
tools. VLSI certainly can't wait.

For example, a SUDS extension SCALD (Structured Computer-Aided Logic Design-
SCALD) was developed by Tom McWilliams and Kurt Widdoes for the Stanford-1
project. These extensions are written in PASCAL/370. The concept has been
developed and proven: the SCALD system allowed two people to design and build
architecture of 370 complexity in a short amount of time (man-years) .

Conversion to PASCAL/10 or BLISS and usage certainly warrant investigation.
(Maybe we should have them come and give an in-depth tutorial.)

Perhaps the biggest bottleneck in a custom LSI design at DEC is the layout
phase. There's an infinite amount of room here for CAD tools. Perhaps STIX
or a spin-off from the Caltech SSP project can be used. (I hear Jack is investi-
gating.) Maybe even a variation of SCALD can be adapted.

Within DEC, there are several new projects underway: SAGE3, VOTE, TUMS, MICRO-

ISPS, and others. These projects should be involved with the forthcoming needs
and schedule of MicroVAX. Everyone benefits in this way. We are beginning to
determine SAGE3's relationship with MicroVAX.
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There is a plethora of tools that are at our disposal. I have touched only
on a few. Attached is my view of the CAD chart that was presented at the
CAD MicroVAX meeting along with applicable tools.

(Attach. )
WS: vg



Attachment 1
CAD TOOLS FOR MICROVAX TASKS
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DESIGN

PHASE 6 2 O TOOL COMMENTS

Architectura
Concepts

ISPS/TUMS or MIMIC
x x SCALD/SUDS Dev. & Used on Stanford-1 Multiproc.

x x SAGE3

System
Design x ISPS/TUMS or MIMIC

SCALD/SUDS
x x SAGE3

Microcode x ISPS/TUMS or MIMIC
Dev. x MICRO2

x x SAGE3
x x MICRO-ISPS

x PLATO

Logic Design x SUDS
x SAGE2

SAGE3
PLATO

Circuit Des. x SLIC
SPLICE

xt x SUDS

Layout x STIX
Design x (SSP tool)

(CALMA)Digitizing (x)

Testing x x VOTE
SAGE2(x)

x SAGE3
MICRO2(x)

x TEKIO

Process x MODFIT

Dat Bane

0& o

O
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INTRODUCTION

This n intended to be a combination guide and
recommendation of the future grapnics requirenents for the design of

All
sumgestions, exnlanations, and recommendations are the autnor's as the
author now views tae situation,
{ntegrated circuits at Digital Eautonent orooration,

mnis docunent is soecifically aimed at the tite period of five to
ten years fron today, aitnout loosing siqnt of Digital Equiprent
Corporations inmediate needs,

since this is the first draft, the author would appreciate any
and all feedoack wiich tne readers would care t6 provide,

af ERE WE ARE

at the current time Oigital Equiement "orporation is essentially
designing inteqrated circuits using two srineisal tecnnologiess y9S
and 3ipelar, from general soint of overall complexity, a vos device
{s in general wore commlex than a Bipolar Device of equivalent die
are@ae

This additional conolexity originates from the fact that certain
qeonetric oatterns (e.7. metal interconnections, transistors, etc.)
are onysically smaller in 40S, and thus for a given dte size
(intearated cireuit ento area) a 498 device will therefore be aole to
eontain a more eireult (or nore nunerous simole circuits) tnan
a Ripolar enis, resalting in more solygons, A polygon (eed. square,
rectangle, etc.) easunt is A qood hasic nmetnod for dSeternining one

aspect of the cotolexity of an integrated circuit, This is because
the construetion of the various regions on the various layers of an

{ntegrated circuit {ts always specified py polygons, Thus the final
result of any current integrated circuit design, reaardiess of tne CAD

tools utilized, will be tre qeneration Of polygons,

AS an exatole of conolexity, a cover enio typically contains
35,228 to 42,232 sinole oolyaons involved in just the incerconnection
nortion, wnile a M95 cnip such as tne 313 contains aoproxinatrely
167,209 sinpl#® DOLYIONS, A simole polygon is defined as being one of

rhe oasic snapes (i.e, 8 rectangle or square). Jn realitys a cais: is
Lavyed out using conolex S01YIONS, However, from a human placement and

routing ooint of views 3 neent" figure requires much more time trian a

simole solygon,. Thus by aiving the number of simole polygons, a nore

qualitative measure ts cotained for deternining layout effort. In

reality, the 313 contains A total of about 144,030 solyaons, Thus

apor2ximately an extra 23,204 polygons were sroduced by preaking the

nore comolex polvaons inte sinple polygons,

since tne onvsical orocess to praduciag integrated circuit enips
involves the use of polygons, all specifications at any level of

svstems design must eventually be converted to polygonse Thus «nen

one talks of "laying out" a MOS chips one really means getting a to




